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> DRIVE, MEMORY, AND MORE. THEN ADD OPTIONS LIKE DIGITAL IMAGING CAPABILITIES,

»EAKERS. JUST CALL US OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE.

Whiz Ktd

Presario 5000T-800

$749'
As low as S21 per month'

Intel Celeron™ Processor 800 MHz

128 MB SyncDRAM — up to 11 MB Shared for Video

20.0 GB UltraDMA Hard Drive'

48X Ma* CD-ROM Drive'

56KfTlJV.90 Modem*

FREE 10/100 Network Interface Card'

ESS Allegro Integrated PCI Audio

JBL Pladnum Speakers wiUi Digital Audio Port

2X AGP with 64-bit Hardware Acc^erated 30 Graphics

Compaq 0/53515" Monitor (13.8" VIA)

Compaq Scroll Mouse

Personalize by choosing:

Compaq C'/735 17" Monitor (16.0" VIA): Add $70

8X CD-RW Drive': Add $149

WindovrS XP Upgrade: Special offer—Call now

DESKTOP SPOTLICHT

MyMovieSTUDIO

Create and share your own home movies with the Compaq Presario

7000T. The editing software and easy access ports for digital cameras and

camcorders make it simple to produce quality films.

Just plug In and edit. It's that easy. Connect your camera Into the easy

access ports to download your home videos onto your PC. Than edit your footage

with StudicDV software. You can save your movie onto your hard drive, or burn it onto a DVD using

your DVD-R/CD-RW drive.

It's a blockbuster. You can play your movie on most DVD players. So gather your family and fhends.

pop it In, and wait for that Best Picture nomination.

Road Scholar

Presario 1200T-800

$999
As low as $28 per month'

Intel Celercn Processor 800 MHz

12.1" TFT Active Matrix Display

128 MB SyncDRAM

10.0 GB UltraDMA Hard Drive'

24X Max CD-ROM Drive'

Trident CyterBlade Hardware Accelerated 3D Graphics

56K ITUV.90 PCI Modem'

Hi-Capacity Liion Battery

Personalize by choosing:

Compaq Scroli Mouse: Add $19

8X DVD-ROM Drive':AOd$100

Windows XP L^grade: ̂ lal c^er— new

NOTEBOOK SPOTLICHT

TRAVEL ULTRALIGHT

Less than 3.5 pounds and 1" thin. Talk about taking a load off yourself —

the new Compaq Presario SOOT Is so light, you'll barely Imow It's there.

But don't be fooled.

It's tougher than you think. Sleek as It looks, the magnesium case is built

to shoulder the wear and tear of the road. And just wait till you open it up.

It's big on power. It may be small, but with a huge hard drive, superfast processor, and a

laser-sharp screen, the Compaq Presario SOOT pulls far more ttian Its weight.

Travel on. You'll never want to be without this notebook. Luckily, it's less than 3.5 pounds, so you

won't have to be.
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>> LET US BUILD A PC FOR YOU

Digital Interest

Presario 7000T-1.7

$1549'
As low as $44 per month'

liiler PfifiliLim 4 Processor 1.70 GHz

128 MB PC800 RDRAM

20.0 GB (7200 rpm) UltraDMA Hard Drive'

16X DVD-ROM Drive"

56K ITUV.90 Modem'

FREE 10/100 Nehvwic Interface C^rd'

Creative Labs 1373 Audio with 123 Voices

JBL Platinum Speakers witti Digital Audio Port

32 MB SDR nVidia GeForce2 MX w/ TV-Out

Compaq CV735 17' Monitor (16.0" VIA)

Compaq W reless Logitecfi Mouse

Personalize by choosing:

64 MB SDR iiVidia GeForce 2 MX w/TV-Oul: Add $79

DVD-R/CD-RW Drive: Add $456

Windows' XP Upgrade; Special offer—Call now

Power User

Presario 1800T-900

$1899
As low as $53 per month'

Intel Pentium III Processor 900 MHz,

featuring Intel SpeedStep'" Tecrindogy

15.0" TFT SXSA-i-Active Matrix Display

128MBSvncDRAM

20.0 G8 UilraDMA Hard Drive'

8X DVD-ROM Drive'

ATI Mobility Hardware Accelerated 3D Graphics

win 16 MB Video Memory

56KrTUV.90PCI Modem'

Hi-Capacity Ulon Battery

integrated 10/100 BaseT Ettiernet Port

Personalize by choosing:

15.0" TFT UXGA Active Matrix Display: Add $75

Windows XP Upgrade: Special offer—Call nav

CHOOSE YOUR PROCESSOR SPEED, HARC

DVD TECHNOLOGY, AND MULTIMEDIA SI

Power User

Presario 7000T-1.4

$1389
As low as S39 per month'

Intel Pentium 4 Processor 1.40 GHz

128 MB PC800 RDRAM

20.0 GB (7200 rpm) UltraDMA Hard Drive'

48X Max CD-ROM Drive'

56K ITUV.90 Modem'

FREE 10/100 Network Intertace Card'

Creative Labs 1373 Audio witli 128 Voices

JBL Platinum Speakers with Digital Audio Port

32 MB SDR nVidia Gef'orce2 MX w/TV-Out

Compaq CV73517" Monitor (16.0" Vl^

Compaq V/ireiess Logitech Mouse

Perswialize by choosing:

60.0 GB UilraDMA Hard Drive': Add $138

Compaq CV93519" Monitor (18.0" VIA): Add $140

Windows XP Upgrade: Special offer—Call now

Jet Setter

Presario 800T-700

$1699
As low as $48 per month'

Intel Pentium 111 Processor 700 MHz,

featuring Inlei SpeedStep Technology

12.1" TFT XGAAchve Matrix Display

128 MBSyncDRAM

20.0 GB UilraDMA Hard Drive'

24X Max CD-ROM External Drive"

ATI Mobility Hardware Accelerated 3D Graphics

with 4 MB Video Memory

56KmjV.90 PCI Modem'

4 Cell Lilon Battery

Integrated 10/100 BaseT Ethernet Port

IEEE-1394 Port

Personalize by dioosing:

12 Cell Extended Life Battery: Add $199

4X CD-RW External Drive': Add $250

Family Champion

Presario SOOOT-1.0

$949
As low as $27 per month'

Intel Pentium III Processor 1.00 GHz

128 MB SyncDRAM — up to 11 MB Shared for Video

20.0 GB UltraDMA Hard Drive'

48X Max CD-ROM Drive'

56KfTljV.90 Modem'

FREE 10/100 Network Interface Card'

ESS Allegro Integrated PCI Audio

JBL Platinum Specd<ers with Digital Audio Port

2X AGP wi9i 64-blt Hardware Accelerated 3D Graphics

Compaq CV735 17' Mmitor (16.0" VIA)

Comoaq Wireless Logitech Mouse

Personalize by choosing;

Belldn SurgeMaster II 8-Outlet Protector: Add $29.99

40.0 GB U.traOMA Hard Drive': Add $64

Windov/s XP Upgrade: Special offer—Call now

Road Warrior

Presario 1700T-800

$1299
As low as S37 per month'

Intel Pentium ill Processor 800 MHz,

featuring Intel SpeedStep Technology

13.3" TFT Active Matrix Display

128 MBSyncDRAM

10,0 GB UilraDMA Hard Drive'

24X Max CD-ROM Drive" with FutureBay'" Technalogy

ATI Mobility Hardware Acceterated 3D Graphics

with 8 MB Video Memory

56Krruv.90PCl Modem'

Hi-Capacify Lilon Battery

Personalize by choosing:

14,1" TFT Active Matrix Display: Add $75

OuikDock Port Replicaton Add $99

Windows XP Upgrade: Special offer—Call now

Compaq PCs use genuine Microso'ft® Windows®
www.microso'ft.com/piracy/howtotell
> To buy direct from Compaq in Puerto Rico, call toll-free 1-800-668-5341. > Para comprar de Compaq directamente en Puerto Rico, Ilame gratultamente al 1-800-668-S341
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BODY

BY COMPAQ,

SOUL BY YOU.

COMPAa
Inspiration Technology



'

Pentium

Got a dollar? Get a deal.' Buy any of these Compaq Presario desktop PCs, and add a Compaq IJ650 color printer or

Monsoon speakers with subwoofer for a dollar more. Buying a notebook? Add a carrying case or a Compaq IJ650

color printer for a dollar.* For additional promotions direct from Compaq, call or visit our website today.

^ Desktops starting at $749*. Notebooks starting at $999!
^ Choose your processor speed, hard drive, memory, and more. See inside.

It says Compaq on the outside. But on the inside, it's all about you. The Compaq Presario PC. Let us build one to

your specifications. With your choice of powerful Intel® Pentium® III processors. A CD-RW drive so you can burn

your own soulful mix onto CD. And enough storage space to hold whatever your heart desires. Let the spirit move

you. Call us direct and order today.

> Buy direct from Compaq 1-800-328-9025 compaq.com/athome
toll - free
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PlexWriter1B/10/4
16X CD-RW Drive, Core to

Plextor- owners can be demanding when it

comes to CD^RWidfives. Aiw^^anting the best.
The best performance'."Fdatures. flbstity. Which is
why our new PlexWriter"16/10/40A rewritable

E-IDE (ATAPI) is the perfect drive for them and

anyone—like yourself—who demands perfection.

It's the only drive to offer true 16X speed for an

entire burn, from disc core to edge. Which means
you'll get the fastest burn possible.

Plus, features you've come to expect from Plextor,

including buffer underrun error protection, make it

the right choice for anyone who demands perfection.

For diverse applications like downloading Web

audio or video, archiving digital camera images,
and the most reliable back-up you can get, treat
yourself to a PlexWriter. Our customers demand

the very best and they know what to expect.

E^jNUOT
PlenWritef PtexWritef 12/4/32 PlexWfiler 8/4/32 PlexWriIer12/10/32A PlexWriter 8/20 UllraPleX40max
12/I0/32A /uly2000 December1999 Aii9u$t2000 Febtuary1999 July2000

PLEXTOR Corp. Plextor is b registered trademartt end PlexWnter is a trademark of Plextor Corp. All rights reserved. C347.5/A



Release Notes

Ain't no such

thing as a free
web lunch

More than 300,000 customers pay as much as S8 an
issue for tlie opportunity to read this magazine every
month. Thafs S8 more tlian what most people have

ever paid for any month's worth of web content. Indeed,
save for the pomo sites, nearly all web sites give away their
content for free. So how does this generous formula work?
How do these sites stay alive?
Well, in fact, the formula docsn't work, and, as a result, con

tent-driven web sites are dropping like gnats in a bug-spray
Armageddon. The problem is that Internet ad banners are
finally being revealed as utter shams, and advertisers just aren't
buying them anymore. This should come as no surprise if you
consider how effective advertising really works.
For example, when you watcli TV and an ad comes on,

your entire scope of perception is consumed by the com
mercial. Sure, you might space out and quit paying atten
tion, but, if only for a split-second, your eyes and ears are
completely focused on the ad. Same goes for print adver
tising. When you're flipping through tlie pages o{Maximum
K, you're essentially forced to view ads as you search for
more editorial pages. And if an ad catches your eye or pro
motes a product you're interested in, you likely stop and
give the pitch your full attention.
Not so with online advertising. The essential design of a

web page in no way forces us to examine ad banners if we
don't want to. Think about it: Even a first-time web surfer

can immediately train himself to zero-in on content because
online ads are just so damn easy to avoid. Have you ever
clicked on an ad banner? 1 haven't.

The future of the web doesn't bode well for "old-timers"

like us who've been online since the early 1990s. We're used
to getting our content for free and righteously complaining
whenever "invasive" advertising like pop-up ads intrudes
on our online experience. But in order to make ends meet,
more and more web sites will be charging subscription fees
and moving to increasingly in-your-face ad gimmicks that
vendors are actually interested in supporting. Think pop
up ads are annoying? It will only get worse.
Thankfully, at Maximumpc.com we've decided to resist

the new regime. When our web site is finally redesigned,
you'll find a new site with less emphasis on advertising
(though! suspect those nrtr.vlypop-ups will continue to pimp
magazine subscriptions). We won't post daily updates, but
the weekly updates you will find will be 100 percent free of
charge and editorially driven.

^ON PHILUPS

NOTE: Due to a sdieduling error, we were unable to run two features ptoniisetl
in last month's Coming Next Moiitli section. We will run theartides on internal

case detailing and wireless devices in future issues.

Page 96

Page 10
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RIGULARS
8 In/Out
Your thoughts on Dick Matthews; our take on
Windows XP; and a critical reader wins the staff's

loose change.

10 Quick Start
PC previews, news, factoids... and some tips for
cutting energy costs.

18 Head2Head
;; Admit it, you've been dyingto knowhowthe two .

leading cell phone PDAs compare...

21 Watchdog
We keep an eye on PC consumer affairs so you
don't have to.

52 Ask the Doctor
This month: Creative's cleverly hidden output option;
the facts about System Resources; and the proper
temperature for your CPU.

54 How To...
Conquer the cookie monster and protect your
privacy online.

96 Exit
Two of the PC gameworld's most bad-ass

. beauties duke it out in a match of wits,
weaponry, and wardrobe.

YAMAHA'S 20x CD-RW

drive is a screamer 60

A MICRON for the new Millennia,
er, millennium 62

XIRCOM, U.S.R., and NETGEAR bring
wireless home 64

PINNACLE and MATROX light
your RreWlre 66

IOMEGA seems to think it's Peerless 67

You say HERCULES, i say ELSA: let's call
the N^ole thing GePorceS deadlock 68

MINI-REVIEWS: The A/V Squad 69

Burning 101 with SimpuCD 70

NORTON INTERNET SECURITY: Strong
enough for a man, but made for a PC 7'1

EMPEROR rules the RTS genre 72

Worst game ever? Tom McD says it's
ATLANTIS 74

SOFTWARE SHAKEDOVtnM: Two games.
Two design apps. 'Nuff said. 75
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EXPERIENCE

NIRVANA. $i56r
Searching for musical euphoria? Let us buiid a PC that wiii get you there. The Compaq

Presario 7000T internet PC has a CD burner for creating your own blissful mix. Optional

Kiipsch speakers for optimum crankability. And an Intel® Pentium® 4 processor for

ultimate power. At last, true musical enlightenment.

As low as $44 per month'

Inlet' Pentium" 4 Processor, t.40 GHz

128 MB PC800 RDRAM

20,0 6B (7200 rpm) UltraDMA Hard Drive'

12XC0-RW Drive'

56K ITU V.90 Modem'

FREE 10/100 Netwo(i< Interfare CanJ'

SomdBlasler" Live! 5.1

Monsoon MH-500 Speaker System w/Sutiwoofer

32 MB SOfi Gerorce2 MX w/TV-Out

Compaq CV735 17" Monitor (16.0" VIA)

Compaq Wireless Logitech Mouse

Personalize by choosing:

Klipscti Pro Media V,2 400 Watt Speakers (THX Certfiec!}; Add $100

60.0 GB UitraDMA Hard Drive': Add $100

toll - free

Buy direct 1-888-444-8835
compaq.com/athome

COMPAa
Inspiration Technology

Compaq PCs use genuine Microsoft® Windows®
www.microsoft.com/piracy/howtotell
> To buy direct from Compaq in Puerto Rico, call toll-free 1-800-668-5341. > Para comprar de Compaq direetamente en Puerto Rico, liame gratuitamente al 1-600-668-5341.
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We show you how to
make sense of all that

you see printed on the
hardware box, so you can
intelligent purchases. r
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42 The Mod Squad
It's a special kind of individual who devotes his
time and attention to PC customization that can

only be described as "totally out of control."
Meet four men who have done just that.

Get the facts before you
act on your impulse to
upgrade your TO.

So you think It's time to take your
PC to a higher level—to toss out
those old parts and replace them
with components that are newer,
faster, better? Before you make any
rash decisions or take any drastic
steps, read this feature.

Our advice and recommendations

could save you time and spare you
from disaster.

PAGE 24



You write, we respond

The lecliie You Love to Hate
Dick Matthew's columns are the most hilariously
Insulting things I've read in quite a while, and

I've learned several new, useful things from ihm
already. It was the first thing 1 turned to in the

latest issue, and I look forward to reading next
month's column.

—PAUL E KRRKLL

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF JON PHILUPS REPLIES: Indeed. Likeaiine

llmburger that initiallv stinks to high hell but later becomes

strangely appealing, we trust that this computer-age
performance artist—this digital Don Rickles, this toxic
amalgam of history's most abusive power users—will grow
on even his most vocal critics, in real life, Dick is just a kind-
hearted teddy bear. Shoot, even his noogtes are set to stun.

A SEX SYMBOL, TOO? WHO KNEW!
f work full-time as a paramedic, I'm
a mom to three "active" kids, I'm a

game-aholic—and 1 think Dick

Mathews is "the man." Sure, I can

take apart a machine and fix it, even
build the latest and greatest gaming

machine, but when it comes to the

basics like little tricks and tips for
Windows, I'm a retard. Keep these
columns coming because I, for one,
don't have the time to figure out the
little things in life. Oh, and I really
don't care what the MCSE after his

name stands for, so I chose my own:
My Computer Stud Extraordinaire.

—Susan Cadis

XP EXCELLENCE

I'm currently testing Windows XP,
and I love it! How many computers

and/or lab rats do you have devoted
to testing XP? What are your
thoughts about the new design,
the wizards, and the general

performance of this new OS?

—Brad Chapman

TECHNICAL EDITOR AND OS GURU WILL

SMITH RESPONDS; So far, we've been pretty
impressed with XP's new features and inter

face, and we've always liked the Windows
NTkemel's inherent stability. I've been run

ning XP on my laptop since late lastyear, and
I've found that even the earliest betas were

more stable and robust than the final betas

of Windows 2000. In fact, our only gripes with
XP stem from features that may compromise

user privacy, such as the product activation
key that can be linked to your specific hard
ware and stored in Microsoft's records.

Unfortunately, we can't really tell how fea

tures like the product activation key will be
implemented until we see final code. Right
now, the ouuent thought around the Maximum

PC homestead is that the gains in usability

and stability will be enough to convince us
to move from Windows 2000 and 98SE. But

that could change if we discover unpleasant
surprises in the final release.

BEWARE THE EMI

I've been pretty impressed with the
cool case mods you've been writing
about, especially the Quake- and AMD-
logo cases you showed in the July 01
issue (those two are absolutely
awesome!). 1 work at Northrop-
Grumman In Eng/Mfg PC/network
support. Northrop-Grumman is a

defense contractor that builds F-16

radars and ultra-sensitive InfraRed

sensors, and 1 showed those case mods

to an RP engineer, who pointed out
something I hadn't thought of.
Because today's CPUs are running
at such low voltages and such high
clock-speeds, the processors and their
motherboards are growing more and
more sensitive to EMI (electro

magnetic interference) than ever

before. Computer cases are made of
metal for a reason—shielding. Not
only do they keep EMI emitted by
the CPU and motherboard from

interfering with our TVs, VCRs, DVDs,
etc., but they also help keep outside

EMI from screwing up those ultra-
high-speed operations going on Inside
our state-of-the-art PCs. Sorry to be a
wet blanket, hut be forewarned...

—Jeff Stennell

SENIOR EDITOR GORDON MAH UNG REPUES:

RF/EMl is indeed a recognized problem. In
fact, OEMs such as Dell, HP, and Compaq
must follow strict FCC guidelines and thor

oughly test the amount of interference their

machines emit A PC'sshieiding keeps it from
interfering with radio and TV signals, and,

theoretically, keeps external signals from
causing a blue screen on your PC. That's one
of the main reasons that vendors discourage
the permanent removal of side panels. But
to be honest we've never actually been able
to isolate EMI-related crashes from crashes

that occur because of bad drivers, bad hard

ware, bad configurations, and so on. Sorry
to sound like a broken record, readers, but

be forewarned...

PORNO NO-NO

I was distressed by the references to
pornography in several articles in
your July 01 issue. I counted at least

four references to Internet

pornography—two within the same

two-column article (Dick Matthews'

"Windows Tips..."). 1 think such
references are in poor taste and
do nothing to enhance the quality
of your magazine. I enjoy reading
Maxiimini PC, but 1 would like to

ask the editorial staff to consider

removing porn references in future

issues. 1, for one, find that there is

8 mmm



Reader Letters

enough sex put before me by our
culture without having to read about

it in one of my favorite magazines.
—Steven Cherry

JON PHILLIPS REPUES: We don't intend to

advocate the, tih, "use" of pornography,
Steven, but by the same token, we do have
a respansibility to accurately reflect the real-
world user experience in the pages of the
magazine. If only a scant percentage of PC
users viewed porn on their computers, we'd
have no need to ever mention the word. But

the fact is that porn is a big part of the PC
experience, and, as a magazine that com
ments on topics of the day, we can't ignore
porn entirely. To do so would be akin to cov
ering 3D games but never referring to the

violent ones. Please note that we do not run

nudity in the magazine, nor do we accept
advertising for porn sites or software.

WHO'S YOUR DADDY, LOGAN?
Docs Logan Decker work for you
or for Compaq? A Kick Ass Award

for the Presario 7000 (June 01)? Get

serious, Logan! 1 can't believe this box

got higher than a 5 verdict. To wit:
■ Cooling: You can't tell me that the

wimp-butt heatsink and fan on the
CPU will keep the proc chilly. What
about case fans? I sure don't see any!

You mean, Logan, that the fan in

the underpowered power supply
will take care of air movement?

■ Graphics: What's with using
videocards that won't support

DirectX 8? Guess they gotta use

up the remaining stock, huh?
■ Sound: Nice move, pairing the best
speakers on the market with a cheapo
Sound Blaster card that's one step up

from using onboard sound.
"Stylish presentation" and an

"exhilarating out-of-the-box
experience" do not a Kick Ass box
make. Being a former Compaq owner

(Presario 7360) left the taste of dirty
socks in my mouth. If you keep this
rig for a few months, I've got a
feeling you'll discover why I refer
to the company as "Compuke."

—Hal Walter

ASSOCIATE EDITOR LOGAN DECKER REPUES:

After arriving at work this morning in the

new Lexus that Compaq generously pro

vided—which, of course, in no way influ
enced my review—I set out immediately to

address your concerns. You're correct: A
stylish presentation doesn't justify a Kick
Ass Award. But a fairly priced, well-designed

PC that simultaneously breaks benchmark

records and offers cutting-edge technology

c/oesjustify a Kick Ass Award.

The heatsink/fan combo on the processor
is actually larger than the one on AMD's
reference board.The Creative Labs3D Blaster

Annihilator 11 Ultra DDR videocard supports
DirectX 8, but only cards that support pro

grammable shaders—namely, GeForce3
cards—will run the new 3DMark2001. The

Sound Blaster Live! Value, which supports 4.1

surround for the bundled Klipsch speakers,
only differsfrom the Platinum 5.1 model inthat

Klacksthe Live! Drive and Dolby Digital output

It's not that I don't feel your pain—I've
long been critical of Compaq's systems
because of their proprietary components
and adulterated software. The Presario 7IX)0

machine, however, is a strong departure
from that awful legacy and a good sign of

things to come.

VINYL SOLUTION

1 enjoyed the article about making
MP3s from old vinyl records (How
To..., June 01). Here's a hint for

dealing with records that have a lot

of wear: Cover the surface with a

thin layer of liquid while you're

playing them. 1 use a small
paintbrush to apply a mixture of
Windex and rubbing alcohol (the
alcohol is optional, but it reduces

the speed of evaporation and allows
the solution to last longer). This

doesn't remove all noise, and it

does stink, but 1 find that using this
solution generally reduces about

half of the static noise that

normally shows up on recordings
made from vinyl.

—J. ITank l.aDue

FEATURES EDITOR KRISTEN SALVATORE

REPLIES: Thanks for the tip. We had a lot of
positive response tothe article, but there were,
however, afew questions that came up repeat

edly. Here are some answers:

■ Clean 2.0h made by Steinberg. You can
find more about it at vvvvw.steinberg.de.

tulf name, town^-and ̂
elarity. Due to the vasl

liyrespond to each istter:

■ The turntable we used was an

Aiwa PX-E860.

■ Radio Shack has done a nice job of

making us look like boobs by deciding

not to carry pre-amps in their stores
any longer. Thanks, guys! You can,
however, purchase it online at

www.radioshack.com (search

for catalog number 970-1018).

It's Hate Mail of the Month time! And who

will bethe lucky recipient of S7.99—the price
of the magazine on the newsstand—

collected directly from the pockets of
Maximum PC's editors? This month, it's Gary

Onks who's now eight bucks richer. And we

are richer for having heard from him:

Dear Maximuin PC (Petty Crooks),

Your magazine is a fetter,

to this great life of mine,

and the only thing better,

at wasting my time,

is writing this letter,

for a lousy $7.99!!!

Return my hard-earned cash,
from your ill-gotten stash!

We'd also like to add: l^y references to using

the magazine as toilet paper or liner for your
oafs iitterbox will immediately disqualify your
letter from the contest We've read those two

jabs so many times already, they don't elicit
so much as an eye-roll anymore. Originality,

people! If you think you can do better than ol'
Garyhere,visitwww.maximumpc.comforthe
Hate Mail contest rules.

wmum

CUT. COPt PASTE

m in our June 01 Gaming
Awards feature, we apparently
misrepresented problems witii
the initial release of Fallout

Tactics. According to Heather
Greer, who works at interplay,
"When Fallout Taclicswas

being duplicated for final
release, a smait number

of copies had a duplication
error. This was no! a QA

oversight {as Maximum PC
stated), and the error only

affected a small number of

buyers rdthe product"

■ A second gootin die Gaming

Awards feature claimed that

Diablo //requires 3D acceler-

ation.This isn'ttrue. The game

supports 3D acceleration—
quite pathetically, in fact—
but d does not require it.

■ And here's a good one: In
dm DiamondMako review (June

01), we printed the company's
phone number as 800.468.5486.
Ibis just happens to he an adult
entertainmentiine ("Hot girls

love phone sex too... real
working girls, housewives,

and students!"). The actual

number for DiamondMako is

800468,5846. Sorry, Steven, but
we just had to mention porn
one more time.
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Quick StartThe beginning of the magazine, where articles are small

Th:S month- energy CONSERVATION

Is Your PC
a Power Hop?
If you're worried about increasing power bills,

you might want to hook up your PC to a watt
meter to determine just how much juice you're

actually burning. Tliafs what we did at Maximum
IK: HQ—which is located in Northern California,
home to some of the wackiest power bills
this side of Hell.

We used a watt meter from Electronic

Educational Devices (www.doubleed

.com), which measures the load of any
appliance or computer that's plugged
into it. Our own Hewlett-Packard Pavilion

test-bed system—a bare-bones 1.3GHz P4 rig-
consumed roughly 82 watts after boot up. In California
as of June 2001, that translates to about $87 a year,
if left on 24/7.

This may not sound that bad, but these numbers reflect
only what the PC consumes at idle. When the PC is actu
ally a-buz7.1n' and a-whirrin', energy consumption increases.
The energy spent to play a music CD, for example, increased
power consumption to 86 watts. Consumption increased

even further during a round

Electronic Educational

Devices' watt meter lets you

monitor the power use and

cost of devices in realtime.

FnOB REDUCING
PC POWER CONSUMPTION

a Turn off or unplug your speakers when they're not in use.

sTurn off CPU-and memory-intensive screen savers,

s Change screen background to a dark color.

^Take advantage of hibernation mode.
8 Consider upgrading to an LCD flat-panel monitor.

^8 Deduce the time Windows waits before spinning

^ down bard drives and turning off your monitor.

of Counter-Strike. The online

game taxed the vldeocard,

soundcard, and NIC to the

tune of 112 watts.

If you think doing your
duty in the name of science
is always a good thing, think
again. The SETI&Homc screen
saver—which uses a PC's

"spare" CPU cycles to crunch
data in search of extraterres

trial life—Is, in fact, a severe

power hog. As the .screen saver
petitioned our CPU, memory,
and hard drive for system
resources, it ate up 120 watts.
Of course, more feature-

laden, powerful PCs consume more power. By adding an
8x Plextor CD-R burner and a second hard drive to our HP,
we increased power consumption at idle from 82 watts to
100 watts. We also tested a monster dual-Athlon machine

with three hard drives and 512MB of memory. Surprisingly,
the beast consumed only about 200 watts at idle. Power-
supply vendors have long argued that a more powerful
power supply actually uses less power, and it seems that

B Set system fans to turn off when not in use.

Keep intensive 30 gaming to off-peak hours.

I Consolidate power bricks on a single power

strip that can be turned off.

they're right.
We know what

you're thinking: How
much money can 1 save

if I ditch my CRT mon
itor for an LCD flat panel?

Well, we tested a KDS Radius

18-inch flat-panel monitor and
found it consumed a steady 43

watts. If left on constantly in
California, that works out to about

$52 annually. Contrast that with an
aging Mitsubishi DiamondPro lOlOE.
At 126 watts, this monitor costs about

$148 a year. And unlike the LCD panel,
the CRT will actually consume more power

depending on your specific computing activity. For example,
when running Miaosoft Word or Excel—which ask all three
of a monitor's electron guns to fire in unison to produce a
white background—power consumption spiked to 150
watts, but a dark-blue back

ground consumed an average
of 126 watts. Background
color, of course, made no

difference during LCD flat-
panel testing; LCDs boast
backlights that are either
always on or always off.
So how do you conserve

power? You can start by pow
ering down peripherals that
aren't in use. This means

turning off printers, scan
ners, and speakers. If you
really want to save power,
enable the Windows option
to automatically turn off your hard drive and monitor after
brief periods of inactivity. And, if possible, take advantage
of hibernation modes instead of sleep modes. Unlike the
suspend/sleep mode that keeps the system warm and ready
to go, the hibernation mode copies the contents of RAM
to your hard drive and cuts power consumption
to near zero.

New PCs will soon carry Intel's Instantly Available PC
technology. lAPC cuts all power to devices, yet allows for
almost instant reactivation. It's a technology that's long
overdue for the PC platform.

This 1.5GHz P 4

consumes about 100

watts of power at

rest, but a CPU- or

disk-intensive

application pushes it

to 145 watts.
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New mobo chipset from nVidia
promises GeForce2 graphics
for Athlon rigs

IF YOU'VE ALWAYS THOUGHT of integrated
graphics as something more toxic than
the plague, you've been right. Integrated
graphics are embedded in a PC's core-
logic chipset and can single-handedly
drive a computer's video subsystem—
no additional videocard is required.
This might sound good on paper, but
integrated graphics are usually woefully
underpowered and sometimes can't
even be disabled when you want to
assign video duties to an add-in card.
But times have changed. In June,

nVidia introduced a new motherboard

chipset for AMD Athlons and Durons
that might rewrite the history of inte
grated video support. Dubbed nForce,
the new chipset promises GeForceZ-
level graphics as well as the ability to
decode/encode Dolby Digital 5.1 audio
in realtime.

Traditional mobo chipsets feature
a northbridge chip that
controls the interactions

among main system
memory, the AGP bus, and
CPU, This northbridge is
linked to a PC's southbridge
chip, which controls the
PCI cards, USB controller,

and IDE hard drives.

Nvidia says the nForce
breaks this convention,

and describes the new chipset as a
"distributed platform" because it boasts
ultrafast connections and an unprece
dented number of features directly
within the chipset. The new integrated
grapliics processor (IGP)—wltich replaces
the northbridge, integrates a GeForceZ
core—a 128-bit memory interface to
main memory, and a dynamic adap
tive speculative pre-processor (DASP)
that acts like a third level of CPU cache

and attempts to predict what data will
be used next. The company claims a
20-percent performance boost from this
feature alone.

Unlike discrete graphics cards, which
rely on onboard memory, the nForce
will rely on main system memory for
chores such as storing textures. With
previous integrated graphics chipsets,
swapping data witli main system memor)-

;2VIDIA,

The nForce offers dual

DDR memory support

and GeForce2 graphics.

has always led to bottlenecks. But nVidia
says it's conquered 111 is limitation with
its TwinBank memory architecture.
TwinBank offers a 128-bil memory inter

face to DDR memory. By interleaving
manory access, nVidia says it can achieve
up to 4.2GB/sec of memory bandwidth—
which is even greater than the 3.2GB/sec
boasted by the Pentium 4 and its dual-
channel RDRAM.

For lower-level functions, the IGP is

tied to the media and communications

processor (MCP). The MCP, like a typ
ical southbridge, controls hard drives,
PCI devices, and USB. But it also adds
home phone-line networking support,
fast Ethernet support, and the option
to encode/decode Dolby Digital 5.1
audio. Hook an nForce PC to the Dolby
Digital receiver in your living room,
and you'll be able to play a
DirectSound3D game in full surround-

sound. Mobos with nForce

will also feature AGP slots

that disable the nForce's

on-cliip video when a card
is dropped in. Expect to
see two nForce versions:

the 420D for the higli end,
and the 220, which gives
you only 64-bit memory
support and strips out
Dolby Digital support.

So why is the 3D graphics giant
getting into the mobo business? Dean
McCarton, principal analy.st witli Mercury
Research, says it's all about the money.
Of the 160 million PC chipsets sold
every year, almost 50 percent feature
integrated graphics. Intel owns die lion's
share of that market with its 810 and

815 chipsets. The challenge nVidia
faces is pricing. It's not known if com
panies are willing to pay a premium
for the superior GeForceZ-level graphics.
Intel has already stated that people
just don't care about performance in
integrated components.
Nvidia counters diat people itrewilling

to pay for more performance—it's just
that no performance-oriented inte
grated chipsets have ever been avail
able. Expect to see nForce-enabled mobos
later this year.

►► FASl FORWARD RY TOM R. HALFHILL

RAM's Fatal Flaw
If you're the proud owner of a new com

puter with PC21D0 DDR SDRAM, it's
tempting to think you've got memory

that does justice to your gigahertz-plus CPU. Guess again,
dude. CPUs have been racing memory since the dawn of
computing, and memory is losing badly.

How badly? in 20 years, CPU speed has increased more
than 30Dx. Meanwhile, DRAM speed has increased about
4x. That's hardly even a race.

Actually, it's a hare-and-tortoise race in which the
hare keeps accelerating but is chained to the tortoise.
CPU speed doubles every three years, while DRAM speed
doubles every 10 years. This is a problem because fast
CPUs need fast memory. The CPU's job is to run software,
and to do that it must fetch program instructions and data
from memory. If the memory can't keep up, the CPU stalls,
and all those megas and gigas of clock cycles we cele
brate are wasted.

This is often called the "CPU-memory bandwidth gap,"
but bandwidth isn't the real problem. In fact, DDR SDRAM
succeeds at expanding bandwidth to match the latest CPU
speeds. In the same 20-vear period that CPUs accelerated
more than 3Q0x, memory bandwidth increased more than
400x, thanks largely to DDR SDRAM.

Do the bandwidth math; Today's CPUs have a 64-bit-wide
memory interface, which means they can transfer eight
bytes in one clock cycle. The "DDR" in DDR SDRAM means
"double data rate," indicating it can transfer twice as much
data per cycle. These are bus cycles, not core cycles, so
a CPU with a 133MHz bus can transfer more than 2GB
(3 X 2 X133 million) per second. That's almost 21QQMB,
which is where "PC2100" DOR SDRAM gets its name.

AMD claims that Athlon processors have a 260MHz or
266MHz bus, and Intel claims that the Pentium 4 has a
400MHz bus. Both claims are well-intended but misleading.
Actually, the Athion's bus runs at 100MHz or 133MHz with
two data phases per cycle, so the effective speeds are
200MHz and Z66MHz. The Pentium 4 bus is even more clever,
running at 100MHz with four data phases per cycle, for an
effective speed of400MHz.

Unfortunately, bandwidth isn't the same as latency.
Bandwidth detennines how much data the CPU can h-ansfer

in one gulp; latency is how long that takes. And that's where
DRAM is losing big-time. Twenty years ago. DRAM latency
was about 120 nanoseconds (ns). Now it's about 3Qns, a
mere 4x improvement. Meanwhile, CPUs zoomed from
4.77MHz to 1.5GHz, a 314x improvement. Faster DRAM is
always under development, but the gap keeps widening.
The stopgap solution is larger caches, both on- and off-
cliip. One bright spot on the horizon is that rising demand
for faster network switching and routing may prod DRAM
vendors to try even harder.

Tom Ha/fhill was formerly a senior editor for Byte magazine and
ansns^ysfferMicroprocesiOr Report, He is r}OW a lecimical writer/
analysi in Silicort Valley.
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Quick Start

OUR SPIN

Overrated/Underrated
Nobody would disagree
that flippers are a neat
Idea. But fingers are an
even better idea. And

don't even get us started
on opposable tliumbs.
So it goes with tech

nological evolution as
well: We're continually
challenged to let go of
comfy, familiar hard
ware in favor of tech

nology that might
improve our lives. Here's

our two cents on over-

and underrated tech

nologies currently
fighting It out on the
tech food chain.

ALL HYPE NOT ENOUGH AIRPLAY

ATA-100: Sure, it increased burst speed over ATA-66, but it
offers no noticeable everyday benefits.

ffbRCfe-FEEDBACK JOVSTICKS: Clutching a twitching joystick
I.evokes the, sensation ofrestraining a strong rodent

RAID 0: With fire-sale prices on huge hard drives,
RAID O's zippy transfer rates look better every day.

FORCE-FEEDBACK MICE: These next-gen mice provide
useful feedback for more intuitive navigation.

COMBO OPTICAL DRIVES: When squeezing DVD- and
CD-burning support into one drive, amenities such as
fast transfer rates and Burn Proof inevitably get left behind.

|USB: Device GphflictsV bandvvidthhbg^g,: and; povver -
Istrtiggles still plague what was once considered a panacea.

DVD-R: Pioneer's introduction of the sub-Sl,000 AOS drive

is a huge leap forward in optical storage.

FIREWIRE: Brains, brawn, and bandwidth to spare.
Now if only more PCs came with FireWire support...

SCSI: Consumers who were once forced to pay a premium
for SCSI's robustness...

IDE: ...Can now get similar, and sometimes better, perform
ance from this budget bus.

FRONT PANELS IN WACKY COLORS: Swapping plastic face-
Iplatesisn'touridea of an upgrade. ; . '

ZIP DRIVE: We were initially grateful for this capacious
answer to the floppy, but it hasn't aged well.

FRONT-MOUNTED USB/FIREWIRE PORTS: Intelligently
placed ports portend the end of the cable crawl.

MICRODRIVE: Now boasting capacities of 16B, this tiny
drive can solve a lot of storage problems.

fMASSiVE CD-BURNER CACHE; An expeiisive alternative to a
Ibettertechnology called Burn Propf.:3^:^'. y.:

BURN PROOF: It works. Now we can all go back to using
rea/coasters.

DOUBLE-TALK

your Guide tu
Iricky leci] Speak

In a corporate world where losing your job
is called a "re-calibration of resources," we've

become accustomed to more and more silly
phrases that attempt to sugar-coat life's ugly
realities. Unfortunately, the PC technology
world is battling euphemism creep as we!!...

"Less than optimal

consumer experience"

Microsoft's own WindowsXP

reviewer's guide actually admits that
previous MS OSes sometimes offered

a"iess than optimal consumer expe
rience." We haveafeweuphemisms
for "less than optimal" too, but we
can't print them.

"Sharing"
Napster called the power to
distribute near-CD-quality copies of
songs to millions of people in the
blink of an eye "sharing." We prefer
ourownterm, "musicpreviewlng."

"Erratum"

Commodore Grace Hopper literally
caught a bug in one ofthe first com
puters—and then "debugged" the
machine. Today, marketing drones
would have you believe that she
"contained an erratum."

Bug or

erratum"?

"Service packs and
point releases"

In the early days of computing,
they used to call it a bug patch.
Nowadays, Microsoft calls it a
"service pack" and id Software
calls it a "point release."

"Simplified pricing
structure"

You usedtopay^per 100 licenses
of your office suite. Now that the
company wants to pull in more

money, it "simplified" Its pricing
structure, which means you pay
$100 per 100 licenses. That is

simple.

"Knowledge worker"
If your ass hurts after sitting in an
office chairfor 10 hoursa day, you
might bea "knowledge worker."
This is not to be confused with a

service worker, who asks if you'd

like to "super-size it."
"Value PC"

Just as a Yugo isn't a cheap piece
of crap, but rather an economy car,
a Packard Bell isn't a cheap piece
of crap, but rather a "value PC."
But If it looks and smells like it,

then...

"Known issue"

Asking a software company to admit
there's a bug in its software is like
getting a politician to say the words
"tax increase." Some companies
are quite aggressive in fixing "known
issues," but others simply use the
euphemism to say, "Yeah, it's a
known Issue. Now go away."

"Pre-beta"

If "beta" means "blue-screen god
of vengeance," then "pre-beta"
means "it'll trash your Registry
and have you reinstalling your OS
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Iomega'

Get your hands on twenty gigs.

Literally.

: UP TO 20GB of removable storageIntroducing

It's fast (up to 15MB per second with FireWire").

It's portable (take it between home and work).

It's spacious (can back up an entire hard drive),

it's flexible (USB and FireWire" compatible).

g it's Peerless.

Toll Free 1-866-639-6710 www. Iomega, com



''peerless Surprisingly versatile. Infinitely expandable.

D
Iomega

iS
gomeg?/

The company that practically invented

removable digital storage has done

it again—in a very big way.
Introducing Peerless; the groundbreaking storage solution from

Iomega'. This sleek magnetic drive is super-fast, with transfer rates

up to 15 MB/sec (with RreWire®). Compact and portable, the disk

slides into a base station only slightly larger than the disk itself. In

fact, the whole system fits in the palm of your hand. And Peerless is

the first, true high-capacity removable storage medium with

cartridges available in 10 or 20 Gigabyte configurations. That's right.

Gigabytes. Adding extra space has never been easier.

Peerless offers modular interchangeable connectivity, so you

can switch between RreWire® and USB computer interfaces. And

Peerless is tough. A built-in shock-absorption system

protects against drops up to 30 inches—just in case. Plus,

it features an exclusive design that keeps the read/write

heads secure from crashes and sealed away from dust and

other contamination.

With Peerless, you can back up an entire computer on a

single disk. It's powerful enough to store all your files,

fast enough to run applications straight from the drive,

and versatile enough to go anywhere you do. The system

also comes with migration, backup, synchronization,

video editing, and music management software.

Basically, Peerless offers all the space you need in

one incredible, compact drive. It's the next big thing

in removable digital storage. Would you expect anything

less from Iomega?

Complete system (includes base, 1 disk,

software, cables, Interface module, power
supply and protective case for disk):

$359-95-ioGB
$399-95-20GB
Available separately:

10GB Disks—$159.95

20GB Disks—$199.95

USB interface module—$69.95

FireWire' Interface module—$89.95

Base station and Interface module

of your choice—$249.95

Peerless" is compact (the entire drive

fits in your hand), and tough, with

built-in shock absorbers.

mmi

Peerless offers interchangeable 10GB
or 20GB disks-therc's always

room to grow.

Read/write heads are integrated into
each fully sealed Peerless disk,

drastically reducing the

risk of contamination.

With its high transfer rate. Peerless

is fast enough to run programs

directly from its drive.

The Peerless drive supports modular

connectivity—you can switch between

FireWire' and USB internees.

Toll Free 1-866-639-6710 www.iomega.com



Check out these other great products from Iomega!

Zip*" Family of Products
• Over 42 million drives sold worldwide

• Easy, reliable way to manage, share

and protect your data

• Zip disks are durable and secure
• Available in USB, parallel port, SCSI, internal

ATARI and notebook versions

• QuikSync" 2 software 30-day free trial
included with the purchase of any Zip®drive.

$199.95*

$149.95*

cord needed

One 250 MB disk = ~

170 floppies and no formatting required
Works with all 100MB and 250MB Zip disks

Order now and get $30 Instant savings!**

ZIP* 250MB USB-Powered Drive

$79-95'

World's Smallest

Hard Drive—iGB

also available

Affordable storage

for portable digital devices

Included PC Card adapter expands

laptop storage

» Upgrade your floppy - /

one 100MB disk ^ '

= 70 floppy disks

» Easy to connect USB

cable—no rebooting required

• Portable between work or school and home

Order now and get $20 Instant savings!**

ZIP* 100MB USB Drive

From $3,299.95

Predator^ 70QMB CD-RW USB Microdrive" 340MB

• Fast, effective

network storage

expansion

• Add up to 320GB of space at a time

• Supports Windows/UNIX/Novell/Mat^Linux

• 160GB/320G6

DataSafe" Network Attached Storage

i

$199.95

MP3 and WMA compatible

Up to 80 minutes of -

music on inexpensive

PocketZip~ disks

12-hour rechargeable

battery, anti-skip

design

HipZip-- Digital Audio Player

Automatic backup software

Displays digital photos

Lets you edit pictures

easily without a computer

Copies CompactFlash'", SmartMedia'" and

Microdrive'" media to inexpensive Zip" disks

Also a great presentation tool

Save $50 in mait-in savings!**

FotoShow- Digital Image Center

$39-95

i

• Copies saved files so you don't have to
• Compatible with all Iomega drives
• The latest version of our easy-to-use, convenient backup software

• Ultimate protection against data loss caused by computer viruses,
crashes and human error

• Flexible user preferences

QulkSync" 2 software 30-day free trial is now included
with the purchase ofany Zip" drive.

QuikSync"3 Automatic Backup Software

*Price renects current savings offer.
**Z1p drive and FotoShow offers good from |uly 1, 2001-September 1, 2001. Predator offer good from July 1,200t-Seplember 29, 2001.

To get special offers,

purchase products

directly or find a

dealer near you,

visit www.iomega.com

or call toll free

1-866-639-6710
refer to offer code: maxi

W

□
Iomega

Without a doubt



Automatic

Back up
Software

Compatible
with all

Iomega'

Drives

Qulk5ync~2

5i9-95
(PC/Mac)

QuikSyncTa

$3995
(PC/Mac)
mac availibl*

Iomega
. Without a doubt

Drive
Solutions

Iomega-

PC/MacDrives
(Disks sold separately)

I |3 E 5> fS I

Pocket Zi

$99-95*

HipZip"
$199-95

Zip^ioo
$79-95***

Zip'250 0
$149-95™ ̂  , *

Zip*250
Bay Tray

$229.95 *

I III

laz'aGB ^ " ::
$349-95

DataSafe"^^
Operating Envlromcflts

MS/UNlX/Novell/Mac/Linu*

$3299.95 (160GB)

$4999-95 (320GB)

Duil-u/ira Elhemel

UPS

UilraiSe SCSI

CIgabltrihefnet
(jzoGB)

Media Solutions
CompactFlash

16MB

$39-95
32MB

$59-95
64MB

$99-95
128MB

$199-95

CD-RW Microdrive"
(Currenlly 340MB

''®' $249.94
available

from JGB
Iomega) $499.95

Peerless"

10GB

S159-95
20G8

5199.95

40MB capacity
o.4MB/second

Up to 100MB capacity _
Up to i.4MB/second ^9

lOoMB

Up to 250MB capacity ^ pi
Upto2.4MB/second ^

lOoMB 250MB

Up to 250MB capacity H|
Up to 2.4MB/second ^

100MB 250MB

Capacity
Speed

Up to 250MB capacity
Up to o.sMB/second
'Read only

700MB capacity
Up to i.2MB/5econd (write speed)

Up to iGB capacity |Q9[ MB|
N6W Upto7.5MB/second 1'^

340MB iGB

Up to 2GB capacity
Up to B.oMB/second

Up to 20GB capacity 0 0
New UptoisMB/second V V

.. Up to 320GB capacity-
N6W UptoiGb/secondethernetsp^Kty

'Some drive models priced higher.
"When purchased In quantity.
'"Price reriects current savings offer.

Zip drive and FotoShow offers good from July s, 2001-September 1,200t.
Predator offer good from |uly 1,200s-September 29,2001.

To find a dealer near you or to purchase products directly,

visit iomega.com or call toll free 1-866-639-6710

Toll Free 1 -866-639-6710 www.iomega.com



GAME THEORY BY THOMAS L McDONALD

HACK, SOLDER, PAINT

Rig of

When we caUed ROTM
winner Guy Coniglio
to ask him questions

about his kick-ass customiza

tion job, we encountered an
easygoing, laid-back dude—
which just goes to show that
you don't have to be an anal-
retentive control freak to build

a pristine rig loaded with
delicate details.

Guy's box is based on a
Lian-Li PC68-i-usb case. The

display window was cut out with
a Dremel tool, then fitted with a piece
of Lexan, which is a polycarbonate
that's shatter-proof, clearer than
Plexiglas, and about 30 times stronger
than acrylic of equal thickness. Door-
edge molding—the same kind you'd
find in automobiles—seals the window,

nice and tidy-like.
Inside sits an Asus CUSL2-C "Black

Pearl" mobo. This is a special-edition
board that boasts a black PCS and a

gold heatsink on the chipset, and is
bundled with a boot-logo utility that
helps you customize your own 16-bit-
color start-up screen. Guy complements
this bad mama-jamma of a mainboard
with some awesome cabling. The gray
IDE cables came pre-rounded from
Crazypc.com, while Guy himself encased
his ATX power supply cabling in
"snakeskin" casing, which expands
and contracts just like the Chinese
Finger Prisons we used to piay with in

the 1970s. A Thermaltake Golden Orb

cools the Intel Pentium 111 933eb that's

been OC'd to ]064MHz. And that big
blue monster in the AGP slot? That

would be a GeForce3 card from Hercules.

The Lian-Li case has a stock exterior,

but Guy painted his optical drives with
Krylon Stainless Steel Metallic. The trick
see-through grille at the bottom of the
front panel actually came with the
case—and it's perfect for teasing the
green neon lights that shine from within.
The two 12-inch neon tubes were pur
chased at an auto accessories store, run

on a 12-volt line, and are affixed to the

mobo tray with Velcro. This ROTM is
topped off with a Dual-Voltage Baybus
kit that allows Guy to power-on his
case fans and neon directly from the
rig's front panel. The low settings hit
6 volts, while the high settings hit 12
volts. We simply like the way the LEDs
light up in the dark.

If you have a cootender for Rtg of the Month, e-mail input^naximumpc.cbm—
we'd especially like to see insane cooling Contrspticms, so get cracking!

ToE3 and Back Aoain
This year's E3 was definitely all

about the console game, with PC

titles not just taking a back seat,

but getting duct-taped and stuffed in the

trunk. For all that I still came away pretty
impressed with the state of the industry.

Sure, there were fewer titles, but there were enough good
ones to keep you from becoming a productive member of

society. So quit yer bitchin' already.

■ Best of Show: Anything from the hands of BioWare,

which amounted to Neverwinter Nights and Star Wars

Knights of the Old Republic, Verant's Planetside and

Star Wars Galaxies: Activision's Medal of Honor and

Master of Orion 3: and Sigma.

■ Worst of Show: The dumbass Star Wars RTS. Its name

was quickly forgotten, but if it has Star Wars
and strategy anywhere in the description, spend

your money on something more useful, like vole-skin

oven mitts.

■ Like Westwood before It, Blizzard seems to have not

just rested on its laurels, but fallen into some kind of

cataleptic trance on them. Warcraft III was spanked
by Battle Realms, got its ass kicked fay Age of

Mythology, and was sent to its room crying by the

awesome Sigma. Blizzard seems to be coasting on the

past glories of its two mega-franchises, Diablo and

Warcraft. Once that happens, Tiberian Sun is never
far behind.

■ There was a miasma of desperation around the GOD

Games Promised Lot, an offsite, all-day, tittie-and-

freak show that, some say, also had demos of Duke

Nukem Forever, Max Payne, and other games. Hey, a

free beer—and a midget's head to rest it on—is

always welcome, but having to huff and puff that
much to draw attention to yourself might explain why

your only title that has sold reaily well is Railroad

Tycoon II.

■ ITiat smell permeating the Shadowbane booth—and
indeed most of the massively multiplayer online RPG
demos—was the scent of doom. Some of these titles

look terrific, particularly Shadowbane. Anarchy
Online, and Dark Age of Camelot. But it's been over 18
months since anyone rolled out a new MMRPG, and
those were from major players. If Origin and
Microsoft had problems, what do you think Mystic
and Funcom will face?

■ And as if to prove my point. World War II Online,
which showed very well at E3, experienced the worst

rollout yet of a multiplayer game on its launch date.
After shipping 100,000 units. Strategy First and Playnet
were shocked, shocked, that people bought them.

With 20,000 new account registrations within a few

hours, the servers—capped at 500 users each for roll
out—were brought to their knees. The fact that the
game wasn't finished didn't help either. A 6QMB day-
one patch? That's not a game. That's a boxed beta.

j Tom McDaiwtd has been covering games for counliess nfaga^ines
I andnewspapers for 11 years. Ho lives irj the NewJersey Pine Barrens.
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Quick Start

HELPFUL HINTS

Life's a Dicl< and then you die

OK, which one of you poo-butts
busted Uncle Dickie? Human

Resources just cliewed out my ass
forwhat is offidaily being called "making
grown men cry." Well, here's a news
flash for the suits in HR: It's called "tougli
love," and what's good enough for the
boys at tlie Fenton Hill Military Academy
is good enough for the know-nothings
who scurry around looking for cheese
in the fifth-floor cubicle maze.

Whatever. The [xtint being 1 received
an official reprimand, and now 1 have
to wear this party hat for 30 days so
that 1 may be "duly humiliated in
public." Well, guess what? I like party
hats—because every day's a party when
I'm getting my grump on.
You? Well, you need to get your

Windows on. And you can start by
learning these nifty tricks:
■ Simultaneously pressing the
Windows key and the "R" key brings
up the Run menu.

■ Holding down the left Shift button
while deleting a file bypasses the
Recycle Bin and completely removes
the file from your hard drive.

■ Want to add more folders and remov

able storage devices to your right-
click Send To menu? It's as simple as
making a shortcut to that special
folder or device and dropping that
shortcut into Windows' Send To

folder. In Win2000, the Send To folder

is in the Documents and Settings

directory, under your user name. In
Win98, the Send To folder is in the

Windows directory.
■ And here's a tip thafs only for WinZOOO
users (who tend to be more fool

hardy than outright moronic): If
you want to auto-complete the names
of directories and files when you're
in the Command Prompt window,
simply hack your Registry. Go to
HKE Y_CU RRENT.USER \ Software \

Microsoft\Command Processor and

change CompletionChar from 0 to
9. Just remember that whenever you
mess with your Registry, you run
the risk of royally borking your entire
system, so back up, save, and all of
that other "I-live-in-mortal-fear-of-

my-computer" crap.
And one final tip, kids: Don't play

with matches. Uncle Dickie did, and
the ass-beating he received as a result
made him the sweetheart he is today.

—DICKMATTHEWS. MCSE

All Ihrows a Curveball
ATI's next graphics chip will
include a whiz-bang new tech
nology called Truform that

creates smooth curves from

the lighting information that's

already included for every
vertex in a model.

Every polygon in a 3D model
is described by three points,
a.k.a. vertices. Each vertex in

the model contains informa

tion about how light should
react when it hits the polygon.
It's possible to extrapolate
curve data from this reflec

tion information and essen

tially create several smaller

triangles from an original
large triangle. This creates a
curvier surface.

It sounds great and should

work with even the oldest

games, but we worry that
Truform might accidentally be
applied willy-nilly, curving sur
faces that should be straight.
We'll keep you posted as we
hear more from ATI, which

should be announcing a brand-
new chipset later this year.

mm NEWS

Motorola

Pumps Up
Palm

If yoiir Palm OS

device is too

slow for your

tastes, look to

Motorola's upcoming DragonBall Super VZ

chip. A sequel to the OragonBall VZ, the Super

VZ doubles clockspeed to 66MHz and adds on-

chip support for USB 2.0, on-chip SRAM cache,

DMA memory transfers, and a frame bufferto

speed up video. Its 0.18-micron shrink (down

from Q.25-micron) should offer a two- to four

fold increase In speed and drink less power

compared to the fastest Palm procs available

today. The Super VZ will debut alongside the

DragonBall MX1, which will be based on ABM

technology and run at 200MH2.

Moore's Law Still on the Books
Proving that Moore's law still has some bite,

Intel researchers have developed a transistor

that could lead to 206Hz CPUs with 1 billion

transistors. The CPUs' transistors would be just

20nm in size—that's 0.02 microns. Intel says

that's about 30 percent smaller—and

potentially 25 percent faster—than today's

fastest transistors. AH this mini-madness could

become a reality by 2007.

Palm Gets Bluetooth
Bluetooth—the much-delayed, short-range,

wireless technology—has

finally made it to the Palm

platform. Palm says it plans

to have a Bluetooth card

that fits into the Secure

Digital expansion slot on

the Palm M505 and M50G

available by the end of this

year. The tiny card will be

slightly longer than an SD

card in order to accommodate the necessary

antenna. Palm says it has no plans to eliminate

the IrDA port anytime soon.

Rambus Promises
Loads of Bandwidth
Despite several negative court rulings against

it, Rambus says it will increase its memory

speed to 9.66B/sec of bandwidth by 2005.

By upping today's RDRAM speeds from a

t6-bit interface at SQOMHz to a 64-bit interface

at 1200MHz, Rambus says its memory will far

exceed what the PC industry expected.

Rambus says the speed increase will require

very minor changes in today's crop of

RDRAM-based motherboards and memory.
The company says intermediary speed

increases of 1066MHz and 32-bit interfaces

will be rolled out first.
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SleekLinetOOO System

SleekLine" 1000 Features

Compact, Stackable, and Transportable

Intel* Pentium* III Processor 9 lOOOMHz

128MB SDRAM a) 133MHz (up to 1CB)

20CB IBM Hard Drive (7200 RPM)

2AX Low-Profile CD-ROM (DVD option)

Sony 3.5" Floppy Drive

Integrated High-Res. 3D AGP Graphics

Integrated Enhanced Audio

Integrated 10/100 Ethernet

Integrated Hardware Diagnostics

SleekLine" All-Steel, USA-Made Case

Silencer* 1501U Ultra-Quiet Power Supply

Black Keyboard and Mouse

Windows* Millennium Edition

NEC 15.1" LCD Monitor Option (pictured)

S-year Limited Warranty

The Profile of What's to Come.
Just as the 1U rackmount revolutionized the server market, the SleekLine 1000

Mini 1U computer combines compact size, integrated features, uncompromised
performance, and exceptional value, to make bulky PCs a thing of the past.

The versatile SleekLine 1000 sits

unobtrusively under your monitor

or, with Its optional bracket, mounts
inconspicuously to the bottom of
your desktop (see photo), it can
be used for sales presentations on

the road, or unlike ordinary PCs,

stacked in an array to save space.

With its ICHz Pentium III, built-in fast Ethernet,

high-resolution graphics, and low-profile case,

the handsome SleekLine 1000 is the perfect

Internet machine, office workstation, or home

entertainment computer.

PB paw EH & BBBUNB, HtB,
www.pcpowercooling.com

5995 Avenida Enemas, Carlsbad, CA 92008 • (800) 722-6555 • Fax (760) 931-6988
SleekLine is a iTaderraTk and Silencer is a legisteied trademark o( PC Power & Cooling, Inc. Specs subject to change without notice. ©2001



TELLITE PRO 4600

. J
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Toshiba PCs use genuine Windows® Operating Systems
www.microsoft.com/piracy/howtotel l

Pentium®///
I  mmm

GB means one billion byles. "AOL OFFER DETAILS: Availabilily may be limited, especially daring peak times. TO AVOID BEING CHARGED A MONTHLY MEMBERSHIP FEE
even daring promotional period. Members may incur lelepbone citarges on meir phone bill, depending on inair location and calling plan, even during promotional period.

Satellite Pro is a registered trademark and VlrtualTech and choose freedom are trademarks of Toshiba America Inlormafion Systems, Inc. Intel, the trtei Inside logo and Pentium



Pack in more performance with the wireless Satellite Pro®

Pentium III processor IGHz, featuring

Intel SpeedStep technology

VirtualTech?' built-in 24/7 technical

support tool

30GB'HDD

15" active-matrix TFT display

All-in-one design: built-in DVD-RGM/CD-RW,

HOD and diskette drive

Three months of AOL membership included

with the purchase of a Toshiba PC'

Buy direct at 1-800-TOSHiBA
or visit a Toshiba reseller today!

4600 portable. This stylish machine comes equipped with www.toshiba.com

all the extras, including integrated WI-FI'" technology—a seamless, wireless

solution with a diversity antenna designed right into the lid for clean 360°

EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED, MINUS THE WIRES.

connections and superb reception. Toshiba offers three ways to connect

simultaneousiy, with built-in modem, Ethernet and wireless LAN. Take it all with

you and enjoy the view with an ample 15" active-matrix TFT display. And with a

Mobile Pentium® III processor IGHz, featuring Intel® SpeedStep'" technology, this

affordable portable keeps cutting-edge computing within reach, choose freedom""

TOSHIBA

aWPLY CANCEL BEFORE THREE-MONTH PROMOTIONAL PERIOD ENDS. Premium services cany suiOiarges. at*l communication surcharges may apply, indodmg in AK.
Wallable to rtew AOL members in the US, age '6 or dden a major credit card or checiung account Is required. C200( Toshiba America Intonnation Systems. Irw,
ire registered trademarlis and Intel SpeedStep Is a traderrtark ot Intel Corporation, All other products and names mendoned are the property of their respective owners.
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Cell Phone PDAs
PDAs were once nothing but electronic organizers, but they

ultimately grew into do-everything wireless devices, com
plete with web browsing, e-mail support, and even modest

cell phone capabilities. Cell phones, meanwhile, started out as
mere mobile telephones, but are now meeting the most
versatile PDAs halfway.

Ericsson brought the first such "smartphone" to the U.S. in
the form of the R380, which uses a customized version of

Symbian's EPOC OS. In a dramatically different take on the
smartphone concept, Nextel loads Java-based PDA apps into
a Motorola phone. These apps are authored in the Java 2 Micro
Edition {J2ME) programming language, which offers hand
holds compatibility with any device that runs one of the
burgeoning varieties of Java. Let's have a look at the two
competing phones to see which one packs the most features
into the smallest space.

—ROB PRATT

Portability: The Nextel
i85s is smaller than the

Ericsson, and the way it
fits in your hand is well-
suTed tor entering data

with your thumbs.
Though it fits in all the

places you might tradition^
ally find a cell phone, its
telescoping antenna is
prone to slide from its,
locked position at the

most inopppftuhe
moments:

Winner: Nextel i85s

Screen: Ibe 1.5-inch backlit

LCD screen provides plenty of
room for displaying typical cell

phone functions, such as
caller ID, carrier ID, time of
day, etc. For web browsing,

the six-line screen accommo

dates little more than news

headlines, e-mail subject
lines, and truncated web site

menus. The typeface, how
ever, is big and legible.
Winner Ericsson R380

Synchronization: Though IDEN Update
upgrades the OS and lets you sync J2ME apps
to the handset, the i85s has no PDA-like syn-

cfironization features for calendaring, contacts,
and notes. Nextel offers a free web-based con

tacts service that wirelessly syncs address booK
listings to the 185$. Winner: Ericsson R380

Data entry: The i85s softens the pain of using a
number pad for text entry by including an autocom-
plete function to speed up word entry. The phone

also allows you to program several stored messages
for use in e-mail or SMS messaging. But no matter

how you cut it, text entry via the traditional telephone
number pad is a pain. Winner: Ericsson R380

Transmission speed: Using a proprietary packet data net
work, Nextei's i85s connects to the Internet with minimal

setup time (ail of the Intemet configuration is handled by the
wireless service). For fetching e-mail, sending and receiving
basic text messages, and browsing the web, the i85s is one of
the faster handhelds we've tested. Winner: Nextel i85s

Operating system: The operating system is totally
proprietar/—but since it runs Java 2 Micro Edition,
it's also totally configurable. Nextel preloads a
number of J2ME apps, such as Calculators, Exper)se
Pad, and Saga Games. With an add-on serial corv
nector, you can download other applications from a
PC. Nextel only lists seven available third-party appli
cations, but there is a growing community of devel
opers building J2ME apps for cell phones and PDAs.
Winner: Te

Apps; Besides the J2ME apps Calculators.
Expense Pad, and Sega Games, the Nextel comes
with an e-mail client, a messaging client, and a
njdimentary, text-only web browser. But the impor
tant thing about this smartphone is that it does
accept third-party applications. Winner: Nextel i85s

MmUMUMRC VERDICT
Nextel i85s

NEXTEL

The i85s is one of the quickest handheld web
browsers we've tested. Even better, it loads

pages that aren't WAP enabled.

Nextel says that the i85s will soon be able to down
load J2ME applications wirelessly—but who cares?
There.sren't many interesting J2ME applications
available yet.

$300
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Portability: Though it's slightly wider and a tad
heavier than the average ceil phone, the R380 is
extremely slim and easily fits into a shirt pocket.
In the bulkier widescreen mode, it can still slide

between your index finger and thumb for easy
text entry. Winner: Nextel i85s

Operating system: Using a variant of Symbian's
EPOC OS, the R380 works much like a Palm
OS-based PDA. which is top-notch. Unlike
Palm OS devices, however, you can't add

your own apps. Winner: Tie

Apps: The EPOC OS comes loaded with all
the wireless PDA basics: a calendar, a notepad, a

contact database, an e-mail client, and a text-
basedAiVAP web browser. Unfortunately, you can't

load any additional apps into the phone.
Winner: Nextel i85s

Data entry: Using a bundled
stylus, you enter standard

Roman-letter forms instead of

the ersatz Graffiti alphabet
required by the Palm OS. This
method of data entry is light

years ahead of the number-pad
data entry required by the

Nextel i85s. Graffiti sometimes

has trouble recognizing the typ
ical PC user's scrawl, but the

R380's text-entry technology
hardly ever flinched, reliably

catching even sloppily entered
letters. Winner: Ericsson R380

Synchronization: With a
cradle and a serial cable cotv

nector, the R380 synchronizes
with a PC almost exactly like
PDAs that use Palm Desktop.

Just define which parts of
Microsoft Ouf/ookand

Schedule+. or Lotus Notes

and Organizer, you want to
sync, and the R380 software
performs the sync automati

cally whenever you drop
the unit into the cradle.

Winner Ericssdn R380

tncsson Ii380

ERICSSON

Transmission speed: The R380 uses standard
GSM 900 and GSM 1900 cell phone networks,
which means that data transmission only runs
at about 9,600bps. Once you've configured your
cellular service, you can next configure a dialup
Internet account, then browse the web, download

e-mail from multiple POP or IMAP mail accounts,
and send rudimentary text messages,
as with ICQ. Winner Nextel i85s

Screen: This device features two

screens. In phone mode, you use
a small, square saeen that's about
average in size for a cell phone. This
screen's text is tiny but legible, and
a backlit LCD makes browsing e-mail
headers and news headlines rela

tively easy. Just don't expect to get
a lot of data without a lot of scrolling
(the screen boasts just seven lines of
small-type text). Once you flip down
the phone keypad to enter PDA
mode, you find a 4-inch backlit LCD
touch screen. In this mode—which

features seven lines of larger-type
text—reading e-mail and browsing
WAP-enabled web pages is only
marginally more cramped tf«n on
a Palm or Handspring PDA.
Winner Ericsson R380

ACTUAL SIZE

MAXIMUMFC VERDICT

The flip-clown keypad that reveals a wide, ttacklit
LCD touchscreen makes using the R380 almost like
using a Palm OS-based PDA. But the R380 is also a
full-featured cell phone with gee-whiz extras such
as voice dialing.

Data transfer is painfully slow. And the price is more
than twice what we'd pay for both a cell phone and
a basic Palm OS PDA.

800,3742776' i

i$600

Despite the speed and convenience of Nextel's t85s, we prefer the
Ericsson R380, with just one reservation—the Ericsson's steep price.
It costs $600. For $300, we could buy a full-featured cell phone and
a Palm OS-based PDA. Freeing up a little more space In our back

packs definitely isn't worth an additional $300. The smartphone
category shows a lot of promise, but we have yet to see anything
even remotely close to perfection.
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www.powerquest, com

At 8:15 my computer crashes.
A few minutes later I'm back up
and running. Mow that's a

PowerQuest®solution

H^hank goodness I had PowerQuest solutions on my computer. I had
created multiple partitions with PartitionMagic", so my applications and person

al documents were separated and safe. And. just in case, I had used Drive Image*

to make a backup of my entire system and stored it on CD-R for an emergency

just like this.

A few clicks later my computer was back to normal. And that's a good thing,

because 1 had a presentation due the next day that went off without skipping a

beat. Thanks, PowerOuestl

inwagic

PartitionMagic
Organize your hard drive. Run Win 98, Win 2000 and Linux on one machine.

PowerQuest's paiented. award-winning partitioning solution allows you to create,

resize, merge, and convert partitions on your liard drive without destroying data.

PartitionMagic also helps organize and protect your data and run multiple

operating systems.

Drive Image
Total system backup for quick disaster recovery.

Drive Image is the solution to clone your hard drive for data protection, backups, dis

aster recovery, and upgrades. Drive image allows you to create, store and restore a

compressed image ofyour entire hard drive or separate partitions on removable media

or a network.

Get a free demo version of PartitionMagic. or Drive Image

by visiting us at www.pnwcrquest.com/frccsturf/index.html

or call us at 1-888-497-9998

POWEi

Proven Solutions for Storage Management

it 2001 PowsrQueat Corporalion. All rights rsssrved. PowsrQusst. Drivt ImsQs and PartlticnMogie ar« raglsterfd tra<Jsni»rks, and OrlveCopy is a (rsdomarK of

PewsrOuost CorDorailon in the U.S.A. and sleswhers. AJI ether brand end product nsmas ere iredemarlis or rsgleiered trademarks of their respective nwnera.



Consumer Advocate

Maximum PC takes a bite out of bad gear

Gota boneto pick with a vendor? Been spiked

by a fly-by-night operation? Sic The Dog on
them by writing watchdog@maximunipc.com.

The Dog promisesto get to as many letters as

possible, but only has four paws to work with.

This and That
Have you received an offer to renew your

Maximum PC subscription for another four

years? How about for MacAddictmagazine, PC

Gamer, or PSM? If so, The Dog would like to

hear from you at watchdog@maximumpc.com.

Please hang onto the renewal notice, as well

as the cancelled check or credit card state

ment that shows the subscription has been paid

for. imagine Media, MaxZ/nu/n PC's parent com

pany, does not offer four-year subscriptions.
We'd like your help in investigating some

renewal-notice irregularities.

The Dog would also like to clear up some con

fusion over an item in the June issue regarding

the recall ofthe 1.2 version of Iwill KK266 Athlon

motherboards. An Iwill spokesman says that

fewerthan 1,000 ofthe beards were distributed,

and the bulk of those have already been recalled.

Also, because the problem only affected the over-

clocking abilities of the board and not the gen

eral functionality of it the company continues

to label its boards—now fixed—as 1.2. This has

led to considerable confusion among consumers

mulling overthepurchaseoftheboard.The offi

cial word from Iwill is that the 12 version ofthe

KK266 board is safe to buy. More details on the

issue are available in the support section at

wvvw.iwillusa.com.

Nothing for Something
Here's a deal that may just be too

good to be true. Instead of paying
S200 for a stereo system, you pay

$2,000. But in 10 to 14 weeks

you'll get back 100 percent of
what you paid in the form of a
"rebate" check. Sound crazy? That's

just what web store CyberRebate
was offering consumers—up until
May when it filed for bankruptcy,
leaving hundreds, if not thousands,
waiting for rebate checks that
may never arrive.

CyberRebate, which had
accumulated some $83 million In

debt, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy

protection in U.S. Bankruptcy Court,
Eastern District of New York.

Just how could a company have

expected to make money this way?
According to interviews the company

gave before going under, it hoped
to reap profits from the people who
never applied for rebates and from
other non-rebate items that were sold

on the web site.

The promise of a 100-percent
return apparently appealed to many
consumers, in January, PC Data

ranked CyberRebate the No. .3 online

store in terms of traffic. Some

consumers were buying products on

CyberRebate and reselling the items.

Others, enticed by the perceived
safety of charging rebate items to

Discover, has made it clear that

cardholders are responsible.
"These card members received the

merchandise," says Cathy Edwards,

a spokeswoman for Discover. If they
received the merchandise and it was

in good condition, then it's not
considered fraud or a charge that can

be disputed, Edwards says. It was the
consumers' choice to pay for the

product, and the rebate isn't part
ofthe transaction with Discover.

Edwards told The Dog that the
company is informing consumers
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Some of tlte citeclcs CyberRebate sent its customers bounced

fiigher titan the Empire State Building.

their credit cards, began regularly
shopping at the web site. When
CyberRebate melted down and rebate
checks started bouncing, the

"irrational exuberance" of the site's

customers was exposed. One Virginia

man was listed in CyberRebate's

bankruptcy filing as being owed
$115,650.23 in rebates. Several other

consumers were owed as much as

$70,000 to $80,000 in rebates.

The company left a terse message
on its web site apologizing for filing
bankruptcy and promising that "We
are currently in the process of creating
a plan to repay our customers and
creditors. It is our intention to pay

back as much as we can, hopefully up

to 100 percent of what we may owe.
More information will be made

available as developments occur."
With $83 million in debt and just

$24.5 million in assets, it's highly

unlikely that all of CyberRebate's
customers will get their cash.

Consumers will also unlikely find

shelter from their credit card

companies. One such company.

of the bankruptcy and advising them

to file claims. Other credit card

companies were still in the process

of setting policy on the CyberRebate

"Ihrndiese^eaf^eBiite

ausM3BStimeutel."

problem. Many people were out of
luck anyway, as the 10- to 14-week

wait for rebate checks put most

people outside the 60-day time limit
to dispute charges.

That's not the way San Francisco

attorney Barry Himmelstein sees it,

though. He's currently preparing a

class-action suit against credit card

companies on behalf of consumers.
"Wc think that under the Federal

Truth in Lending Act there is a viable

claim against the credit card

companies to stand in the shoes of

CyberRebate," Himmelstein told The
Dog. To contact Himmelstein, visit
his firm's web site at www.lchb.com.
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Accesses Internet radio,

IVIP3s and stored CDs

so easily, you won't need

help from your kids.

Introducing the Wave/PC" system.
A revolutionary new product from Bose*.

You don't have to be young to make the most of your PC's
musical capabilities. Because now there's the Wave/PC™

system, It doesn't matter if you're 7 or

70, the Wave/i^C" makes it easy for you
to go from Web radio to iMP3s to stored

CDs at the touch of a button.

Access thousands of Net-streamed radio stations.

You can listen to Web radio stations from around the world

with the Wave/PC' system. Its search feature leLs you
find the music you want quickly and easily. You can
also download MP3 files through the Web and store
them on your hard drive for later playback.

Store and organize your CDs on your PC.
Record your CDs on your hard drive, so all your music is

easy to access. Never suffer through those songs on a CD
you don't want to listen to again.
The Wave/PC" system lets you
select your favorite songs and then
file them on your PC. You can even
make compilations of your favorite
songs from different CDs.

System Inclutles:

Software

Audio Unit

Remote Control

It's as easy as using the remote.
The Wave/PC" comes with a remote that lets you go from
Internet radio to MP3s to your stored CDs without ever
interaipting what you're doing on your PC. Acce.ss preset
Internet radio stations, music files and conventional AM/FM

radio. With just a simple click of the remote, you can enjoy
all the music you want on your PC.

Ail this, plus Bose quality sound.
To truly enjoy the variety of music you'll have access to,
you need to hear it through a great-sounding music system.

That's why the Wave/PC" combines the power of
your computer with the high-fidelity sound of

acclaimed acoustic waveguide technology. So whether
you're listening to Internet radio, MP3s or your stored
CDs, you'll hear all your music

in rich, room-filling sound.
Priced at S449, the Wave/PC" ,

system gives you endless music

variety through your PC, along with the great sound you'd
expect from Bose, all at the click of a remote. It's so easy
to use, you don't have to be a kid to get it.

Bettersound throu^ research®

Ask about making 12 interest-free

monthly payments of just $37.42*.

To order or for more information, call 1-800-399-2073 ext.P1023.
Visit wavepc.bose.com e-code: pl023. Or visit a Bose Store near you.

We invite you to demo it online, in a Bose Store or in your home, risk free, for 30 days.



Consumer Advocate

Reader Larry LaBarge says he knows

he probably won't be covered by his
credit card company, but he's hoping

for payback of another kind: "I don't
consider myself the kind of person

to get sucked into this kind of thing,
but I really put my foot in it this
time. I hope these people can be
caught and prosecuted."
At least one agency is heeding

that call. The Nassau County (N.Y.)

District Attorney's Office confirmed
that it is conducting an investigation
into CyberRebate's business practices

to determine whether there was any
criminal fraud. Stephen Treglia, an

assistant district attorney in Nassau

County, where CyberRebate is

headquartered, says the DA's office
has received hundreds of complaints

and expects the number to reach into
the thousands. If you feel you've been

burned by CyberRebate, contact the

DA at www.nassauda.org. Other

consumers have banded together at
http://communities.msn.com/
CyberrcbateRebateRccovcryAlliance.
There, CyberRebate customers post

the latest news and commiserate on

their situations. Check back here for

CyberRebate updates.

V.Nothing
DEAR DOG: I am more than a bit upset

with U.S. Robotics. I purchased four
of USR's V.Everything Courier

modems some years ago with the

understanding that I would get any

new updates with just a simple
download. When U.S. Robotics began

offering V.92 updates for its modems
this year, I checked to see when the
V.Everything would be updated and
discovered that my model wasn't

listed. After several discussions with

USR, I was finally told that 1 have the
"old" Courier modem and thus no

upgrade will be available. My modem
box plainly states that "USR designed
Courier to be compatible with all

popular protocols and ITU-T
Standards, including those yet to
be developed. So the Courier you
buy today will continue to save you

time and money far into the future.

As new protocols and standards are
completed, Flash ROM allows soft
ware upgrades to your Courier

without even turning off your
modem—let alone sending it

away, so you can plug it in and
forget about it."
What gives? 1 am sure the dozen or

so USR V.Everythings my friends and
1 own are just a drop in the bucket of

the number they sold. Is our loyalty to
the brand not worth anything at all?

—Denyse Prescott

THE DOG RESPONDS:T])e Dog contacted U.S.

Robotics about its VEverything Courier modems.

A spokesman saysthatthe modems in question

are very old and nothing on the boxes guaran

tees that upgrades would be offered forever. The

spokesman also notes that all of USR's current

V.90 modems are capable of being updated to

support the slightly faster V.92 spec. U.S. Robotics

says that it has initiated a policy of swapping

the older modems for newer V.92 versions on a

case-by-case basis. Isthisthe optimal solution?

Not if you considerthatthe original ad copy on

the box says "USR designed Courierto be com

patible with all popular protocols and ITU-T
Standards, including those yettobe developed."

Of course, if every manufacturer lived up to the

claims on the box, every game would be riveting,

every utilitywouldfixall problems,and Windows

98 would truly be faster and better. According to

an attorney The Dog consulted, U.S. Robotics'

accountability depends on whether the mar

keting was just standard ad puffing oran actual

misrepresentation of the product. If you would
like to contact U.S. Robotics regarding a

V.Everything modem, call the company's main

number at877.710.0884.

Is Your Motherfooard
Spying on You?
DEAR DOG: 1 recently ran into a

problem during a rebuild of a PC.
While Installing a fresh copy of
Windows 98, I ran into a dialog

window that told me to install

PlioenixNet. The program is described

as an Internet utility. When 1 tried

to quit the install or End Task it,
my system locked up. After looking

'3 PhoenixNet ~ Web Page Dialog

through newsgroups regarding this

problem, 1 found that this application

is stored in ROM on the motherboard,

with a good majority of motherboard
manufacturers supporting the app
lication. 1 have not found a way

to get rid of it yet. I'm hoping there

is something The Dog can do to help
in this matter.

1 think this issue has just about
gotten out of hand. Most users will
have no idea what the software is

doing. That is not right.
—Richard McClure

THE DOG RESPONDS; Phoenix officials say

they are aware of consumers' concerns and

explain that the program does not spy on con

sumers nor does it collect or send any informa

tion. The PhoenixNet software is embedded in

a motherboard's firmware, and when detected

by Windows 98, offers to set the user's home

page to PhoenixNet's servers. PhoenixNet'is

essentially a relic of the dotcom portal frenzy

and mistaken belief that getting people to your

web site has some value. The software Is actu

ally embedded in very few motherboards, and

it's up to the motherboard manufacturer to Imple

ment it the spokesman says. Phoenix officials

say the company is a staunch advocate of

privacy and has retained an independent

privacy consultant to audit the company and
ensure no privacy rights have been violated.

Although it only pops up during installation of

Windows (Linux, Be, and other alt DSes are

immune to It), there is no easy way to remove it

On the one hand, it's good to know that the

program isn'ttnily spyware, but it's also annoying

and downright creepy to know that a program

was inserted into the hardware of a motherboanJ.

A brteon the assgoesto Phoenixforeven dreaming

up such a silly scheme. ■

nhoenixnet* computer needs many basic tools which are essential toP  your use of the internet. PhoenixNet is a v^b-based delivery service
providing access to many of the most popular tools at no cost to you
including.

Online retailers

Investment & financial help
Communication tools

Internet radio

PC technical help
Virus protection

And much more...

Please select your country and click "Join* io connect to the best of
the Inlemet.

Country: j Select a country,^

Privacy stalement

Resellers
Cancel Join

Some motherboards have software embedded In their hardware

that tries to point you to certain web sites.
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CPUs AND

Thou Shalt not accept inferior PC performance—so it's time to rip
open your case and unleash the dormant power that lies within.
We present our definitive guide to upgrading all your PC subsystems,
part by righteous part.

So close, but yet so far.
Sounds like your life story
as a power user, doesn't
it? When you originally
configured your own per

sonal dream machine, all your PC sub
systems were kick-ass from top to
bottom. But then you commenced a

hopeless game of catch-up as cruel
technological progress stepped in and
began rendering your components
obsolete. First your CD burner was

roundly kicked in the buttocks by a new
generation of optical drives. Then your
favorite speaker company released an
update that was scientifically proven
to induce incontinence in lab rats. And

then your CPU—so fleet of frequency
when you first purchased it—was eclipsed
by a new processor design that enabled
clock speeds beyond the scope of meta
physical comprehension.

So do you throw your hands up and
surrender? Never! You can beat your
technological demons (at least for a
couple of months—we are talking about
PCupgrading, after all). Just read this
trusty guide, then unleash the dogs of
war. Our lesson starts with general,

common-sense tips. Then we'll move
on to specific suggestions for upgrading
each PC subsystem. We end with the
10 Upgrading Commandments.

UNIVERSAL TRUTHS

• A smart hardware hacker begins by
identifying application-specific bottle
necks, and then upgrades accordingly.
To wit:

Today's most intense 3D games just
won't run well with CPUs slower than

700MHz or videocards that are less

advanced than the 3Dfx Voodoo3 or

nVidia TNT2. That stated, just remember
that upcoming DirectX 8 games (which
should begin appearing in force by
2002) will not be very CPU-dependent
but will definitely require a good DirectX
8 videocard, like those based on the

GeForce3 chipset.
Intense media-editing apps such as

Photoshop (for image editing). Premiere
(for video editing), and SoundForge
(for audio editing) need fast CPUs and
hard drives. Your CPU crunches the

actual editing algorithms, while your
hard drive transfers large chunks of
data to and from main system memory.

By the Maximum PC staff
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ARNOLO TIGSEJO

Almost every media-editing app can
also use large chunks of system memory.
We've found that Windows 95/98/ME

apps can keep making productive use
of RAM until you exceed 256MB. For

Windows 2000, tiie point of diminishing
returns doesn't rear its head until you
exceed 384MB.

If you simply surfthe web and process
words, you don't need to upgrade. Stop
reading this article, and start reading
our Ask the Doctor section, where you
can learn to fix the PC configuration
you already own.
• Before buying any new component,

make sure it will play nice with your
motherboard. To find this compatibility
information, start with your mobo
manual, then visitthe web site of your
mobo manufacturer for technical bul

letins. Finally, you should ask the
upgrading nuts at our reader forums

(www.maximumpc.com) for advice

on the pluses and minuses of specific
hardware combinations. Obviously,
your motherboard will only support
specific CPUs and memory types. But
many mobos also have "knovwi issues"
with various videocards, RAID con-
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Ultimate Opotatle Bitile

Our monitor choice was based on a
process of elimination. First, we tossed

out all CRTs smallerthan 21 inches—

because not even 19-inchers are truly "ulti

mate." Second, we discarded all shadow-

mask displays—because they're simply not
as bright and brilliant as their aperture-grille

cousins. Third, we ruled out monitors from

companies that merely commission tubes
from original technology manufacturers, slap
some plastic around these CRTs, and call the

monitors their own. After all, if we're going
to buy a Ferrari engine, we want that engine
in a Ferrari, not in some car from a company
that might cut corners when mating such an

awesome power plant with alien
machinery. So we were left with

just two displays: the Sony F520
($1,500, www5onystyle.com) and

the NEC FP1375X ($1,000, www

.necmitsubishi.com). We chose

the Sony, but rest assured, both

monitors are sublime.

Perfectly flat—as any respect
able CRT should be—the F520

offers an insanely high top reso
lution of 2048x1536, and can hit

a silly-fast refresh rate of 85Hz at

1920x1440. But what pushes the

F520 over the edge (and past the

II I

«

Sony

resolution—:

'

Even a Ford can run fast with a Ferrari engine—so if you
want to save money and still score an awesome display,
look for monitors that use Sony and NEC/Mitsubishi tubes.

Displays with a 0.22mm pitch use Sony tubes, while dis
plays with a 0.24mm pitch use NEC/Mitsubishi. You'll save

some dough but possibly give up ultimate refresh rates,
build quality, and certain onscreen controls.

FP1375X) is its

industry-leading

0.22mm grille pitch, which fos
ters the sharpest, highest-detail

screen image you will ever see
in a desktop display. Words simply
cannot describe the F520's pre

cision detailing. The FP1375X is

also perfectly flat, but it hits just

80Hz at 1920x1440, and its grille
pitch is slightly coarser at 0.24mm.

s F520 trumps the F500 with a higher

-2048x1536, if you're keeping track.

You'll be happy to know that both displays
appear to have beaten the geometric distor

tion bugs found in previous21-inch, perfectly-
flat CRTs (more about this In next month's

reviews section). So where's Mitsubishi in this

upgrading fracas? The esteemed display man
ufacturer has actually merged with NEC, and,
as a unified company, NEC/Mitsubishi is
pushing the FP1375X as its F520 killer.

K
Thanks to ever-increasing capacities and

plummeting pricesforstorage upgrades,
it's not uncommon to find 60GB drives

for under $150. But with today's processors

quickly approaching warp speed, hard-drive

transfer rates compete with bus speeds for the

title of most persistent bottleneck in desktop

systems. So our first choice for giving your PC

a roomy new wing goes to the IBM 60GB 60GXP

($185, www.ibm.com), the newest addition to

the Deskstar series. The 7200rpm 60GXP sports
the industry's highest areal density for a desktop
drive, packing 60GB on just three platters—a
25 percent increase in density over its prede
cessor, the 75GXR The higherthe areal density

of a drive, the less the drive heads have to thrash

about looking for information or writing files

Budget-minded folks can cash In now that IBM's vener
able 75GXP has taken a backseat to its faster sibling. You

can now find the 75GXP at prices hovering around $120
for 30GB, and enjoy the fast, sustained transfer rates of
IBM's drives that other "value" drives just can't offer.

in non-contiguous blocks—and

this results in increased transfer

rates, faster spinup times, and
lower power consumption.

In our HD Tach benchmarks, the

access timeforthe 60GXP dropped
to 8.3ms, down from the 12.7ms

average ofthe 75GXR The 60GXR
also returned an average transfer
rate of 38.4MB/sec, a 30 percent
increase over the same test on the

75GXPI This may be a far cry from

the lOOMB/sec burst rate boasted

by the ATA-100 interface used by

the 60GXP, but these burst rates

are rarely achieved by any drive.

Professionals who use data-transfer-inten

sive applications such as video
editing might naturally gravi
tate toward pricey 15,000rpm
SCSI drives, but we recommend

taking a look at IDE RAID 0 first.
RAID 0 writes data across mul

tiple drives simultaneously, a

process known as "striping"
that results in significant

Harij drive IBM's new drive boasts 15 fewer gigs but
is faster than the hallowed 75GXR.

increases in sustained transfer rates ("sus

tained" transfer rates are always more impor
tant than "peak" transfer rates when it comes

to sound and video editing). Striping two
60GXPS using the Promise FastTrak 100 TX2
($100, www.promise.com) boosted the average
transfer rate to 45.5MB/sec, whupping the
performance of the 15,000rpm Seagate X15
Ultra160 by nearly lOMB/secfor hundreds of
dollars less.
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There are very few things
that a gamer actually
"needs"—a healthy supply

of junk food, a reliable
connection to the net, a

fast PC, and that's about it. But the

secret sauce that turns a fast PC into a

fast gaming PC is its 3D accelerator.
Today, there's only one indisputable

choice for 3D acceleration, and that's

the GeForceS.

This chipset is based on the same
technoiogy that will eventually power
Microsoft's Xbox gaming console.
Unlike earlier 3D accelerators—which

just draw 3D scenes described by the
CPU—^the GeForce3 can perform CPU-
iike duties, manipulating everything
abouta 3D image. This means the chip

can process everything from the setup
of vertices to the opacity of a polygon,

and even pull off tricks like reflection

and refraction, which occur when light

hits a model. This programmability
allows game developers to create

absolutely amazing 3D worlds—once
they begin taking advantage of these
features. The first PC titles that leverage

GeForceS power will be ports from the
Xbox, arriving this November. See iast
month's "Now This Is 3D Gaming"

feature if you want proof of how awe

some the GeForceS's graphics can be.

So which GeForceS-based card should

you buy? Quite frankly, it doesn't matter.
All of the GeForceS-based cards that

we've tested perform identically. In

fact, the sole defining feature of most
GeForceS cards is the presence (or

absence! of a DVI output for LCD flat-

panel support. We've reviewed cards
from Visiontek ($400, www.visiontek.

com), Elsa ($400, www.elsa.com}, and

Hercules ($430, www.hercules.com},

and would recommend any one of

them. Unless you want a specific piece
of software bundled with one of these

cards, we recommend that you simply

purchase the cheapest one.
Not everyone plays games, though,

and there are plenty of videocards for
all the budding Cecil B. DeMilles who
want to play with moving pictures. Do-
everything wonder cards—such as the
Matrox Marvel G450 eTV ($230, www

.matrox.com} and

the ATI All-in-

Wonder Radeon

($280,

www.ati.com)—are

great for anyone
who wants to cap

ture video or simply

watch TV on his or

herPC. Wethinkthat

the Matrox's video-

capture is superior
to ATi's, providing

more vibrant colors

and suffering fewer
compression arti

facts. The do-every-

thing cards also pro
vide TiVo-like PVR

functionality, so you

can record TV shows

directly to your PC's
hard drive and even

pause and rewind
iive TV broadcasts.

The only real

problem with the

Marvel and All-in-

Wonder cards is their

3D performance. While the Aii-in-Wonder
provides decent enough 3D accelera
tion (courtesy of the Radeon graphics

chip), the Marvel's 3D core scored
abysmally low in all of our 3D bench
marks. If you're solely interested in
video quality and have no 3D gaming

desires, grab a Marvel. You won't be
disappointed. If you want the best of
both worlds, check out the All-in-Wonder.

Videocard Who can resist the snazzy allure of
Hercules' fancy active cooling?

It's a good time to buy a videocard,
as there are choices guaranteed to suit

everyone. Gamers get breathtaking

visuals with their GeForceS boards,

while videophiles get great analog

video-capture with their Marvel G450

eTVs. New videocards for alll

iDGm
While any ofthe GeForceS boards will fulfill your
desire for powerful programmable shaders, not
everyone wants to shell out $400 for a video-
card. If you fall in this camp, you should check

out budget alternatives based on the GeForceS
MX-400 chip—^the Leadtek Winfast GeForce2
SH MAX costs about SI 50. So what's the differ

ence between a GeForceS MX-400-based card

and a more costly GeForce2-based card? Not
much. GeForceS cards simply come with either

faster memory or a wider memory bit path.
Also, since the release of the GeForceS,

boards based on GeForce2 chips have dropped
to around $175. These boards are faster than

MX boards but don't provide the advanced

programmable shader features of the GeForceS.
Whichever route you go, just rememberthat
even an MX-400-based card will still be faster

than any videocard available two years ago.
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The original Sound Blaster soundcard
essentially established the PC as a

viable gaming and entertainment
platform, In fact, without Creative Labs'
initial jump-start, PCs might still be viewed
as number-crunching office machinery. The
Sound Blaster Livel Platinum 5.1 (S200, www

.soundblaster.comi builds on the Creative

Labs legacy, and then some.

The Livel 5.1 uses the power we've already
got in our modern CPUs along with its own
sophisticated digital signal processor, the
EMU10K1, to make once-extravagant audio
systems and music production setups com
monplace. Other companies have offered sim

ilar (and sometimes even better) technologies,
but much of Creative Labs' innovation lies in

making the technology accessible and fun. One

You might find much happiness in Sound Blaster PCI 512
from Creative Labs, a card we've seen for under $60. You'll

still gettheEMUIOKI chip and hardware support for EAX,
but not the Live! Drive or the massive software bundle.

of the most useful aspects of the
Live! Platinum 5.1 package is the
Livel Drive IR breakout box, which

puts a suite of analog and digital
connectors into a drive bay that

installs in the front of your PC.
With this box, you can pipe in your

own audio through standard RCA
jacks, send digital audio to your
MiniDisc player, and control the

sophisticated hardware synthe

sizers embedded In the sound-

card with any MIDI keyboard.
There's even an infrared port for
remote control of your PC's audio
and video players.
The Live! Platinum 5.1 also pro-

vides four-point surround sound for games that
_  . . , support it, as well as Creative

Labs'signature EAX environ
mental sound. The addition of a

Dolby Digital decoder for output
to 5.1 speakers showsthat when

it comes to taking advantage of
the multimedia possibilities

Souoilcards

% m.

%

already present in desktop

 Creative Labs' Livel Drive breakout box
pushes the Live! bundle over the edge.

systems. Creative Labs gets it.

The Hercules Game Theater XP ($150, www

.hercules.com} is David to the Livel's Goliath.

The Crystal CS4630 chip at the heart ofthis card
offers slightly higher bitrates than the EMU 10K1
and produces sound that seems somewhat

more cinematic to our discerning ears. The
Game Theater XP also offers a four-port USB
hub on its breakout box.

I

Even though it's no longer the speed
champion it once was—its burn speed
is now eclipsed by 20x drives from

Ricoh and Yamaha—the fact that the Plextor

16x10x40x ($250, www.plextor.com) is

still our pick for the ultimate optical drive
upgrade is a testament to its great engineering,
functionality, and price.
With sustained 16x write timesand updated

firmware, ourtrusty Plextor drive wrote 647MB
of data in 5:07, and digital audio extraction
peaked at31x, ripping 72 minutes of CD audio
in 3:15. This is a mere 16 and 15 seconds

slower, respectively, than the Yamaha 20x.
But where other drive manufacturers are stum

bling over each other trying to advertise the

If you'd like to save a few bucks that can later befunneled
into "soft money" contributions to political candidates,
you can getthe excellent TDK 12x10x32x ($170, www.tdk.com),

which incorporates Burn Proof buffer-underrun protec
tion and also has a generous software suite including Nero
and MusicMatch Jukebox.

highest "x" speed, Plextor empha
sizes no-gimmicks quality and

smart engineering.
Despite the cockpit-shaking

speeds it achieves, a vibration-

dampening shell makes this one

of the quietest drives we've ever

tested, while the back-mounted

fan is a fine touch that straddles

the fence between prudence and
overkill.And paired with CloneCD,
we've yet to encounter a disc it

couldn't back up, copy protection
or not (Pr'l: Backups were promptly
destroyed by snapping the CD in
two, something we don't recom-

mend—ouch!) Reading and
writing are performed without
hiccups or anomalous behavior;

we can't say that about the

Yamaha 20x.

The Yamaha 20x ($250, www.

buvyamaha.com)is still the speed
champ here, with its record-
breaking digital audio extraction

Optical Driv

and read/write speeds (see the

e OK, so Plextor's burner can't claim the
fastest recording speeds. It's still the best overall.

full review on page 60), and we don't hesitate

to recommend it for speed freaks. But until
some of the kinks get ironed out, we feel more

confident about the Plextor 16x.

Meanwhile, things are looking very bright
for TDK. It's got a 24x drive and 24x media in
the works, and is preparing to introduce
MultiLevel technology that may triple CD
speed and capacities, though the disks them
selves will not be readable in traditional drives.
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Depending on howyou look at It, today's
removable media scene offers either

a plethora of innovative solutions and
formats or a nightmare of incompatible stan

dards that will ultimately lead nowhere. But

there's a simple solution that's so ubiquitous,
it's easy to forget how useful it really is. It's

fast, cheap, portable, and durable. You can

format it for "packet writing" and use it like a
floppy. And everyone and their mama has the
ability to read it. It's CD-R.

CD burners used to be expensive and of
dubious quality, and the software that came

with them was even worse. But today's burners

can be had for under $200, and buffer-underrun

technologies like Burn Proof have made coasters

a thing of the past. And next-generation CD-

It's a budget solution you want? Stick with floppies. We're
not kidding. No one's managed to bridge the gap between
the feeble 1.44MB floppy and the Zip drive. That is, unless
you want to upload your files for transport to a Yahoo
briefcase—while it lasts.

burning applications such as Oak
Technologies' SimpliCD makes

burning as familiar as using
Windows Explorer.

Still, we do like having choices,

and we like carrying around sexy
devices that start conversations.

About the only high-capacity media

out there that's truly ubiquitous
enough to be useful is Iomega's

Zip format. But despite its small
size and popularity. Zip media

remains expensive at $10 for a

100MB disc, and droopy average

speeds of 1.2MB/sec and limited
capacity won't cut it for heavy use.

Iomega is trying to reclaim the
removable media throne with its

new 20GB external USB Peeriess

drive ($400, www.iomega.com>,

but It's expensive and bulky, and
USB is just too slow for trans
ferring gigabyte capacities.

Portable FireWire drives, on

the other hand, get our attention.

[lefnov3t)le

LaCie's sleek, small, and rubbery

Media Make CD-RW, USB, and FireWire your
travelling companions with the PocketDrive CD-RW.

PocketDrive ($580 for 30GB> and PocketDrive

8x4x20x CD-RW ($400, www.lacie.com) offer

both USB and FireWire connectors, which is

becoming something of a tradition in LaCie's

external devices. They're fairly expensive, and

the 8x drive won't outrun your internal CD-RW

drive, but slipping these babies in your pocket
won't leave you stranded with a plug that's got
nowhere to go.

] IIS
In the mousing arena, we like the Cordless
MouseMan Optical from Logitech ($70,
www.logitech.com), which is completely

untethered (i.e., no messy cabling) and utterly
ball-less (i.e., no grimy build-up can slowdown

your deskapades). Because it uses a high-

definition optical sensor to define yourcursor's
position on the desktop, the MouseMan is ideal
for precision image-editing applications. But
unfortunately, because it uses batteries, there

are certain instances when the MouseMan auto-

matically scales back the refresh rate (to
preserve battery life), thereby causing a degree
of lag. The latency is imperceptible in Windows
apps, but makes the mouse less than ideal for
fast-paced gaming.

Loaded with smart engineering, the Microsoft SideWinder
Force Feedback 2 ($109, www.microsoft.com) is a genera

tion ahead of otherjoysticks. First, the powersupply is inte
grated into the base. Second, itsforce-feedback conveys the
kick of a gun orthe pull of a plane without overbearing vibra
tion. Third, the button layout works for righties and lefties.

For gaming, nothing beats the
Logitech iFsel Mcxise ($40). It boasts

a symmetrical design that's
ergonomic for both righties and
lefties and uses an optical sensor

just like the MouseMan. But unlike
the cordless MouseMan, this mouse

includes force-feedback "IFeei"

support. In iFeel-enabled games—

which Include most first-person
shooters released in the past six

months, as well as Unreal

Tournament, Half-Life, and Black

& White—IFeel can add a new

dimension to your immersive expe

rience. All in all, we liked the subtle

clicks, taps, and vibrations.
When it comes to keyboards,

the world is generally divided
into two camps: "hunt-and-

peckers" who prefer normal-
looking, traditional boards, and
"touch typists" who have
somehow found happiness in
absurd-looking ergonomic boards.

InpuiDei/ic

Forthe kooky, suspiciously Mac-

es Skitering around completely untethered,
the MouseMan Optical won't busy up your desk.

centric ergo crowd, we like the Microsoft Natural
Keyboard Pro ($75, www.microsoft.com). Its

layout puts your wrists In the proper ergo posir

tion, and its 19 hot keys can save you a lot of

keystrokes and mouse clicks when web browsing
or working with e-mail. Forthe traditional key
board crowd, go with the Key Tronic E06101

USB-C ($43, w\An«.keytronic.com). It has a no-
nonsense layout and very smooth button action.

Both keyboards come with two USB ports.
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'i ViThinking about upgrading your
Pentium II system to an Athlon?
How about adding DDR
memory to your Pentium 4 rig?
Fugeddaboudit. in today's turbu

lent environment of fleeting standards and
Intel-vs.-AMD skullduggery, CPUs, mother
boards, and memory cannot be mixed and
matched with abandon. Your CPU is inextri

cably linked to your motherboard, which Is
intractably married to your memory. So, when
making upgrading decisions, you need to con

sider all three component categories as a single,
cohesive unit.

Now with all the caveats out of the way,
here's the lowdown on what's hot in the CPU

and mobo spaces.

CPUs: If you've got your heart set on AMD
silicon, at this point in time you can do no
betterthan the 1.4GHz "Thunderbird" Athlon

($200, various online vendors), With an effec

tive memory-channel speed of 266MH2, the
1.4GHz Athlon is the epitome of muscle-car
power,and it ripples with low-endtorque.The
Athlon's core architecture is loaded with floating
point units that help the CPU post dominating
scores in pretty much every 3D game, save
those based on the Quake ///engine.
On the other side of the fence stands Intel's

1.7GHz Pentium 4 ($350, various online ven

dors), whose memory bus effectively runs at
400MHz (for more information on both the

Athlon's and P4's bus architectures see Tom

Halfhill's column on page 11). Like an exotic
supercar of the 1970s, the P4 has been fine-

tuned to hit an outrageous top-speed. In fact,
1.7GHzjust hints atthe P4's frequency poten-

tial. Butwhile 1.7GHz

is certainly an impres

sive number on paper,

the P4's implemen
tation of this outra

geous clock frequency

doesn't always pay
off in real-life per
formance dividends.

Indeed, the P4'score

architecture has

trouble chewing
through many older
games and applica

tions that don't fully

utilize its special SSE2

optimizations, But

when SSE2 opti
mizations are enabled,

brother, stand back.

WhileAMD's 1.4GHz

Athlon Thunderbird appears to be the better
all-around performer in most applications, the
P4 is picking up a lot of ground as it approaches
the2GHz mark. In fact, we were shocked to dis-

coverthata 1.7GHzP4systemsmokeda 1,4GHz
Athlon system in SYSmark2001, which tests

multitasking in Windows apps. Just keep in
mind that AMD is about to introduce a suc

cessor to the Thunderbird version of its Athlon

chip. The newversion iscodenamed Palomino,
and adds SSE support as well as some other
tweaks to ratchet up performance.

Please be aware that Intel will soon release

a new motherboard socket for the P4, and may
dump Direct RDRAM as its memory of choice.
The AMD platform, meanwhile, is more stable.

Mobo The Tyan Thun

iyDGeffiiAi
Our budget choice for Athlons is the Iwill KK266-R

($110, www.iwiUusa.com). It lets you use your
existing PC100^C133 memory, gives you IDE RAID,
and supports various Athlon and Duron iterations.
Considering that DDR memory gives you just a
scant 10 percent performance increase over PC133

memory in most apps, boards like the KK266-R may
be the way to go (for now).
With Intel's roadmap in complete disarray, we

find it difficult to recommend a P4 mobo. But if

you're hell-bent on enjoying Intel's famed chipset
reliability, take a look at the Asus P4T ($180). This

performance P4 board is recognized as the one to

erbird K7 is a duaAAthion motherboard.
You can do no better.

(Socket A mobo connectors and DDR memory
will be supported for the foreseeable future.)
With its lower prices, cheaper memory, and
firm upgrading roadmap, the Athlon istheeasy
choice for ultimate upgraders.

Motherboards: The Tyan Thunder K7 ($550-
$750, www.tyan.com) is the ultimate Athlon

motherboard. Sure, it's a workstation-level

board that requires a special power supply and
"registered" PC2100 DDR memory (both of
which you most likely lack), but the board includes

AMD's 760MP chipset, which supports dual-
proc madness. This means you can buy the
board now to set up a single-Athion rig, and
when Windows XP goes gold, you can buy a
second proc for SMP-lovin'. The Thunder K7

also gives you dual LAN connec

tions and U Itra 160 SCSI.

If you're not willing to shell out
$600 for a mobo, consider the

Gigabyte GA-7DX ($130, www

,giga-byte.com) and the Asus
A7M266 ($170, www.asus.com).

The Asus has tested faster than the

Gigabyte and features a VIA 686B

southbridge that's alleged to be
more compatible with some third-

party hardware than AMD's own

southbridge chip! Butforthecon
servative buyer who wants to stick
with AMD partsthrough and through,

the Gigabyte makes more sense
(AMD itself uses the board in its

reference platform).

beat and comes with a plate that lets you mount
the board in older, non-P4-ready cases.

If you're thinking low-end and want to run a
Socket 370 Pentium III or Celeron, you must buy
a mobo that includessupportfor Intel's upcoming
Tualatin CPU (which is essentially a hyper-clocked
P-IM with more L2 cache). If your board doesn't
support Tualatin, you'll be hosed forftjture upgrades.
You basically want a step "BO" chipset of the 815.
Most motherboard makers will pimp Tualatin
support to market their boards, so if the board

doesn't specifically say it works with Tualatin,
it probably won't.
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You can forget about virtual-reality head
sets and other gadgets that promise
an Immersive experience but never

deliver. If you really want a mind-blowing PC

experience, buy a great set of PC speakers. With
the right surround-sound setup, you can hear
enemies creeping up on yourflank when playing
multiplayer games, or hear 360 degrees of sound
effects when you watch DVD movies. But 5W
stereo jobbiesfrom Radio Shackjustwon't do.
You must have more power.

No other speaker set can put you inside a
virtual gaming world better than the Klipsch
ProMedta 4.1 {$300, www.klipsch.com). All

told, the ProMedia 4.1 's four dual-driver satel-

Among 2.1 speaker sets {two satellites and a subwoofer),
the Labtec Pulse 424 trails only the Klipsch 2.1 when it

comes to low-end bass bombasity. In fact, the

subwoofer's whoomph is so impressive, we still can't
believe the set is from Labtec—or that it costs just $50.

Considering that the Klipsch 2.1s cost $400, the Labtecs
are the steal of the year.

lites and single subwoofer offer
up 400W of audio power. That's
almost twice as much juice as any
other set of PC speakers—and
those watts are driven very effi

ciently, resulting in a big, BIG sound.

High wattage output is impor

tant, but actual audio quality is
what separates good speakers
from great speakers, and the
Klipschies have quality in spades.

During music playback, they have
a big, warm sound that crackles
with clarity and shimmers in the
high frequencies where lesser PC

I  speakers merely
I  hiss. On the bottom
;  end, the bass-reflex subwoofer

dives to an astounding 29Hz.
You probably won't be able to
hear sounds that low, but you'll

definitely feel them when you
let fly with a flurry of ordinance
in first-person shooters.

The ProMedia 4.1s are tops for

Speakers P

gaming greatness and all-around

ower matters when you want wrap
around PC audio. The Klipsch ProMedias deliver.

punch, but they can't match the VideoLogic

DigiTheatre DTS {$600, www.videologic.com)
for PCs that need to double as DVD home the

ater rigs. The DigiTheatre DTS system's flat fre
quency response and super-efficient speakers
turn out audio that's as sharp and pristine as,

well, DVD video. Both the ProMedias and the

DigiTheatres received Perfect 10 verdicts in past

issues of Maximum PC. ■

I

I. Multiply your estimated upgrading time by five. This will
account for all the time it takes to exorcise inevitable

upgrading demons.

II. Image your hard drive before dismantling your PC. It's
the one sure-fire way to protect your intellectual investment

III. Make sure you properly set your motherboard voltage
jumpers. Vl/rong voltage? Dead processor.

IV. Save your screws! You'll dismantle your PC, install your
new parts, and then cry—because you didn't save your
screws. Save your screws)

V. Always consider cooling. Adding two hard drives, an

optical drive, and a faster CPU to a rig creates a lot of heat—
so your upgrading projects better include some extra fans,
or you'll be quickly dispatched to lock-up hell.

VI. To protect yourparts from malevolent static discharge,
follow the righteous grounding sequence: Turn off your
PC, remove its case, put your hand on the power supply,
and then unplug the PC.

VII. Don't skimp on your power supply. A good 300-watter
should serve you well as you add more and more parts to

your bountiful rig.

VIII. Check Price Watch {pricewatch.com) for the lowest
prices available and ResellerRatings.com to verify the
legitimacy of individual online vendors.

IX. Save your receipts—for many a false prophet will sell
you bunk hardware that doesn't work when you plug it in.

X. Thou shalt not drink sodas in thine work area!
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The R505. Powerfuir portable, versatile.

Is it possible to fail in love with an inanimate object?
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A I" thin, 3.75-lb., super-fast, micro notebook megostor. Centerfold material, yes. But. smart too. Browse the

internet, sync your PDA on the fly. Store tons of Information on your 20 GB' hard drive. Even view digital video

clips or stills captured through the i.LINK® Interface.^ The Intel® Pentium® ill processor 850 MHz® with

SpeedStep^ technology."' end a high-capacity Lithium-ion battery give you the power

to be productive for hours.® And, that's all undocked.

The optional wafer-thin SiimDock^ docking station odds a whole other dimension. Buy now ond get a free
wireless modem from

GoAmericd.' when you

sign 0 2-year contract

with GoAmerico's

everything above. And then some. Record and play digital videos. Rip end burn music, wireless internet service.

it transforms the R505 into an ait-in-one, 3-drive notebook in seconds. So you can do

Anything you need a DVD, CD-RW or floppy drive to retrieve, save or share can be done with the SiimDock

station. And you'll look really techno-savvy doing it. Check out an R505 and its optional SIlmDock station today.

This is true love after all, not some high school crush. Models starting at ®2,499. SIlmDock station starting at ®399.

Visit your local retailer or www.sony.com/vaio today. To buy now, call 888 376-VAiO.

©2001 Sony EiecirorKCS Inc. All nghts reser/ed Repwiuetion In whole or in earl without wrillen permission Is prohipitea. Prices, speci^cations. ond promotions ore valid only in the U.S. ond ore suoject to chonge without nouce,
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of Intel Corporolion MKtnosoft and Wmdows ore trodemorks OfMicrosoft Corporwiorx All other" trodemorirs ore irodemorks of their respective owners. 'CB meons one buiion bytes when refemng to herd drive copocily. Accessible
copoclty rnoy very. 'lUNK Is o tfodemork of Sony used only to designcte thot o product contoms on IEEE iSQiJ connector. AJ products with on MINK connectormoy not communicate with eoch other. "Mftt denotes microprocessor
internal clock speed: other loctors may QflectopplicotiorDerformcnce.-The processor moy be reduced too lower operating speed when operoungonbottery power.'Actual botterv life moy vory on usage. 'Offer volid with
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Reading the performance specs on a hardware box can feel like reading the menu
at a French restaurant. If you don't actually understand the words on the page,
you'll have no idea what you're about to sink your teeth into. And so go hardware
specs. But choosing hardware doesn't have to be that tough. Simply learn the
language of specs with our handy guide, and you'll never have to worry about
buying something disgusting and distasteful. Sweetbreads, anyone?
Bon appetit...

kOIOGKmPHVEy Aftnaio TrOCLl

Tube: Many CRT companies like (o pimp the
specific, trademarked name of their monitor

technology. Because these hyperbolic names
often impart little information about the actual

product, skip this hoo-ha and zip on down
to the "CRT type" entry.

Size: You'll most likely find 15.17,19, or 21
Inches listed here. But the "size" spec only
refers to the size class the monitor belongs

to, not the actual viewing area.

Dot pitch: A CRT's pitch refers to the distance
between two neighboring phosphor dots of

the same color. This spec is always described
in fractions of a millimeter and is usually

measured diagonally. Smaller numbers are
always better, because the closer the dots

are to each other, the crisper the picture will
be. Shadow-mask monitors boast a dot pitch,
while aperture grilles boast a stripe pilch. Be

aware that some shadow-mask monitor

vendors define pitch as a horizontal dot pitch,
yielding a number that's a bit smaller than the

traditional diagonal pitch measurement. To wit:
A monitor with a 0.28mm dot pitch will boast a

0.24mm dot pitch if measured horizontally.
Caveat emptor.

Tube: SupaFlat™ ZFT

CRT type: INVAR shadow maslc.<:

Size: 19 in.

Viewable image size: 18.0 in. ̂
Dot pitch: 0.20mm (horizontal)|^

Maximum refresh rates: ̂  i

640x480:160Hz

800x600:160Hz ^
1024x768:155Hz ^
1157x870:140Hz B
1280x1024:120Hz S
1600x1200:100Hz p

1600x1280:95Hz ■ ^
1855x1392:87Hz

1920x1440:85Hz

2048x1536:75Hz

CRT type: Here you'll learn some legitimately
Important information about the display—
specifically, whether it's a shadow-mask or
aperture-grille CRT {that's cathode ray tube,
the same technology used in traditional television
sets). Shadow-mask CRTs tend to be dimmer

than aperture-grille CRTs and have more prot)-
lems with color consistency (a.k.a. "screen
mottling"). But shadow-masks do lack the two
razor-thin horizontal lines found on all aperture-
grille displays (some people find these lines to
be distracting). Invar is an iron-nickel alloy that's
used in the monitor's mask. Tfie mask is essen

tially a perforated piece of metal that guides the
monitor's electron gun to the precise phosphor
dots it needs to illuminate.

Viewable image size: The screen on any CRT
features a perimeter that can't display actual
colored pixels, so it's only fair that CRT vendors
share information on a monitor's actual viewable
image area. This area is always expressed as a
diagonal measurement.

Maximum refresh rates: As you increase a
monitor's resolution, its refresh rate will drop
accordingly. For this very reason, maximum
refresh rates and resolutions are usually grouped
together in the same spec slot. These numbers
should always be as high as possible—you never
want to see low refresh and resolution specs.
Ideally, your monitor will still be able to support
high refresh rates (85Hz and atxive) at its highest
resolution settings. Refresh rates below 75Hz
can cause a flickering effect that will eventually
strain your eyes. As for resolutions, 1600x1200
is considered the lowest "pro-level" resolution
acceptable for serious gra^ic design work.



Chipset It's the driving force behind everything
your videocard is capable of. There are three

chipsets worth considering right now: the
GeForce line from nVidia. the Kyro line from ST
Microelectronics, and tiie Radeon line from ATI.
The GeForce and Radeon lines each boast several
subdivisions, so you'll find everything from $80

budget cards to $400 ultimate gaming cards
under their umbrellas. Nwietheless, each card in
each product line is based on the same chipset.

Memory size: Ml videocards include a certain
amount of onboard, high-speed memory.

This RAM is used to store information about

the geometry of the 3D models the card is
rendering, as well as the actual textures thai are

being stretched across those models. Many
current games use the full 32MB that most

cards offer and even take advantage of the extra
space that a 64MB card offers. A 32MB card will

serve you well for the next few months, but a
forward-thinking buyer would get a card with

64MB to accommodate future games.

Max resolution: This is the maximum resolution

and refresh rate that the videocard will drive, and
is a direct function of its RAMDAC speed. Most
modern videocards should be capable of running

1600x1200 at 85Hz or fasteh

VIDEOCARDS

Chipset: GeForceS

" Memory size: 64MB

Memory type: 128-bit

230MHz DDR SDRAM

RAMDAC: 350MHz -

y Max resolution:
/ 2048x1600@85Hz

Memory type: The first portion of our example
(128-bit) refers to the amount of data that the

card's memory can transfer each clock cycle.
Most videocards support 128-bit or 64-bit
transfers—the larger the number, the belter.
The second number is the speed rating of the
memory in megahertz. A larger number is better
here as well.

Memory can be single data-rate (SDR) or
double data-rate (DDR). SDR mehndry can
complete one data transfer per clock cycle.
DDR can complete two, making it effectively
two times faster than SDR memory of the
same frequency,
When you put ail of the memory specs

together, they essentially tell you the maximum
theoretical memory bandwidth of the card.
For example, this card is able to transfer two. .
128-bit chunks of data 230,000,000 times every
second, yielding a maximum theoretical
memory bandwidth of 7.36GB/sec.

RAMDAC: The RAMDAC (random access

memory digital-to-analog converter) converts
the digital signal produced by the videocard
into an analog signal that a CRT monitor can
display. The faster the RAMDAC, the higher
the maximum resolution and refresh rate that

the videocard can drive.

NOTE: A videocard's spec box won't typically
define which specific 3D visual effects the card
supports; this information usually appears on a
different part of the product packaging. For
information on what terms like "ahistfopicfil- :.
tering" and "24-bit Z-buffer" meanf.(^,ecki>U{;.
our guide to 3D terms in the Noyeiti^??^/" ~

Because all spec boxes are different—after all, vendors
are going to highlight the specs that make their product
look best and avoid those that make it look bad—what

you'll see here are "spec lists" we created to deliver
details on as many specs as possible. You may not see

all of our examples on a given box. but you'll defrnitely
see them as you look over multiple boxes.
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Capacity: This is how much memory is installed
on the PCB (printed circuit board—the green

board that the memory is stuck onto). RAM slots
on most PCs are sparse, so you should try to pur

chase large-capacity modules whenever
possible. In other words, ifyouwanta64MB

upgrade, buy a single 64MB stick instead of two
32MB sticks. This way, you'll still have an open

slot for another upgrade in the future.

Formfactor: This refers to the actual physical
form of the memory module. Our example has a

168-pin connector and is identified as a DIMM
(dual inline memory module). Different mobos

are built to house different memory formfactors,
so you'll need to refer to your system documen
tation or peek at the motherlxiard to determine

exactly what kind of RAM you need.

ECC/Parity: Parity m^ory can detect compro
mises in data integrity, while EGG (error correc

tion code) memory is not only able to detect
errors, but can also correct them. Data-integrity
schemes in memory modules are on their way

out in most systems, with the exception of
critical high-end servers. EGG and parity memory
modules are more expensive than traditional
memory, and manufacturing processes over

the past decade have vastly improved reliability
among memory components, so you won't

often see error correction offered on memory.

V

Capacity: 256IVIB

Memory speed: PC 133MHz

Formfactor: 168-pln DIMM

Type; PC133 SDRAM

ECC/Parity: None

Voltage: 3.3v

CAS latency: CL3

CAS latency: Golumn address strobe (GAS) is used in
conjunction with row address strobe to locate inforrrra-
tion in RAM. The CAS latency, or CAS rating, refers to
the number of clock cycles it takes to perform this
locating function. A GL3 factor means it takes three
clock cycles to locate information, whereas memory
with a CL2 factor takes just two clock cycles. This

doesn't mean you get 33 percent faster performance
with GL2. In fact, the difference in most systems will
be nominal. Still, memory-intensive applications and
overclocked processors may get a boost from lower

latency ratings. You can mix CL2 and GL3
modules, but they'll all run at CL3.

Memory speed: There are two methods of
classifying the speed of your RAM.Traditionally.
memory speed has been measured in
nanoseconds, with ratings that range from
80ns to 50ns. Lower numbers indicate faster

access times. But SDRAM (synchronous
dynamic RAM) memory chips synchronize
themselves with your PG's system clock. (No,
it's not the one that tells you the time; It's the
one that sends out a regular signal, like a
metronome, to which all of the machine's

components can synchronize). As a result,

the speed of most new memory modules is
expressed in megahertz, just like your CPU.
In this case, higher numbers are better.

Type: RAM type usually refers to the clock speed
of the chips and the technology they use. Our
example Is SDRAM running at 133MHz. You can
sometimes mix RAM configured at different clock
speeds, but all modules will synchronize to the
speed of the slowest module. Regardless, you'll
need to refer to your system documentation to
match up the proper fWM with your motherboard
and processor.

Voltage: This is the amount of power your
memory requires. Older systems used memory
modules that operated at 5v. but these days,
most RAM operates at 3.3v. But even this modest
voltage is being replaced with the power-sipping
2.5v standard. Don't even think about using chips
that can't operate at the voltage your motherboard
requires.

S  NEIWORK INTERFACE CARDS

Standards: TTiis lets you know what network pro-
tocds your card supports. Our example card sup
ports the classic Ethernet 10BASE-T. which oper
ates at 10 megabits per second, or 1.25MB/sec:

100BASE-T ups the ante to a gratifying 100Mbps,
or 12.5MB/sec. Remember, though, that all nodes

on your network share this bandwidth, so the
actual throughput on any given machine will

depend on the amount of network traffic.

LEDs: They're more than just pretty lights. Light-
emitting diodes, or LEDs, can help you diagnose
problems with your network. This card conve

niently offers s^arate LEDs that indicate w4ien
data is being transmitted over a 10OBASE-T

network or a 10BASE-T network, as well as a
handy extra light that illuminates when you're

connected to the network and flashes whenever

you're transmitting or receiving data.

^ Standards: 10Mbps
10BASE-T 100Mbps 100BASE-T;

Interface: ^
PC PCI, Network RJ-45 |

LEDs; I
100Mbps, 10Mbps, Acti\^

Auto-sensing ^
Wake on LAN —^

Interface: This indicates how your NIG connects
to your PG and your network. This card is intended
for a PG PG! slot and requires cables with RJ-45
(registered jack) connectors. These connectors
look like telephone jacks, but are slightly wider
and hold up to eight wires each.

Auto-sensing: An auto-sensing card can identify
whether you've plugged into a 10OBASE-T net
work ora 10BASE-T network and configure itself
accordingly. Without this capability, you'd have to
manually switch the network through software or
a hardware jumper.

Wake on LAN: Wake on LAN cards support AGPI
(advanced configuration and power interface)
remote wake up. which is a long-wnnded way of
saying that they're capable of remotely powering
up your Windows 98 or Windows 2000 PC.



OPTICAL DRIVES

Interface: E-IDE ATARI}

DAE speed: 32x

Access speed; 160ms (reading) \

sfe

iSiii

I

/  Data buffer size: 2IVIB

Si

mm

imiii

Flash upgradeable

■

Write/rewrite/read ̂ ed: Optical drives
capable of burning to CD-R and CD-RW always '
indicate speeds in the AxBxCx format, in which A
describes the maximum write speed to CD-R. B
describes the maximum write speed to CD-RW.
and C desaibes the drive's maximum data read

speed. A speed of 1 x is 150KB/sec, so data rates
higher than this are multiples of this iaase figure.
Needless to say. higher numbers are better
across the board. Note that the maximum speed
a drive can actually hit before physics begins to
upset the process is around 40x. Driv^ that
advertise faster rates, such as Kenwood's True-X

drives, use multiple lasers reading simultaneously
to achieve higher speeds.

Access speed: This is the amount of rime it takes
a drive to locate and deliver information. The lower

the number, the faster the drive should be. But
don't make this the detenmining factor in selecting
a drive. Though most optical drives claim an
access time of around 150 milliseconds, there

really aren't any specific standards for measuring
this type of performance.

Buffer undeiTun protection: If you're a
CD-burning freak, buffer underrun protection
is just about the greatest thing since Cocoa
Krispies.. Branded under such names as Bum
Proof, SafeBum, and JustLink, these technolo
gies can pause recording when the data buffer
is empty, then resume recording when it's been
refreshed. These pauses, however, can extend
burning times and are considered vertxaten by
nitpicky audio-mastering professionals because
they leave tiny gaps between data streams.

Recording modes: The options are as follows:
• Disoat-once: Writes the entire CD in one

pass. After writing, your disc is "dosed" and
you can't add any additional information.
• Track-at-once or mullisession: CD can be

written to in multiple passes at different times,
However, until the disc is "closed," some
players—especially consurner devices—may

-be Lipabie to read ̂ e cfisc.
.''<fc'Session-at-orice; This hybrid rriodbaliows
disc-at^once control over gaps left between"^ ■ j
tracks by track^t^ince recording. This method
is often used when creating discs in the.CD^^,
Extra forriiat. such as audio
digitized video. .
• Packet writing: Formats your di^ intb^arall
blocks of data, like a floppy disk. Data can be
added or erased incrementally. Erased knocks
can be reused on a CD-RW. but. on a packet-
writing CD-R, erased blocks are masked aixl
beawne inaccessible. ?

Rash upgradeable: Trust us. you want this.
Flash-upgiadeable optical drives have a'chip
similar to your PC's BIOS that can be "flashed"
with new instructions from tlie manufacturer,!:
These updates can fix bugs, imprdveperforrri-
ance. and add support for hew CD formats. ~

,  ...
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Frequency response: The sensitivity of the
human ear ranges from 20Hz to 22 KHz, and
most speaker systems closely approximate

that range. Speaker sets without subwoofers.
however, may only reach down to 120Hz. Such

a set can still pump out bass, but it probably
won't rattle windows when you crank up the

volume. Speaker sets that do include subs usu
ally come with satellites that boast a frequency
response of 150MHz to 250MHz—which is just

fine, because the subwoofer takes care of
everything below this range.

Crossover points: Take the dust cover off the
front of a good stereo speaker and you'll usually

see a little speaker (the tweeter) and a big
speaker (the woofer). The crossover point is the

boundary between the two—the tweeter
handles all frequencies above that point, and the
woofer handles all frequencies below. In a really

good set of PC speakers, the crossover point
falls around 200MHz. If individual satellite

speakers have two speakers inside, the
crossover point usually falls around 5KHz. Dolby

Digital speakers have a subwoofer-to-wocfer
crossover point around 250IVIHz.

Frequency response:I 20Hz-22KHz
Maximum output: —

100dBat20feet

Crossover points:

5KHz high-frequency crossover

^ Power output per channel or s

total power output; 400W total

output (25W midrange X 4,

85W subwoofer)

Input connectors:

S  1/8inch,S/PDIF, optical

Maximum ouq}ut Audio volume is stated
in decibels, a figure that's calculated with a
complex formula that takes into account the
distance between the audio source and where

the decibel reading was recorded. That's why
manufacturers often include a distance in the
maximum output rating, as in " 11 OdB (decibels)
at 10 feet." A volume of 60dB is roughiy equiva
lent to the quiet of a golf course, Dance clutDS
average between 100 and 110dB. For most
people, painful sound levels begin at 120dB. At
MOdBp run for your life—a jumbo jet is about to
land on your head.

Power per channel: Often, a speaker system's
power per channel (reported in watts) has more
to do with marketing than audio quality. Indeed,
an Inefficient speaker might use a lot of power
to generate average volume levels, while an
efficient speaker might use only an average
amount of power to generate superior volume
levels. Producing bass frequencies always
requires more power than producing treble fre
quencies, which is why subwoofers may draw
65W while satellites may draw only 25W. All of
these variables should tell you that the power-
per-channel spec is a vague measure of speaker
quality at best. As a general rule, though, higher
numbers in the power-per-channel spec indicate
better-designed speakers.

input connectors: PC speakers are usually equipped with 1/8-inch "mini" plugs that
connect directly into the jacks of your soundcard. Most PC speakers plug into the

analog connectors, but some can work with digital connections. These speaker sets
have a built-in analog-to<iigital converter, and they connect with a mini plug ora S/PDIF
digital Input that uses an RCA plug. Dolby Digital speakers often come with a box that
contains an amplifier, a Dolby Digital decoder, and a digital-to-audio convener, and they
often connect to a soundcard with a single optical input. Some PC speakers also have

auxiliary inputs, so you can connect more than one PC or other device.

TIRELESS

Standards: If you plan to set up a wireless LAN
using tiardware from more than one company,
be sure it all follows the same standard. Right

now, lliere are ihree available: WiFi (or802.11 b),
HomeRF, and Bluetooth. WiFi-compliant kits are

the current industry standard.

Frequency range: This is llie area of the radio
spectrum in which your wireless kit works. WiFi
and Bluetooth operate in the 2.4GHz spectrum,
which is also shared by some cordless phones.
Microwaves can also cause interference in that

region and can affect the range of WFi kits.

External interfaces: This details the means by
which your router or bridge connects to the

Internet. Most routers include a standard RJ-45

port that connects to a lO/IOObaseT LAN.
Some also include an internal modem so you

can dial into your ISP.

- Standards: 802.1 lb, WiFi

Data transmission rate: —

11Mbps/5.5 Mbps/

2Mbps/1Mbps

Frequency range: 2400-

2483.5MHz

Max distance between

terminais: 100 feet indoors,

200 feet outdoors

External Interfaces: V.90 56K

modem, lO/IOObaseT

Router or bridge: Router -

Data tran»nission rate: Usually listed in
megabits per second, this is the speed at which
your wireless connection moves data. As you
move farther from the base station, the speed
of the connection will drop. Those diminishing
speeds are also listed.

Max distance between terminals: This is simply
the maximum distance at which the LAN kit will

work, Lsualiy reported for both indoors and outdoors.
FYl: We've found the indoor settings listed to be very
optimistic, especially in crowded urban areas.

Router or bridge: Wireless Ethemet access
points are available as either bridges or routers.
A bridge is like any other section of network
cable—it does nothing but pass data from your
wired LAN to your wireless LAN. If you use a
bridge, you need an IP address for each wireless
machine. A router can share a single IP address
with more rtian one wireless machine by using
Network Address Translation (NAT).



Audio DSP chipset: The digital signal processing
(DSP) chip determines the basic features of a
soundcard. Every Creative Sound Blaster Uve!
card uses the EMU10K1 DSP chipset, which
caters to digital-music enthusiasts by offering

such features as programmable hardware syn
thesizers. Last year, Crystal Semiconductors

introduced a competing DSP called the CS4630,
which delivers higher audio resolution and

slightly better speed than the EMU10K1, but
doesn't perform synthesizer tasks. Several

soundcard makers, including Turtle Beach and
Hercules, have introduced products based on

the CS4630. Other prevalent audio DSP chipsets
include the Thunderbird Avenger, made by
Philips and used on Philips' Acoustic Edge

souridcards, and several Yamaha chipsets found
exclusively in Yamaha soundcards.

Hardware voices/hardware audio cfiannets:

This is the number of audio streams that a sound-

card can play back simultaneously. A single audio
stream can be anything from a sound effect to a

character vocalization in a game to individual
musical notes in a lYllDI synthesizer. Most sound-
cards support 64 hardware voices, which means

they can play up to 64 different sounds at one
time. Some manufacturers claim simultaneous

playback of up to 256 audio streams, but that
figure usually combines hardware voices and
software voices. Hardware voices run on the

soundcard only, while software voices rely wi
system resources (i.e., your PC's processor and

memory). Performance in demanding applications
such as 3D games suffers when your soundcard
relies on software voices, so be sure your sound-

card supports at least 64 hardware voices.

SOUNDCARDS

^ Audio DSP chipset: EMU10K1

ADC/DAC resolution and ^
sampling rate: /

16-blt audio at 48KHz

Hardware voices/hardware

audio channels: 64

3D audio formats supported: ^
DirectSoundSD, EAX 1.0, A3D

Input/output connectors:

1/8-ln., S/PDIF, optical passthrough

ADC/DAC resolution and sampling frequency;
Even if you create music on your PC and play it
through digital speakers, all audio must at some
point be converted to analog in order for you to
hear it. All soundcards support signal conversion,
both analog-to-digital (ADC) and digital-to-analog
(DAC), but not all have the same resolution and

sampling frequency, which are measured in
bitrate and hertz, respectively. The higher die resolu
tion and sampling frequency offered by your
soundcard, the more precise your PC can be in
audio reproduction. Accept nothing less than CD
quality in these categories: 16-bit resolution, and
a 44,1 KHz sampling frequency (most consumer-
level soundcards support sampling frequency
up to 48KHz.)

3D audio formats: When attached to a set of

PC speakers that Includes at least four speaker
boxes, most soundcards can render 3D or

"positional" audio, which generates sounds from
any direction around a listener. During gaming or
D\®-watching, positional audio sounds like you're
standing in the middle of all the action. A good
soundcard will support DirectSoundSD. EAX 1.0,
and A3D. DirectSoundSD, which is part of
Windows' DirectX suite, provides a standardized
and relatively simple way for programmers to
create 3D positional audio. Creative's EAX
extends DirectSoundSD with additional audio pro
cessing features. Soundcard maker Aureal's A3D
technology was designed to circumvent early ver
sions of DirectSoundSD, which game developers
felt lacked a full set of contrds. Because Creative

bought Aureai last year, A3D has no future,
though many games currently on retail shelves do
indeed use A3D for positional audio effects.

Input/output connectors: soundcards output
audio at "line level," so you can't connect a sound-

card directly to a speaker and get significant
volume. Fortunately, most PC speaker sets have a
built-in amplifier that brings the audio signal up to

"speaker level." If .yoLidon^t haveaset pf RQ- ^
speakers, you can connect the soundcard'aout-^
puts to a stereo receiver, which also has a built-Tn ' ̂

amplifier. In all cases, you'll have to matdh the
soundcard's connectgts-to-^rjspeakers' or«.^ ,

stereo ̂eceiver's.connedto^s^^4b^P^%:^Jl1d^^al^a^'
are_equipp^v^ttt^l/8-inch muit" CbhViei^ctfs, to

PC speaker sets can be direcOv-;-:
^O^NreAfi^ted.'Soroe soundcards, such as.CrMtjve's
-.- •-""Sound Blaster Live! PlatinuFi>5.T and Hercules'

Game Theater XP, come wrth ' breakoutboxes"
that attach to the.soundcard and offer many

additional connector options, such as RCA connec
tors for stereo receivers and optical passthrough

connectors for Dolby Digital 5.1 speaker sets.
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DRIVES

Capacity: Even a hard drive's advertised size can
be misleading. In the hard-drive industry, 1M8 is
defined as 1 million bytes, not the more techni
cally accurate 1,048,576 bytes. So what does

this mean to you at the end of the day? Well, if
you're buying a 75GB drive, probably not much,
because you'll likely never fill your drive capacity
anyhow. Just be aware that if you believe 1 MB

to be 1,048,576 bytes, your "75GB" hard drive is
closer to 72GB.

Buffer size: This is the amount of memory, or
cache, that's used to store recently read data, or

buffer data, that's being written to the disk. A
2MB buffer is certainiy beefier than a 512KB

buffer, but diminishing returns actually make the
difference inconsequential. You certainiy don't
want a drive without a buffer, but most people
won't see significant performance gains with

buffers exceeding 512K. However, super-large
buffers do come into play when running servers.

Spindle speed: This describes how quickly a
frard drive can spin its disk piatters (which are

attached to a shaft or spindiel, and is measured
in revolutions per minute (rpm). Most consumer

hard-drive speeds range from 5400rpm to
15,000rpm, with the average performance of an
IDE drive ringing in at 7200rpm. A drive's spindle

speed and areal density are among the most
important specs to consider, because the two

combined essentially determine the personaiity
of the drive. A higher spindie speed typically sug
gests faster drive performance, but not aiways.
To wit, a drive with a high spindle speed and low

areal density might actually deliver iess
throughput than a drive with a low spindle speed

and high areal density—in some cases. That
stated, given the specifics of the models

currently on the market, you should always take
a 7200rpm drive over a 54(X)rpm drive.

Sustained (or sequential) transfer rate: This
tells you liow quickly a hard drive can serve up a
contiguous fiie and is usually expressed in giga
bytes per second. Sustained data rate is among
the most telling hard drive specs—but it can be
easily misrepresented. Sustained transfer rates

describe the speed at which a hard drive can
move a single large file that's laid out sequen-
tiaiiy on the disk. But if you typically work with

smaller files that are scrambled all over the disk,
seek time is a more relevant spec.

^ Capacity: 75GB

Seek time: 8.5ms

Buffer size: 2IVIB

Interface: ATAIOO

Spindie speed: 7200rpm

Areal density:

11Gb per square inch

Sustained (or sequential)

transfer rate: 37GB/second

Seek time: Measured in milliseconds (ms)
and usually expressed as an average, seek time
tells you how long it takes for a drive's read
heads to move back and forth across the piatters
that actuaily store the drive's data. Seek time can
be an important factor in determining how fast a
drive performs, but most modem 7200rpm
drives have very similar seek times. They ail
seem to hover in the 9ms range, and the differ
ence between an 8.5ms and 9ms seek time is

negiigibie. You won't see real differences until
you're looking at a drive with a seek time in the
ultra-high-performance 5ms range (such as that
offered in the Seagate XI5).

interface: Don't be fooled by boxes emblazoned
with the promise "lOOMB/s transfer rate!" An
ATA/100 drive can indeed handle 10OMB/sec
transfers, but you'll never experience such speeds
during actuai use. The problem is that the internal
machinery of even the fastest IDE hard drives
can't pump data at such a fast rate. In fact, none
of the ATAJIOO drives currently available will hit
even 50MB/sec transfers during peak operation.
This doesn't mean you shouldn't buy ATA/100—it
is, after all, the fastest hard-drive technology avail
able (and you should always opt for ATA/100 sup
port on your motherboard; you'll want that support
when regular-old IDE hard drives catch up to the
ATA/100 spec). If your immediate consideration is
speed, pay more attention to areal density, the
numtjerof platters, spindle speed, and seek lime.

Areal density: This defines the amount of data
that can be packed onto a square inch of magnetic
platter surface. The closer together you can corral
your data, the higher the areal density. Usually
expressed in gigabits per square inch, higher den
sities generaiiy indicate faster drives. For example,
if you doubie the areal density of a disk piatter, the
drive head needs to move only half as far in order
to read or write the same amount of data on the

piatter. increasing areal density aiso ailows for a
reduction in the drive's platter size, which gives
you performance boosts elsewhere, such as in
power consumption.



SYSTEM

If game companies told you what your system reaWy needed In order to get the most our of their
games, you probably wouldn't buy the games at all. The "System Requirements" example

below was pulled directly from the box of Sacrifice.

CPU-A 300MHz Pentium II or 550MHz K6-2?
Maybe in fantasyiand. Intel uses this game

as a technology demonstration for its 1.56Hz
Pentium 4 machine. We think that even the

recdirimended 450MHz Pentium II is a farce.

. To get the most from a game, our rule
.. . of thumb is to triple ttre minirnum requirement

of double the recommended CPU.

,  ■ CD-ROiyi: It's often said that few.ganies take'
v .., .. advantage of CD-ROM speeds beyond 4x

■  because they .use only low-quaiiiy video and
: because mpsf of a game's levels are installed on

..your hard drive. For the most part, this.adage
holds up: The reasoning, however, doesn't take
irito account the long toadtirfies of new games,
li a game.takes two CDsfb, load, you'll ctit your

■■■, ■ time by a tht'rd—possibty by half—by usdg a
•CD-ROM that.spins at 32x orbetier.

Hard drive: The box specs rarely lie in this case. If
a game requires 650MB to tua you'd batter have

that much liard-drive space available. But also
consider the tact that many games can now be

loaded onto the hard drive in their entirely—
where they'll lay claim to a helluva lot of space.

We recommend you iiave between three arid 10
times more space available than the game says it

needs. Since hard drives lend to slow dovm
v*men they're almost full, you'll get the most per

formance from an empty drive.

MINIMUM

CPU; Pentium il 300/
K6-2 550

Memory: 64MB

CD-ROM: 4x

Videocard: 8MB DirectSD card

Hard drive: 650MB free space

RECOMMENDED

CPU: Pentium 11 450 / Athlon 450 /
Duron 650

Memory: 128MB

CD-ROM: 4x

Videocard: 16MB DirectSD card

- Hard drive: 650MB free space

Memory: If you don't mind listening to your -
hard drive grind while trying to run Windows
98, and this game simultaneously, by all -
nieansi 64MB of FIAM is enough. But with „
Windows ME's larger memory footprint, even ,
the recommended 128MB of RAM is tnsuffi-.u
cient. Again, triple the minimum or double lhe:
recommended and you'll findyour game ses-:
sions won't hit the hard drive as often.

Videocard: As we may have mentioned, game
publishers tend to distort reality when describing
tfie minimum videocard needed to render their
masterpieces. We'd be surprised if 8MB
{Voodoo2-level) or 16MB cards (TNT-levoi) could
run any iriple-A game titles. If they did, it would
be because you'd turned off so many of the
game's details, you might as well load up the
text-based Zork. Our recommended minimum is
a GeForce2 MX 32MB or a Radeon DDR 32MB-

■■ y
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A computer case that's actually a refrigerator? Now we ve seen it all. If your

idea of case customization stops at a paint job, don't try these tricks at home.

Give or take a few company logos, most computer cases
look identical: creamy beige boxes that pique our interest

about as much as back-to-back episodes of "Full House."
In fact, when you consider how uninspiring most PCs

look, it's a wonderthat so few self-proclaimed power users have taken

the time to modify their cases. But there's a small cadre of PC enthusi
asts who've done more than just eliminate the mundane beige case—

they've gone the extra mile, taking the art of case modification to its
very extremes. With the help of our U.K. sister publication, PCAnswers,
we located four true fanatics—and we do mean fanatics—who've so

transformed their computers' cases. Their handiwork is a true monu
ment to ingenuity. Or insanity. You be the judge.

MAD AS A MODDER

A well-worded Internet search will show you relatively quickly that,
throughoutthis wide world of ours, a sizeable number of PC owners are
fools for case customization. {Don't bother actually doing this search—

we've already done it for you, and on page 50, you'll find a list of sites
about just this sort of thing.) A whole lot of PCs out there have benefited
from receiving their owners' extra-special attention, with mods ranging
from simple paint jobs to sophisticated cooling apparati.

As far as Maximum PC is concerned, any mod made to a boring
old box is a change for the better. But originality, individuality, and

rank obsession must be rewarded, which is why we've determined
three classes of case mods. A Class C case is better than your average

boo-boo beige, but doesn't encompass much more than a paint job,

or perhaps some decals. A Class B case shows a strong commitment

to modification—at the very least, there's been some cutting or drilling
involved. A Class A case modification is perhaps best described as

"totally out of control." If you're making Class A modifications, you're

sculpting the plans in the mashed potatoes on your dinner plate. The
final result bears virtually no resemblance to a regular computer case.
Your friends and family are about to do an intervention because they
think you are a complete nutter.
On the next five pages, you'll see examples of five Class A cases

and the men who built them.

If you've got a Class A case, we want to know about it. Write us at
input@maximumpc.com with a description and a photo. If your case is
wacked out enough, we'll consider making it our Rig of the Month. Of
course, yourtwisted genius will then be on display for all the world to
see, but the guys profiled on the following pages didn't seem to mind...



: Freeze
Jeff Brown's Project Kool takes overclocking options to a new level

Like the rest of us, Jeff Brown of Manitoba,
Canada (insert Canadian joke here), was

struggling with the right way to do some
heavy-duty overclocking without sizzling

his machine's Insldes. Thus was born "Project Kool."
Yes, Virginia—Jeff built his PC in a refrigerator.

CHILLED OUT

Why didn't Jim just solder on a big ol' heatsink like,
say, the rest of us might have done? He decided

that traditional methods of cooling had failed him
on two fronts. First, there was the noise. "I had so

many fans on my system I could hardly hear the

'lovely' Windows startup sound," Jim says. Second,
fans don't take full advantage of an integrated cir
cuit's operating characteristics. For example, higher
operating frequencies are possible when chips are
cooled below zero degrees Celsius. Jim figured that
by lowering the temperature of his system, he could
take his overclocking options to a new level.
"The solution was to take a compact refriger

ator and use it as a computer case," he explains.

"My first job was to get a compact fridge that
would be suitable. I needed full access to the evap
orator and enough width to fit the motherboard.

Depth was not a concern, as

I had no plans to use the door.

I chose a Danby DCROSOWEY-

7 because other designs did

not allow such easy access to the evap
orator. Also, with about 1.7 cubic feet

of internal space, 1 had enough room
to install all required parts."

As you might imagine, Jeff had to

make quite a few alterations to both

fridge and PC before he got his system
to work. "I had to separate the fridge
into two sections. The top section was

for the motherboard, cards, hard drive,

and power supply. The bottom sec
tion, which isn't cooled, houses the

CD-ROM and floppy drive. I placed the
processor as close to the evaporator
as possible, which kept the copper
heatsink connection to the evaporator

as short as possible. The top part of

the fridge was then sealed, and extra

insulation was added to reduce losses

through the case."

Bfrrff.. . Who needs a heat pipe
when you've got a Frigidaire?

PfOjGC

ml

t Kool Clear out the frozen peas—we need space for
the mobo!

ON THIN ICE

Obviously, such radical adjustments come with a few risks.
Jeff solved potential condensation problems by using a
desiccant—grade H silica gel—to dry the air. But, he admits,
"expansion and contraction due to thermal changes means
very few of the devices are attached tightly." And appar
ently, Windows NT gave Jeff's cool case a chilly reception.
"It seems to like things warmed up a bit before starting,"
he explains, "and on occasion it just shuts down and
re-boots, even after running for some time."

THE BIG CHILL

The lowesttemperature at which Jeff managed to measure
his P-H's heatsink was about minus 27 degrees Celsius. When
overclocked to 374MHz—^the maximum the board and CPU

settings would permit—^the CPU temperature rose to about

10 degrees Celsius. But "the real advantage," Jeff remarks,

"was the cooling of the videocard and other parts. It made
for a much more stable system."

So, was it worth it? Absolutely, Jeff says. 'There's nothing
to stop you except the possible loss of computer parts and
people finding out how odd you really are. Of course, the
worst possible consequence is the loss of your beer fridge."
We couldn't agree more, Jeff. We couldn't agree more.
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ybhitMUiams- extraordinary attempt to grab a

[Note: We are not talking about the famous composerofthe
Star Wars scoreJ

Think you're a Quake fanatic? Think again. John
Williams of North Carolina found a way to fit a
genuine truck exhaust-pipe into his PC in order to
coo! things down enough to squeeze extra frames

per second from hisfavorite game. And as a finishing touch,
he painted his rig Candy Apple Red, a color that was pop

ular in the late 1960s with custom hot-rod shops.

CHROME SWEET CHROME

Our first question to Jim was obvious. Was it perhaps pos
sible that radically modifying his PC with equipment meant

for a two-ton moving vehicle was a tad extreme? We couldn't
help but be warmed by his reply: "Oh yeah, babyi"
John's passion for PCs—and for Quake in particular—is so

overwhelming, it's impossible not to get caught up in it all. At
an age when many consider hanging up their videocard in
exchange for an £xce/spreadsheet, 43-year-old John spends
every spare moment happily blowing off people's heads with
an assortment of weaponry in Quake //death matches.

GIVE ME SPEED!

To get maximum Quake performance from his P-lll, John

decided to connect two Voodoo 2 cards together in SLI mode.
They delivered faster graphics, but the amount of heat they
generated frequently crashed his system.

"I was getting system

lockups all the time," he
explains. "I had a choice: I

could either leave the cover

offthe case, or I could figure

out a way to ram more air

into the system. The

exhaust-stack idea

came because I saw

the exhaust coming

out of the stacks of

tractor-trailers and I

realized that's what I

needed to dofor my

computer."

START YOUR

ENGINES

Was John worried

he'd damage histop-
of-the-range P-lll
system? "Not really,"

he shrugs dismis-
sively. "If anything
was trashed it would

only be the case." Was

it hard to fit the pipe

onto the case? "The

only tricky part was

cutting the hole in the
top of the case and fit
ting the fan," John says.

"I'm ramming 70 cubic
feet of air per minute through this case, It keeps my inside
temperature at about 90 degrees Fahrenheit."
And what's the fan like in practice? "The fan itself is really

quiet, but there is quite a bit of 'whoosh' created by the air
being forced up and out of the exhaust. You couple that with
the whining of the 10,000rpm HDD and it sounds like a jet
engine starting up!"

DIESEL POWER

John hasn't yet thought of a name for his invention but

"there's a track on a Prodigy CD titled 'Diesel' that gave me
an idea. At the end of the rap the dude says, 'Model 70680734.1

Robot Sonic.' I snipped that bit of the track and stuffed it into
my startup file so that it plays instead of having The Man's
Windows chimes ringing in my ears. So I guess you could

say that's the name."

And what do people think of his Diesel PC? "Everyone who
has seen it thinks ifs totally wacked and very cool!" John
says. "Woo-hoo!"
Woo-hoo, indeed.

Oiesei PC Damn! We wish our cars were
this souped-up!
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Upgrading your memory
doesn't have to be

complicated.
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Online discounts for over 60,000 upgrades at:

www.cruciai.com
or call toll-free 1-888-363-5154



Your only
source for

factory-direct
DDR!

You need

Crucial RAM.
Select your system make and model at Crudal.com, and you'll find memory

guaranteed to be compatible with your system or your money back.

It's that easy! Best of all, you'll get the same top-quality memory the world's

leading computer makers install in their systems. Visit Crudal.com and get

great memory upgrades at low, factory-direct prices.
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256MB PC2100 DDR

$5939
Price reflects an automatic lO*' discount for ordering online. Price was taken on 6/18/01 from Cruclal's Web site; however, prices
can (and do) change daily, Prices may vary according to specific system requirements.
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It's either a fantastic achievement
or a waste of perfectly good PC

parts, but there's no denying this:

Daniel Baker's PC chair is a true

original (in both the PC and furniture

worlds, we suspect). Taking space-
saving to a new level, Daniel found a

way to house his computer inside his

computer chair. If that's not handy,

we don't know what is.

All right, we might not do it. But
who cares? The guy built a computer
inside his chair, for crying out loud!

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE

Just how did Daniel dream up this

genius idea? "1 drew up the original
plans when I was slightly drunk," he

explains, "which is fortunately not

reflected in the final outcome. It was

based on an old armless chair I had

sitting around and lots of old com
puter parts. (Daniel's from the

U.K., where, we're told, lots of

brainstorming is done while

I

tipping back a few.)

Here's how The Chair was con

structed. First, Daniel boxed in the

legs of the chair with some wooden
slats. The floppy-disk drive and CD-

ROM drive fit neatly Into the side panel

of the chair; the on/off switch Is on

the front. The motherboard is screwed

to the underside of the seat, as are

the hard disks, The cables plug into
the mobo through the side opposite

the drives, and the cards sit in the

motherboard just as they would be

in any other machine. Sort of.

DRILLER KILLER

Obviously, a PC design as radical as
this one didn't come without its prob
lems. "In order to secure the expan
sion cards in place," Daniel explains,

"I had to remove the back panel from
an old ATX case. It was a fairly nasty

process, mainly because it involved

a large hammer, a hacksaw, and

ultimately just jumping up and down
on it until it broke off."

And even after all of The Chair's

components were in place, Daniel

still ran into trouble. The biggest
problem? Neither RAM nor

CPUs are ideally suited to

work while hanging upside
down. To keep all of his PC's

parts in place, Daniel was

forced to adopt some

slightly radical ideas. He
N  kept the RAM in place

.  by filing down the
connectors in orderto

make a better fit, but

the delicate CPU was

eventually cemented

into its spot with a dollop
of glue.
"The whole thing took

me about a week to build

and about a month to

get running," Daniel

says, "mainly because

I accidentally drilled

Into my hard drive,

while drilling a hole
,  , _ in the side of the

llie Cliair Bringing new meaning
to the phrase "added functionality,'

Daniel Baker's crazy contraption is

equipped with all the regular PC

parts. They're just not in their

regular places.

chair, 1 suddenly got the feeling that
what I was drilling into wasn't wood!"

WHY.DAMNIT? WHY?!

Daniel's already admitted that his

chair idea had its origins in a few too

many swigs of ale, but what actually
kept him motivated to finish it?

"I guess I was just bored with the

bog-standard PC case."
By golly, that's good enough for us.
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Wooden case

CD-ROM drive

Processor

cards

RAM

Power lead

Power supply

The Definitive File Server
When Daniel was faced with a housing

problem for his new server, the poten
tial to incorporate it into a piece of fur
niture was simply too much of a temp
tation. Thus was born... The File Server

(back off, we didn't name it). Like The

Chair, The File Server came from

more than just a warped com
pulsion to install PCs into every
piece of furniture in the house.
"My home is a bit short of
space," Daniel explains. "1
was thinking of where to put

the new PC, and it was sug-

; gested that it could go in a small tower-case and sit on top of
the filing cabinet. But why put a PC on top of a filing cabinet

ij when you can put it in one?
i  "To my joy, I found that the motherboard fit almost perfectly

a

into an empty drawer, with

enough room beside it for
the hard drive and the power
supply, and for a little card
board to insulate the elec

tronics against the metal."
Of course not everything

went smoothly, and although

the server was soon up and
running inside its new metal home, drilling the hole in the back of
the filing cabinet to accommodate the necessary wires was a little
tougher than anticipated. "The thing was like a safe. It took me about
10 minutes to drill through [it), with the drill bit glowing red hot.

"It still seems a little odd to hear the hiss of the fans when I pass

by the filing cabinet," admits Daniel (there are three installed), but
apart from this obvious clue, there's little to give away The File
Server's purpose. After all, what's so unusual about just another
noisy filing cabinet?
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4
The Mod Squad

Alone in the Dark
Ryan Forsberg s see-through rig nods in the iMac's general direction

What was our initial reac
tion to Ryan Forsberg's
see-through PCcase, com

plete with neon accents?
Something along the lines of "Whoa!"
pretty much sums it up. We ordinarily
see these sorts of accents on the modi

fied automobiles of teenagers who've
got too much money at their disposal.
But there's no denying the allure of the
fact that you can see exactly what's going
on at all times in Ryan's rig, or the eerie
glow that its neon accents cast in a dark
ened room.

"I wanted somehowto accentuate the

inside of the case, to basically draw atten
tion to the fact it was a clear case," Ryan
explains. "I had a neon purple light just
laying around the house, so I decided to

incorporate it into my design. It was just
a matter of hooking up an adapter to
plug it into the power supply."
And what sort of reaction has Ryan

received from folks who've seen his

creation? "Like you guys: shock. Definitely
shock!" he laughs.

gr
I

DONTWAITUP

Ryan's efforts were spurred on in part by what he saw as a
lack of innovation in the PC industry. "As much as I hate to
admit it, when Apple released its iMac, it truly revolutionized
the computer industry," he says. "Ever since I saw that case

SBE'tllTOiiy}] PC You cannot help but be hypnotized by its
unearthly glow.

The Truth is out There
Our guide to the best the web has to offer in the way of PC mods

PC Mods You'll also find directionsfor submitting the de

^Get your neon light kits here! This is where you'll
fpfindthetooisyou can usetomix it up a little in your
FiSvery own computer room, PC Mods offers ind

ividual parts and full-on kits, so you don't have to
jgo to the trouble of cutting your own case {and
Ipossibiy making a mess of things, eh?).

|PC Workshop

râ y, iordyi Wouldyou lookatthat! Pretty, pretty
|pictures ofthe wild and craaaaazythings people
have donetothe[rmachirtes,andhow-tosonhow

^0^, can make some changes for the better.

tails
on your own unbelievable projects. Which you'd
betterdo, because theywon't just take yourword
for it... Not to be missed: the Legendary
Modifications section.

Virtual Hideout

Homeofthe IntemeYslargest case-mod gallefy—it
consists of photos of over 1,600 modified,
cases—VirtualHideout is updated every ottter ,
day. You'll find a massive collective of modding.
how-tos, reviews, and articles, and a forurn: ;
where you can share and care with otheOv-,
mod enthusiasts. . .

on display, I've waited and waited for some PC vendor to
release something even remotely as cool. I was very disap
pointed by how slowly the PC industry has reacted, so I decided
to take matters Into my own hands."

Naturally, there isn't much of a performance
gain to be had from Ryan's custom case. And
Ryan said there's no hidden agenda behind the
case—its main purpose is to look cool. "It's just
bragging rights, because I have yet to see a
cooler-looking computer case."
How hard was It to fashion his creation? "I'm

actually nota very skilled craftsman, so if I can
do it, other people should be able to as well,"
Ryan says modestly. "I mustwarn you though:
It can be quite a time-consuming project, But
If you've got the time, tools, and enough Plexiglas
on hand, go for it!"
Our own Gordon Mah Ung was so inspired

by Ryan's handiwork, we think Ifs only a matter
of time before his dream of marrying a PC
case with a Habltrail becomes a reality. Gordo,
we're behind you all the way. Just keep the
HabiPC out of the sight lines of strangers. ■
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At these prices,
choosing IBM

was a lot easier

than choosing a major.

Buy it all for only

*899

Get an IBM NetVlsta™ A21i desktop and these baok-to-school
essentials for one low price.

The IBM NetVista A21 i desktop has it all - a large hard drive, a broad range of customizable
features - and best of all, a reasonable price. Setup is a cinch, thanks to integrated 10/100
Ethemet and front-access USB ports for easy Web,^ printer and scanner connectivity. And \when
deadlines are looming, this complete solution can help you turn in your assignments on lime -
without trekking to the computer lab. If you order before August 15, 2001, you can also get
a free Lexmark Z32 printer, so you can print your papers when it's convenient for you. Visit
ibm.com to get innovative technology at competitive prices - select NetVista desktop models
can even be shipped to you the same day, when you order by 3:00 p.m. ET, Monday through
Friday.^ Plus, you'll get outstanding service and support with every IBM product you buy.

IBM NetVista A21i - Part #2257G0U

Fundamental computing for any budget

Intel" Celeron™ processor 850MHz*

64MB'^ SDRAM

20GB' hard drive

48X-20X' CD-ROM

56K* modem

Integrated Intel 3D AGP graphics

Integrated 10/100 Ethernet

Microsoft® Windows® Millennium Edition

Lotus® SmartSuite® Millennium Edition,
Microsoft Works, Quicken, Norton AntiVirus
{OEM Edition)'

15' monitor (13.8' viewable. Part #24P4555)

1-year parts and onsite labor limited warranty"

Microsoft Picture It!®

Easily improve your
photos and share

them with friends and

family through prints,
e-mail and the Web.

IBM Office

Professional 280 UPS"

Help protect your
IBM system, printer

and scanner against
power surges.

UMAX Astra 3400

Flatbed Scanner

Scan documents and

photos at up to
600x1200 dpi resolution.

Don't see Microsoft Office 2000 Small Business on the system you want? Simply contact us to add it.
Complete your assignments with powerful productivity software including Microsoft Word and Excel.

FREE Lexmark Z32

Color Jetprlnter!

Get a FREE Lexmark Z32 Color

Jetprinter with the purchase of any
NetVista A21i desktop. Prints up to
75 ppm black and 3.5 ppm color
at up to 1200x1200 dpi resolution.
And this printer is Stealth Black,
to coordinate with your NetVista

desktop. Hurry, this offer ends soon!
Part #8232000

Shipping and handling not included. Olter
valid from IBM in US only, through Augusi 15,
2001, while supplies last. Cannot be combined
with other offers or promotions. Pronwllons

limited to one per order; limit five per customer.

DIRECT
TO YOU

Call toll free 1 866 426-3313 or
Click www.ibm,com/shop/M161

Celeron

IBM PCs use genuine Microsoft® Windows®
www.microsoft.com/piracy/howtoteii

III Part #22P5360, IBM Otfice Professional 280 UPS Part f10K19t0 and UMAX Aslta 3400 Scanner Part /22P6080 only. 'Retpjires separate Internet access accoonl. The "Buy Today, Ship Tod^ program applies to select IBM pioflLCls only (designated on the IBM
Webslteat i«wpc.flmtco(7iWo/fefS^>fate^; It does not apply to non-listed systems, accessories, options or other ptoduds. Orders order the program must be placed by phone at 1888 ShoplBM or via the Web at itimcom/stiop Orders underthe program
must be properly completed by 3:00 p.m. Eastern Time. Orders completed after 3;00 p.m. or on weekends ship the next business flay. An oider is considered properly completed when IBM has approved the customer's method ol paymeni. Including any necess^

uses some nrain memory for the video suteyslem. The anount used will vary depending on video mode and may be as much as SMS. Thus, accessible syslem memory is less than the amount stated. "GB equals otte billion bytes when referring to storage capacity;
accessible capacity nay be less 'CO-RW, DVD-flOM and CD-ROM drives list a variable read rale. CD-RW write and re-mrrile speeds vary and list only the maximum possible. Actual CD-tlW. DVD-ROM and CD-ROM speeds will vary and are olten less than the
maximum possible. The read and write results of the CD-RW drive depend on the quality and chaiactBiislics of the CD-R and CD-RW media used. Poor results may be obtained with some media strppiiers. "Designed lo be capable ol receiving at up toSWbps with
compatible phorte line and serve equipment, and transmitting at up lo 3t.2Kbps. Public networks currently limit maximum download speeds lo about 53Kbps. Actual steeds depend on many factors and ate olten less than the maximum possible. "Some soltware

not IBM. IBM makes no representations or warranties regarding non-IBM products. "For terms and conditions or copies of IBM's Slalement of Limited Warranty, call t 800 772-2227 in the US and in Canada call 1 800 426-2255. Telephone support may be subject

by international Business Machines Corporation and are used under license (fom IBM. IBM does not manufacture this product and provides no warranty or support iot this product. Please contact Tripp Lite with any questlonsArommenls and warranty, service or

Picture III and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporatiwi. Other company, product and service names may be trademarks or service marks ol others. ©2001 IBM Corp. All rights reserved.



Ask the DoctorSymptom ̂  Diagnosis Cure

Even the burliest of PCs comes down with a bug every now and then. That's when you need
to call The Doctor and get a diagnosis that'll have you up and running in no time. Send your
symptomsto:doctor@maximumpc.coin. Unfortunately,The Doctor cannot personally respond
to every individual letter.

Dirty little secret:
Here's where you'll
find Creative's clev

erly hidden option
for enabling digital

audio output.

Audio Conjunction
Junction

I'm trying to use the digital output
of my Sound Blaster Live! Platinum
5.1 (which is the mini-headphone
jack) to transfer the Dolby Digital
sound to my Surround Sound
receiver, which is 5.1

compatible. But the
inputs on my 5,1

On/Off ConJro';

receiver consist of six plugs: left,
riglit, center, subwoofer, etc. 1 tried

running a single cable that connected

a mini-headphone jack to an RCA

plug, but I didn't receive any sound
output. Do I need a digital-to-analog

converter? Or am I just out of luck?

—Erik Butler

You're not out of luck, but the solution depends
on whether or not you've got a digital S/PDIF

input on your home theater speakers, if you con

nected your speakers via the S/PDIF input with
a mini-headphone-to-RCA-jacks cable, then

the problem is an incredibly obscure option in
the Sound Blaster Mixer applet. Click the Sound
Blaster icon in your System Tray and select

Mixer. Note that above the volume control on

the far right is a small red "-r-". Click that, and

you'll get a small dialog box that says "Play

Control—Other Advanced Options." Check
"Digital Output Only." This option actually enables

digital output through the S/PDIF jack.

If you don't have a digital input, then you'll

need three minl-headphone-to-dual-RCA-jack

cables. Run one cable from the green connector
on the Sound Blaster to the RCA jacks on your

receiver labeled "front left/right." Run another

cable from the black Sound Blaster connector

to the RCA jacks on your receiver labeled "rear

left/right." You can use the Sound Blaster posi

tioning utility to confirm whetherornotthe RCA
jacks need to be reversed. Before connecting
the last cable, make sure to turn the volume

down—way down. If you mix up the center

channel and subwoofer at a high volume, you'll
blow your speakers. Connect the last cable to

the digital-out on your Sound Blaster to the

center and subwoofer inputs on your receiver.

Slowly turn up the volume as you play a test

signal to see if you're getting the correct signal

going to the center channel and subwoofer.

Otherwise, just swap the RCA jacks and pop in
your Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon DVD. Vive
le difference!

System Resources
Exposed
I started with 128MB SDRAM in my
PC. Right after booting my computer,
with no windows open, I checked
my System Properties, and the

Performance tab showed that 94

percent of the memory was free. I
then added an extra 32MB SDRAM

for a total of 160MB SDRAM. Now,
after I boot my computer, it still

memory much fasterthan wider areas, this 128K

area is actually split into two 64K segments

called "heaps." The two files that access these

heaps are USER.EXE, which handles traffic from

input devices and ports, and GDI.EXE, which

keepstrack of open windows and display ele
ments such as fonts and bitmaps. Every appli
cation and window that you open consumes a

portion of these resources (some programs,
such as Internet applications and print man
agers, tend to consume larger amounts). Try

selecting a directory that contains 30 or more

folders, select them all, right-click and open
them all. Then check your System Resources

again. Whether you've got 128MB or 2GB of

RAM, your resources will be almost gone, if

you haven't already crashed or received a mis

leading "Out of Memory" message.

Kyou'rereallyanai and want (0 know exactly
what level your resources are at, select Run

from the Start Menu and type "rsrcmtr.exe."

This puts an icon in your system tray that meters

the status of system resources, If you double
click the icon, you'll get a display that indi

cates the resource utilization of both heaps.
Die overall figure of System Resources is deter

mined by the lowerof the two numbers. There's

no need for panic if your System Resources

drop down to around twenty percent, but after

that, it's a good idea to start shutting down pro

grams. If you want to monitor your actual RAM

utilization, select Run from the Start Menu and

type "sysmon.exe."

CPU Fever
I read each issue cover to cover but

I don't recall ever seeing in Maximum
PC what temperature a CPU should

"Sfslew ResBBrces rBfBrs Ib 128K BtmBBioiy that WiMbvis

ttSBs tar hBusBkBBflng, BBt to ihB amBant oflUMm hava."

shows that 94 percent of the memory
is free. Can you explain to me why
6 percent of memory is still being
used after I've added memory?

—Richard Harris

The Doctor sure can. The System Resources

reported in the Performance tab refers to a tiny
128K area of memory that Windows ropes off
for housekeeping, not to the amount of RAM

you have available in your system. Because

Intel processors can access 64K segments of

be running at. Boy, do I need a life!
I have an AMD Thunderbird 800 in

an ASUS motherboard. A probe shows
it is running at 140 degrees. What
temperature is dangerous and what
is considered okay?

—James Zimmerman

You need a life? Try telling someone at a

party that you tinker with PCs and periph
erals for a living and watch them swiftly
gravitate to the other side of the room. But
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A temperature probe attached to your CPU and motherboard could

prevent a personal China Syndrome.

enough about The Doctor.

The Doctor consulted with AMD, who said

that the "maximum die temperature" of your

AMD Thunderbird 800 is 70 degrees Celsius,

or 158 degrees Fahrenheit. In English, this

means that your CPU has been tested to per

form reliably up to that temperature. But there's

no need to frantically check probe tempera

tures—your processor and heatsink were

designed to not exceed those levels under

normal operating conditions. If you've over-

clocked your processor or are working in the

back of a van parked in the Mojave, well, those

aren't normal operating conditions.

If you bought your CPU from a reseller

that didn't have a heatsink and/or fan already

attached, you can go to www1.amd.com/

products/athlon/thermals for a list of

"thermal solutions" recommended by AMD for

their entire line of CPUs.

It's difficultto give guidelines about optimal

temperatures for processors in general, given
the wide range of variables, such as the type

Second

In out June 01 issuc.Tfie Doctor explained how

to use the BAMORIVE titility included with

Win9x to create an ultra-fastvirUial itard drive

from your system BAM. Like most DOS-based

TSRs(terminate ami stay resident}, tfs rife with

limitations, not to mention that it's a deadly

place U! ptA iii^MKtantdata. But h's to be expected
thatthe intrepid readers (rf Maximum PC would

rootoutsome goodaltemativestoflAMDHlVE

and, in this case, some great ones.

fiiSttste reader Kyie Himmerick winsa year's

supply of Turtle Wax for pointing ITie Doctor

to RamDisk3x,WE and RamDiskNTfrom John

Lajoie Consufting {wvuw.jiajoie.com). These

of heatsink, socket motherboard, power-man

agement scheme, and even the kind of appli

cations you are running. For temperature spec

ifications on other processors and configu

rations, your best bet is to check the docu

mentation that came with your system

and motherboard. You'll find a comprehen

sive guide on AMD thermal specs at

www.amd.com/products/cpg/athlon/

techdocs/pdf/23794.pdf, but be prepared

for lines like "Interface material thermal

resistance based on core area." Intel offers

much better processor documentation on

the web at http://support.intel.com/

support/processors.

Finally, if your motherboard doesn't have an

onboard thermal monitor (which can adjust

the speed of your CPU fan relative to the tem

perature), some of the older models provide a

thermal cable that connects a temperature

probe on your CPU to a header on the mother

board and sounds an alarm when the temper

ature becomes excessive.

Bride of RAMDRIVE
inexpensive siiarewareutiiitiesare Windows

port drivers that can configure a RAM drive

as big as2GB in size, and ifrey're packed with

some pretty amazing features. RAM disks can

be assigned any drive letter, formatted with

FAT32, and made bootable. And the utility

includes a handy disaster shield by writing

the RAM disk image to your hard drive at any

interval you specify. The web site lists some

interesting applications forthe drive, including

storing your saved games for quick loading

later, processing audio files, and even ceding
up yourSETI project pmcessingbyZOpercenL

Ona whim. The Doctor ran our WOTacAbench-

USB Port Voodoo

I have heard people recommend

using the USB port closest to the

motherboard for various devices,

but 1 never really paid any

attention to it until tonight.

My CD burner wouldn't work,

and a friend of mine gave me
that advice. Why did it fix my

problem? And why does it matter?
—Garret

The Doctor remembers a time, not long after

compact discs were introduced, that audio-

philes swore by a neat little trick that warmed

up the sound of digitally reproduced music. All

you had to do was color the outer 1/4 inch of
your CD witii a green Magic Marker. The expla

nation was that the refraction of the laser beam

on the outer edge helped focus the beam, or

"ProiailstliB mstmma source ofmrnSy

PE misieMar Is loose or foully cobles."

hrought outtonalities, or something like that. A

lot of people did it, and sure enough, the music

sounded warmer, richer, fuller.

The point is, you've been had. Probably the

most common source of everyday PC misbe

havior is loose or faulty cables. Although your

empirical observation seems to lend cre

dence to the idea that it matters which USB

port you use, The Doctor, and Agent Scully,

beg to dlHer. ■

marking tests on RAM disks we set

up in WinME and WinZOQO. Brace
yourselves-—Tfie Doctor recorded an

average througliput of 1.2GB/sec. That's right,

gigabytes. Oh, and the access time? Zero—

0.0. to be exact. Can yourbard drive do thai?

Reader Mark Pevahouse plundered the

Microsoft Support web site to produce dris

guide to using Microsoft's R/UVIORIVE wKhin

Windows 20(Xh ht^://support.microsoft

.com/support/kfa/art}de5/C^7/4/053sp.

The URL even includes a link to download

RAMDRIVE ifyou can'tfind it on yotn Wlndovt^

installation disc.
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A step-by-step guide to tweaking your PC experience

ct Your Privacy

\irpuway'tfithkyou already know the basics
' of internet use—never give a credit

^.card number to a site you don't trust,
ne>fer give out sensitive information unless
you're on a secure site, and never do your
banking online without using 128-bit secu
rity. But there are other Internet interactions

that can open you up to privacy risks—and
ad banners lie at the root of the problem.
Large ad-banner-serving companies such as
Doubleclick and AdClick can attach cookies

to their advertisements, which are seen by a

staggering number of web surfers. DoubieClick
alone serves more than half a billion ads a

day. These cookies (small text files that are
stored on your computer) allow an ad-banner
company to track your movements across

the web, noting—and possibly recording—
every single site you visit that carries one of
the company's ads. You don't even have to
click on the ad to load the cookie on your PC;
the cookie is loaded as soon as you visit the
page containing the ad.

Most browsers offer the option to disable
cookies altogether, so why not just shut them
off for good? Because, though you'd be foiling
nefarious advertisers, you'd also be shutting
yourself off from such valuable functions as

storing your preferences (e.g., your user name
and password information) on sites you visit
regularly. And without cookies, online shop
ping becomes utterly infeasible. For example.

BY WILL SMITH

cookies enable you to browse through a site
like Amazon.com in several different browser

windows, and still have all of your purchases
end up in the same shopping cart.
When a site likeAmazon.com uses a cookie

to track your online preferences and move

ments, the information stored in that cookie

is only accessible to servers in the same
domain—that is, only Amazon.com's servers

have access to the information stored in

Amazon.com's cookies. Companies like AdClick
and Doubleclick place cookie-fied banners

on thousands of different sites, but because

the banners are all being served by the same
server, the cookies attached to them are all

accessible to that server. When you browse
sites that are adorned with ads served by
AdClick and DoubieClick, you're leaving a
trail that tells those companies exactly where
you've been. This seemingly harmless demo
graphic information allows ad-bannercom-
panies to target their ads to your interests,
but they also give the ad companies a record
of the sites that you visit. Sure, you could
just disable cookies, but then you'd lose the
functionality that they provide. If that's not
enough, web server software logs informa
tion about visitors to different web sites. How

can you keep them from storing information
about you? We'll show you how to protect
your privacy online.
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Privacy Protection

Just anotlier liarmless web site, rigbt?
The Digital Bits (www.thecfigitat)fts.com)
is a great place for up-to-date news
and reviews of hundreds of DVD titles.

But it also provides us with a great
example of the different ways your

private information is disseminated

without your knowledge. Interestingly,
most of the user information gath

ered at The Digital Bits isn't being
collected by the owners of the site,
but rather by the company that's
serving the ads on the site.

Step back: Did you dick a
link to get here? If you did,
you should know that lX)th
the site you came from and
the site you are presently at
can record all the details of

your journey in their server
logs, induding the time, you

spent viewing each page and
the total time you spent at
each site. Do they do any

thing with the information?
Probably not. But make no

mistake: if you visited
Halitosis.com before jumping
to Maxlmumpc.com, we do

have the ability to know
you're concerned about bad
breath (we just don't check

for this information, because

we have better things to do
then track your hygiene

habftsl.

Not everything is as It
seems: These two badges
look a lot alike, but they're
very different. The bottom

badge links you to an article
within this site. The top

badge is actually an ad dis
guised as a badge. Clicking

here not only sends you to a
page where you can pur

chase the Tom Hanks movie
CastAway, but also teiis

that movie reseller where,

you came from and what
page you were at when
you clicked the badge.
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Baiirierrad blowouts: Though the bortpirl has'
dropped out of web advertising, we stili see plenty
of these 468x60-size GIF annoyances.jCdokies
attached to these bad boys allow companies that
serve the ads to see exactly where youVe, been,
from the sites you visit most frequently to your
quick perusal of tlie "minor skin irritations" page
on the WebMD site. This information is used to
target you with ads that seem to fit your profile.
Say you check out a page on lice at WebMD. Next
tfiing you know, you see nothing but ad banners for
lice-fighting shampoo.

Grasping at straws: With
adTDanner sales in the toilet,
ad companies are doing
everything they can to drive
up traffic. These utility bars
might offer some nifty
options, like a search engine
or a news ticker, and they
usually stretch across the
top, sides, or bottom of a
web page, where they look
somewhat innocuous. But
guess what? If they're there
at ai), they probably have a
cookie attached to them,
which means they're
allowing an advertising
network to track your clicks.

Badges: These pictures that
link to something are com
monly used as navigation
tools, either within a site, or
to other affiliated sites. But
guess wiiat? They can be
used to gather all the same
cookie information that an
ad banner can. Thus, it may
appear that a site has no
banner ads on it, but the site
itself may have attached a
cookie to its navigational
badge. (Note: Badges on
The Digital Bits don't happen
to do this.)
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Privacy Protection

You can foil the attempts of advertisers to

collect your personal data by using one of three

types of applications: cookie management apps,

sweeper applications, and firewalls and proxy

servers. Each serves a different purpose in your

battle to protect your private information.

Cookie Cutters
Your browser stores all cool<ies in one place, which mal<es

itsimpieforathird-partyapptoworkon your behalf keeping
an eye on them. We like Cookie Wall, a free appfrom AnalogX
(www.analogx.com). It allows you to specify domains from
which you will always accept cookies (such as sites where
you want your preferences and shopping information to
remain intact) and domains from which you will always
deny cookies (such as sites that serve ads). It will also notify
you when new, unknown cookies are set.

The only downside to programs like Cookie Wall is that
you need to go through a//the cookies on your system—
their numbers could reach into the hundreds—and decide

which ones stay and which ones go. For some help deciding
which cookies to ban, check outthe Worst Offenders sidebar

to the right.

Sweep Away Vour Online Footprints

WOeSI OFFENDERS
Unfortunately, we can't provide a comprehen
sive list of web advertisers, but we can give you
a list of the most notorious offenders whose

cookies will almost certainly bring no good to
your life. You'd be wise to banish these eight
ne'er-do-wells without a second thought.

■ DoublecUck.net

Advertising.com

Admonitor.com

Fastcllck.net

■ Fiycast.com

Hltbox.com

Tripod.com

Valueclick.com

Depending on your settings, your web
browser stores info about sites you've
recently visited in two different ways.

The History folder keeps links to the
sites you've been to, while the cache
folder actually stores little snippets of
HTML and image files from web sites
to help pages load faster, Closet porn
aficionados will wantto keep both these
folders cleared out, especially if their
computers are accessible to other

people. Applications that take care of

cleaning those folders will also clear

your cookie info, a la Cookie Wail.

To sanitize your browser's history
and cache folders, we recommend

Window Washer 4.0, from Webroot.com.

Window WasherwWl not only remove
user-specific data from your browser,
but also from Windows Media Player
files, including cookie information.
Of course. Window Washer isn't free,

but if you need your history protected,
$30 isn't a lot to spend.

jc-? -

Ci;

Firewalls, Proxies, and Server Loos, OH Mlf!
Although most people don't know it,
every site on the net has the ability to
store your computer's unique IP address

in a file called a log. A site's log can con
tain information such as the site you
viewed immediately prior to visiting
the present site (called a referrer) and

the sites you go to afterward. If you
don't want your company's IT weenie
to know that you were perusing a
competitor's job listing right before you
hit your own company's intranet site.

there are several ways to hide your IP
address and referrer information. In

addition to protecting you from hack
attempts, some personal firewalls
include features that suppress referrer
information or block ads, but aren't able
to hide your IP address. Unfortunately,
in order for a firewall to block your IP
information, it needs to run on a com

puter of/jerthan the one you use for
browsing.

To get around this, check out

Safeweb.com or another online proxy
server. By browsing within Safeweb's
site, you use its proxy server to
disguise your IP information, as well

as any referrer info or cookies that might
be sent to you. Safeweb also blocks

standard banner ads and the annoying
pop-up ads that have been making
appearances all over the net lately. If
you absolutely, positively don't want
anyone to know who you are, do your
web surfing through Safeweb. ■
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Airline Approved

FLIGHTABL

The Ultimate
For the frequent business traveler.

The best laptop management solution.
r

FIVE YEAR

MANUFACTURERS

GUARANTEE.

Now, business travelers can enjoy the comfort and convenience of having an office

anywhere! The revolutionary new Fiightable^ sets up Instantly and provides you with

all the benefits of an office wherever you are-without delay, cost or hassle. You

become more productive Immediately with the best laptop management solution!
The sturdy table remains
securely locked against
the case when not used.

s Use your laptop, cell phone and files on-the-

go, anywhere. ̂  Ftightable'" meets all air line

carry-on size requirements. ^ Separate com

partments allow easy access. Remove your lap

top without having to open the main compart

ment. ̂  Briefcase and file section offer ample

storage for your important files, is Spacious

overnight compartment. ® External pockets

keep phone, tickets and keys Instantly available

to you. s Luxuriously lined Interior. iS Sturdy

easy-glide roller-blade wheels. ̂  Rugged con

struction. Table supports a minimum of

55lbs. Si Telescopic handle.

Copyright 2001. The Travelers Genie. Ail rights reserved.
nighTable is protected by one or more U.S. and international Patents.

THE ONLY ROLLING COMPUTER CASE

AND TABLE WITH GARMENT STORAGE!

List S ,00

Only $14995
plus ®8.95 s&h

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Order today with the right to return for a full
no questions asked refund within 30 days.

ORDER TOLL-FREE TODAY!

1-877-825-1500
Or send check or money order to:

The Travelers Genie
1221 North Florida Avenue

Tampa, FL 33602, U.S.A.



In the lab A behind-the-scenes look at Maximum PC testing

Oenciiinarkino "Outside the Box
You don't need expensive meters, scopes, and testing applications
to probe your PC's performance

//

Punching

through

benchmarking

brainblock, one

application

at a time.

11 hardware that enters the Maximum PC Lab

must face a thorough once-over from our set
of standardized benchmarks. But when it comes

to writing product reviews, even a thorough
dissection of benchmark performance leaves us
with little more than a few paragraphs of dry
numbers—and these numbers don't really speak
to the issue of how real people use real PC iiard-
ware in real life. So, when testing products,

we're compelled to do mucli, much more
than just run automated benchmarks
that spit out cold, heartless scores.
Enter reader John Lawrence, who

wrote in to suggest that we use real-
world audio effects to evaluate system

performance. Not a bad idea, John. After
ail, just like 3D visual effects, many audio

processing effects can be extremely floating
point intensive and can quickly overload a
system's resources. By seeing how many audio
effects a PC can process simultaneously, John

thinks we can learn much about a system's performance—
and we're inclined to agree. John pointed us to www
.digitaInaturalsoimd.com/logic_disp, which outlines how
to use real-world audio effects in the MIDI sequencing
application Lo^ic Audio to benchmark system performance.
John's letter reminds us of how often we use real-world

applications in all phases of our Lab regimen. One of my
favorite system-evaluation scliemes is based on Sonic Foundry's
Sound For^^e 5.0. Besides using its audio-processing

features during soundcard and speaker testing, I use Sound
Forge to create files that are used in data-transfer tests for

optical drives, hard drives, and networking hardware. One
minute of CD-quality audio in WAV format takes up 10MB
of hard-disk space. With that formula in mind, 1 can quickly
create any size file I need for data throughput tests. A 95MB
file? No problem—I simply create an audio file that's 9.5
minutes long. Perhaps most importantly, WAV files don't
compress easily, so using WAV files for throughput testing
effectively stymies storage devices that use data compres
sion schemes to artificially improve performance. Also, if
you create the WAV file using a "pure" tone (like a sine wave),
you can easily spot data cormption in that file in Sound Forge.
(Once the WAV file has been copied to its destination drive,
I check it in Sound Forge for distortion.)
I'm not the only one who uses conventional software in

unconventional ways. Senior Editor Gordon Mah Ung likes
to run Windows Media Encoder to gauge overall system band
width. To test your system at home, just use a stopwatch to
time how long it takes to convert a WAV file to Windows
Media format. The fastest system Gordon has tested in this
way—a 1.7GHz Pentium 4 rig—took 23 seconds to encode
a 5-minute WAV file at a 128Kbps bitrate. Windows Media
Encoder is a multi-threaded utility, so it comes in handy
when evaluating dual-proc systems.
Dreaming up crafty ways to measure hardware perform

ance sure beats running the same benchmarks over and over
again. All it takes is imagination, a stopwatch, and some
basic PC smarts.

—ROB PRAH, REVIEWS EDITOR

The S. S. Shaitung

Magazine pub
lishing can be very
exacting work. Here

at Maximum PC,

we are beset by
short production

cycles, strict dead

lines, and the crit

ical scrutiny of our

readers. To stay on

top of things, we
have to run a tight
ship. And some

times that requires

creative measures.

The amount of time

consumed by reading

all the angry reader

correspondence is

getting out of hand.

How can we keep Will

from making this sort of

careless mistake again?

We thought Will's "fuzzy math"

debacle was finally over. But the

letters refuting his calculations

keep pouring in.
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Dual Dual Summer
Acorp's mobo taps a single-proc chipset for dual-proc duties

The 815EP's main

weakness as a

workstation or

server chipset is its
limited 512MB of

memory support.

You're not drunk—

Acorp vioiated intei's
specifications for the

uniprocessor-only
815EP by adding a
second Socket 370.

Well, well, what do we have
here? It seems to be a dual-

Socket 370 motherboard. Fair

enough. After all, one can never have
too many dual Pentium III boards in

the Maximum PC Lab. But, wait a sec,

what's that? Oh, no, they didn't. No,

they didn't!
Uh, yes, they did. Acorp's strange

new 6A815EPD motherboard is actu

ally based on Intel's 815EP chipset.
Have the folks at Acorp gone com
pletely insane?

Intel has never, ever sanctioned the

815EP chipset for use with two CPUs.
But, by the same token, Intel has never,
ever said this zany little trick is beyond

the scope of comprehension. Acorp,
for one, thinks the 815EP is up to the

dual-processing task.

The mobo is geared for enthusiasts
who want to tear apart their existing

P-lll-based systems and build a dual-
proc machine without buying new
memory and power supplies. The board
features just the basics: ATA/100 sup
port, PC100/133 support, two Socket
370 connectors, onboard AC97 audio,

a single serial port, one parallel port,
and two USB ports. Acorp has also

embedded a lite version of the Promise

Fast Track 100 RAID controller that han

dles both RAID 1 and 0. A universal

AGP slot, five PCI connectors, and a

CNR slot round out the package.

Total price: $130.

The 6A815EPD's Award BIOS offers

a moderate level of control over basic

system setup. You get manual bus-

speed settings and clock multipliers,

but the controls don't give you the gran
ular clock and bus control you'd find

in other enthusiast boards.

For comparative testing purposes,
we used two 1GHz Coppermine P-llls
(the fastest P-llls available). A matchup
against the newdual-Athlon platform—
which uses 1.2GHz processors—was

no contest, The Athlon multiprocessor

rig won, of course, but the Athlon system

does have a faster system bus, not to

mention DDR memory.

Many people will compare the
6A815EPD to Abifs BP6 dual Celeron

board, which was a cult hit among the
crowd that thinks symmetric multi
processing is chic ratherthan utilitarian.

The BP6, too, violated Intel's wishes.

The 6A815EPD's main weakness is

its inability to address more than 512MB

of RAM. That's not Acorp's fault, how

ever. Intel never designed the 815EP

chipset for workstation or server envi

ronments that would demand lots of

memory. But because SDR memory is

so cheap right now, and because

Windows 2000 and Windows XP can

handle gigabytes of memory, many
enthusiasts will want to run more than

512MB of RAM. The 6A815EPD moth

erboard may also be hurt by the fact

that Intel's upcoming Tualatin P-lll will

OARE10 COMPARE DUAL P-lll VS. DUAL-ATHLDN

Acorp 6A815EPD ■
2x 1GHz P-lll

Tyan Thunder K7
2x1.2GH2 Athlon MP

IsYSmsrkaOOO 210 230

Quake III Arena MPC Demo 44.7 fps 46 fps

|prerniere 6.0 212 sac' :-143sec

Photoshop 6.0.1 91 sec 61 sec

piSoft Sandra 2001 Cra_ ffi?9MlPS .•4K4.MIPS

SiSoft Sandra Memory
Bandwidth test (ALU)

359MB/sec 913MB/sec

6A815EPD: Dual IGHz Plli, Windows 2000 witli SP1, QeForce2 Ultra, Sound Blaster Live!
X-Gaciet 5.t. 384MB CAS 2 PC133 Crucial Technologies RAM, 52« Ketiwood Trtie-X
CD-ROM, 30GB IBM 75GXP.

Tyan Thunder K7: Dual 1.2GHz Athlon MP. Windows 2000 with SP1, GeFoFce2 Ultra.
Sound Blaster Live! X-Gamet 5.1,512MB CAS 2.5 PC210D registered Crucial Technologies
DOR SDRAM, 52x Kenwood True-X CD-ROM, 30G8 IBM 75GXP.

require the new "B" version of the 815

chipset. Acorp representatives say the

board supports Tualatin, but, seeing
as we don't yet have a Tualatin, we

couldn't verify this claim.

So where does this board fit in the

grand mobo scheme? We're afraid it
warrants only limited interest.

Multiprocessor Athlon systems offer
a better roadmap for upgrades, and
mobos using VIA's Apollo Pro 266 offer

dual Socket 370 and DDR memory sup
port. But the 6A815EPD does make

sense for people who want the rock-

solid stability of an Intel chipset, sup
port for PC133 memory, and a 133MHz
frontside bus—and who don't want to

overclock their CPUs.

—GORDON MAN UNG
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Yamaha 20/10/4D
CD burning goes to Mach 20

THfBOW

Ahead Nero 5.5. Ahead NeroMix.

Ahead InCD. Ahead Nero Tool Kit.
Ahead Nero Cover Editor, Ahead Nero

Wave Editor, Adobe Acth'eShare, Adobe

PhotoDeluxe. Neato CD Label Creator,

MusicMatch Jukebox

Average data
-transfer (MB/sec)

Random/full-

rstroke seek {ms]

: Audio

extraction (mtnrsec)*

iData CD burn

:^(mm:sec)**

^BUvUblization (at 8x]

"Test peitoftiieci on a 72-minute audioCD

••Test performed with 647MB of data files

Type-A folks know that every minute
counts, so they'll no doubt
be lining up for

Yamaha's 20x Light
Speed 2 CD-RW drive,
which boasts state-of-

the-art recording sffeeds
and blew away our
speed records for dig
ital audio extraction

and CD burning. But
all is not rosy with the
new Yamaha drive. We

advise you to take a
close look at all of the drive's

benchmark results before taking
the plunge.
Using CDSpeed 99 as our benchmark,

the Yamaha drive returned recording
rates slightly below its advertised 20x
performance rating, but still took the
gold with an average write speed of
18.45X, which is faster than any other
drive we've tested. But the real excite

ment was in our real-world trials, where

we validated Yamaha's bold claim of

ripping an entire audio
CD in less than three

minutes. We ripped a
72-minute CD in 2:53.

Just to be sure, we tested

audio extraction on two

more stamped CDs, and
recorded results within

seconds of the first test

run. The Yamaha 20x

then brazenly crushed
our audio and data CD

recording speed records,
burning 72 minutes of
audio in 4:44 and 647MB

of data in 4:51. Even

the slow process of
buming rewritable media
gets a boost—copying
540MB of data took a

mere seven minutes.

Tlie Yamaha 2Dk drive,

like its 16x predecessor,
reads and writes using a method called
partial constant angular velocity (PCAV).
Most optical drives read and write using
either constant linear velocity (CLV) or
constant angular velocity (CAV). CLV
drives continually adjust the disc's rota
tion speed to maintain a constant data
transfer rate. CAV drives spin discs at a
constant rate, which means that data

24.0

127/221

11%

With the fastest burning times we've ever recorded, the Yamaha 20x

leaves the competition humiliated and despondent.

transfer reaches the highest rate at the
outer edge of the disc. When writing to
CD, Yamaha's PCAV method uses CAV

near the inner edge of a disc, then
switches to CLV, throttling up the
rotation speed to 20x as the recording
head moves further toward the edge.
At these speeds, drives need foolproof

buffer-underrun technology, and, unfor
tunately, the oldl6x's beefy 8MB buffer
failed to prevent buffer underruns when
we executed routine computing tasks
during burns. But the new Yamaha has
SafeBurn technology—a triumvirate of
coaster-busting features, one of which
pauses the laser if the buffer runs dry,
then resumes the burning process once
the buffer has been refreshed.

Yamaha fine-tuned this drive in other

areas, as well. RAW-mode reading and
writing are now supported, providing
better odds for making game backups.
And the frightening T-Rex roar of the
16x drive mechanism has been

muffled to a hum in the 20x drive.

Yamaha has also dropped Adaptec's
cumbersome CD Ctvator and DirectCD

in favor of a superior software suite cen
tered around Ahead's Nero Burning ROM.
The Ahead bundle includes Nero 5.5,

NeroMIX, a stand-alone audio player,
InCD for CD-RW support, and a layout
program for creating CD labels and
inserts. Full versions of MusicMatch

Jukebox, Adobe PhotoDeluxe, and Adobe

ActiveShare are also included.

And now we turn to the other side of

the coin. The Yamaha 20x may be the
fastest scribe, but it tumed in only slightly
better than average scores elsewhere.
Random and full-stroke seek tests returned

rates of 127ms and 221ms, respectively,
a scant improvement over most 16x
drives and even slower than Ricoh's

12x! Spin-up and spin-down times just
over three seconds each can be

frustrating, and the disc recognition
time of 5.67 seconds is awful. A number

of times, the aotchety drive also refused
to release our disc when we punched
the eject button.
These quirks and foibles keep the drive

from being the top-notch product
it might have been, but there's no
question that the Yamaha 20x provides
record-breaking speed without back-
breaking prices.

—LOGAN DECKER

HIAMMUMFCiVEROId
Cm2200EZ

YAMAHA

Yamatia improved this drive over ilio IGx in almost

everyway, with record-breaking speeds, top-of-the-
line software, and robust buffer-underrun protection.

The 20xstil[ suffers from relatively sluggish access
tirr«s for such an otherwise fast drive and displays
mysteriously poor responsiveness to disc commands.

:{no.809.ffi24 r wwwJ)uyyBm3ha.ctHn: □
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"The Roswell oozes speed from every port,
it's flat-out fast."

- Videomaker Magazine 2001

ROSWELL^

Intel" Pentium" III Processor at 1 GHz
High-Performance HeatsinK/Cooling System
Intel" 815e Chipset Motherboard

256MB SDRAM (PC-133>

Black Floppy Drive 1.44MB

20GB 72Q0RPM Ultra ATAIOO System Drive

40GB 7200RPM Ultra ATAIOO A/V Drive

NVIDIA GeForce2 MX™ 32MB Twin-Head

Koolmaxx™ Video Cooling System
Canopus DVRaptor Camcorder Editor
SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound Card

Altec Lansing ACS54 5-Piece
Speaker & Subwoofer System
56X EIDE CD-ROM Player

Black ATX Mid-Tower Case 300 Watt PS

Black 107-Enhanced Keyboard
Microsoft Inteliimouse Explorer

Intel® PRO/100 S Networi< Interface Card

Microsoft Windows Millennium OS

1-Year Toll-Free 24/7 Technical Support
with Allencare On-Site Home Service

Personalized Owner's Manual

Optimized & Configured for High-Performance
FREE FUNC Technical Surface Pad

sn,ass.ao
Financing as low as: S52/MO,. 48 MOS.

AWARD-WIIMIMIIMG SYSTEMS

Be a proud owner of an Alienware" machine with its

legendary performance. You can rest assured that it will be
backed up with 24/7 toll-free, on-site technical support.
You can customize it online or have an experienced member

of our staff guide you in customizing a machine for your
specific needs. Alienware*. the fastest system you'll ever
use. Our slogan holds true; build it as if it were your own.

Custom build your DV System at

ALIEIMWARE.COM
1346S Southwest 131 Str<eet IVIIamij Rorida 331B6

TOLL PRES: aaa-4sa-33ss

Intel, Intel Inside Logo and Pentium are registered trademarks of Intel Corporation.

Cases available in eight different colors.

SOO^DV"

Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor at 1.7 GHz

High-Perfoimance Heatsink/Cooling System
Intel® 850 Chipset Motherboard

256MB RDRAM (PC-800)

Black Floppy Drive 1.44MB

40GB 7200RPM Ultra ATAIOO System Drive

Promise FastTrak Ultra ATAIOO RAID Card

120GB 7200RPM Ultra ATAIOO A/V RAID Array

NVIDIA GeForceS nFlnite-FX'" 64MB DDR

Koolmaxx™ Video Cooling System
Pinnacle Systems DV 500 PLUS

with Adobe Premiere 6.0

SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound Card

Cambridge FPS2000 Digital 5-Piece

Speaker & Subwoofer System

Plexwriter 16X/10X/40X CD-RW IDE

Charcoal Dragon Full-Tower ATX Case 300 Watt PS
Black 107-Enhanced Keyboard

Microsoft Inteliimouse Explorer

Intel® PRO/100 S Network Interface Card

Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional

1-Year Toll-Free 24/7 Technical Support
with Allencare On-Slte Home Service

Personalized Owner's Manual

Optimized & Configured for High-Performance
FREE FUNC Technical Surface Pad

$3,Bss.aa
Financing as low as: $101/M0., 48 MOS.
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Better late than never

B
a

■THE BRAINS

CPU

RAM

I/O ports

1.46Hz AMD Athlon
256MB PC2100

DDR SDRAM RAM
Pouf USB, tw6 serial,
onepareijel; PS,^,
keyboard and mouse

OlSPLAY

Videocard VisionTek GeforceB
64MB DOB

Monitor 19in. Micron 900Mx
(18in. viewable)

Refresh
©max res 85Hz@16CI0x120O

'STORAGE
Hard drive 60GB IBM Deskstar, v:

7200rpm,' . 1 •
DVD-ROM NEC DV-5800A 16x

DVD-ROM
CD-ROM NECNR-T/OOA

12x}0x32CD-flW >

:: NETWORKING

LAN SMC 10/100 Ethernet. :
PCI card .. .

Modem Generic 56K PCI
Win Modem

* SOUND
Soundcard Creative Labs Sound

Blaster live! Value
Speakers Altec Lansing

ACS56

^THE BUNDU
Windows Millennium, Microsoft Ofiice
XP Standard. Easy CD Creator 4.
intervideo W'mOVD 2000

ck in the day, the Micron name
was synonymous with cutting-edge
hardware. The PC vendor had a

knack for integrating the latest, greatest
parts into its highest-end systems and
consistently trumped more conseivatlve
vendors that couldn't quite accommo

date power users in a timely
fashion. Bottom line: If
you wanted a mass-market
PC with the hottest sldeo-
card, memory, or pluto-
nium-powered anti-matter
discombobulator, you
bought a Micron.

But then the competi
tion picked up its pace, and
Micron suddenly became
much less remarkable.
Shoot, in some cases,
Micron even fell behind
the performance curve.
Take the company's newest
offering, the Millennia
MAX XP2: It's the first
Micron rig to offer DDR
memory, yet we've been
playing with DDR-based
Atlilon systems since May.

Are we thoroughly
dejected? Hell, no! Boasting
some of the best Athlon
benchmark scores we've
ever seen, the XP2 was
worth the wait.

Based on a 1.4GHz
Thunderbird Atlilon
processor, the XP2 comes
with 256MB of DDR
memory and a GeForceS
videocard. Micron initially
promised a DDR Athlon
system late last year, but

Micron Millenia MAX XP2 scores

MiisicMatch

Quake III

Premiere 6.0

Aiidioyrabber

Zero-point
scares

221 sec

211 sec

284 sec

38,2lpj:(-1D^

m  40% 60% S0% 100%
PERCENT FASTER

Full bonchmaiking deiails Bt www.maximumpc.com/benchmarking/index.btml
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Micron was late to the ballpark, but the MAX XP2 can still play.

motherboard bugs held up the com-
pan/s move to double-data-rate memory.
The XP2 reaps the benefit of bug fixes
in the form of overall stability and
increased performance.

For the XP2, Micron ditched its once-
cutting-edge Utopia case for a slightly
less rounded enclosure from Flextronics.
This new case has two front-mounted
USB ports and extra drive rails; gone is
the annoying fold-down door that once
covered the front-mounted optical drives.
Inside the box, the XP2 is squared away
like a Marine Corps barracks. The inte
rior isn't detailed with the compulsive
tidiness of a Voodoo PC rig, but for an
assembly-line PC, the wiring is the
cleanest we've ever seen.

During benchmarking, the XP2 turned
in admirable scores, even outgunning
the 1.4CHz Polywell Poly 880K7-1400
(reviewed last month) in some cate
gories. The Poly has twice as much
memory, a more robust OS (in the form
of Windows 2000), and an IDE RAID
hard-drive configuration, but theMiaon
XP2 shaved a minute off tlie Poly's time
in our digital-video rendering test. The
XP2 also smoked the Poly by about tliree
minutes in our audio extraction test.

In SySmark200J—which measures
how fast a PC executes typical work
loads In a dozen popular Windows appli
cations—the Polywell remains at the
top of the Athlon heap with a score of
168. TheXP2's score was 144, but thafs
still about 30 percent faster than our
zero-point 1.3GHz Pentium 4 system.

Micron's storage and audio are good

but not great. A single 60CB IBM Deskstar
handles hard-drive storage duties, and
a 12/10/32 CD-RW and a DVD-ROM
drive (botli from NEC) handle optical
chores. On the audio front, the XP2
boasts a Sound Blaster Live! Value sound-
card and a set of perfectly respectable
Altec Lansing ACS56 speakers. The
digital output connector on the sound-
card doul jles as an analog-out con nector
for use with an analc^S.l speaker system.

When Micron Technologies sold off
Micron PC, the system-making arm
of the company might easily liave
withered and died. But judging by the
solid performance of the XP2, that's
clearly not the case. The XP2 doesn't
boast a bunch of dancing bears and
cartwheeling clowns in the form of a
RAID array, DVD-R drive, or even state-
of-the-art CD burning, but the rig does
include the fastest Athlon CPU/memory
combination available.

—GORDON MAK UNG

mamipc verdici
Millennia MAXXP2
MICRON PC

WHATWrEUKE

Thfi CFD/niRmop/cnmbo is tcps aiTDng AbiXnvtasuii
coiilioiirciiions. We also dig die clean case interior
and boffc ctigiial-video scores.

Too many siib.systems fall siiort of state-of-ilie-art.
The mini-ATX case, memoiy-slot situation, and weak,
250W power supply leave little room for upgrading.

j 800224.424T
S2.700 □



Athlons need adequate cooling:
This rear fan and the squared-away
wires let air properly flow from the

front to the back and outside.

No vacancies; Fitted with two 128MB

DiMMS, the board's dual DIMM slots

are maxed out. Want to uorjrade?

You'll have to toss a module. Ten huf. We don't usually expect
this kind of attention to wiring from

a big PC maker. But can Micron
deliver this on every machine?

W.T.W

cew^cB '■

III!!!

I' iM:

Quick release: If you expect to
replace your GeForceS anytime

soon, the MAX XP2 lets you t
do it in a hurry with a quick- krelease latch for add-in cards. |i Out of bays: Micron's mini-

ATX case is probably good for
most, but we'd really like just

one more full-size drive bay.
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Three new access points bring simple wireless networks to the home

A wireless network won't let you surf
the Internet while you're sunning
yourself on a park bench—at least

not yet. But now that college campuses,
hotels, and even Starbucks are offering
wireless bandwidth with better-than-

DSL speeds, it's only a matter of time.
The wait is over if you want to carry

wireless access home from school ortlie

office along witli your laptop. Three new
wireless access points from Xircom, U.S.
Robotics, and Netgear let you quickly
and inexpensively connect a wireless
network to your existing home network.
A wireless access point works a lot like

a common, wired Ethernet hub. It uses

a standard Ethernet cable to connect to

your existing local area network. Once
you configure the access point with
some basic information about your net
work, dozens of PCs with wireless Etliemet

adapters can share up to 11Mbps of
wireless data bandwidth. For wireless

adapters, laptops use a wireless Ethernet
PC card. Desktop systems use a PC card
plugged into a PCI adapter card.

All of the access points reviewed here
claim an effective range of 300 feet,
which is more than enough for even a
sprawling house. Best of all, they're not
too complex for tlie average user. If you've
already set up your home network to
work with a DSL or cable modem that

acts as a router, then you won't have
any trouble understanding how to con
figure these simple access points.

The plain brown box of

U.S. Robotics' wireless access point is packed

with handy features for troubleshooting and tweaking network settings.

RAW DATA 36MB I1l« tiutltt In tacondi

j Xircom U.S. Robotics Netgear

plS||tffo"Wireiess '■ 68 . 66

1 Wireless to Wireless 112 119 142

NOTES: Out wired-lo-wireless lest consisted of FTPing a 30MB file
from a server connected to a local tOOMbit Ethernet port to a laptop
using a standard WiFi-corvpliant PC card. For the wireless-to-
wireless test, the same file was FTPed from a server on the wireless
LAN to another client on the same wireless leg. The time is reported
in seconds. Lower scores are better.

XIRCOM APWE1120-NA WIRELESS
ETHERNET ACCESS POINT
Think of the swooping lines of the tele-
porter thatJodie Foster rode in the movie
Contact, and you get an idea of the arcing
silhouette of Xircom's APWEl 120-NA
wireless Ethemet access point. Instead
of separating the transmit antenna and
the receive antenna, or combining them

Into a single dual-purpose vertical
antenna, Xircom connects them with
a crossbar. Overall, the Xircom is the
smallest access point we've seen. In fact,
it's only about two-thirds the size of
D-Link's DWL-IOOOAP, the next smallest.

Like most wireless access points, the
Xircom uses a configuration applica
tion that you install on a wired PC to
detect the access point and perform
basic configuration. The configura
tion app runs on a machine with a
wired Ethernet connection, and it can
find all of the Xircom wireless access
points hooked up to the same subnet.
A wizard quickly steps you through
the process of detecting network set
tings, locating the access point, con
figuring security and encryption set
tings, and then saving the settings to
the access point's firmware. The main
pane of the Xircom's configuration
application features a tree display of
all available access points. It closely
resembles Windows Explorer,
which makes it very easy
to understand and nav
igate. Simply select the
access point from the
tree of wireless net
working devices,
then flip through

tabbed dialog boxes to enter settings.
Click "apply" to save the settings to
the access point's firmware.

Tlte Xircom equals and slightly exceeds
the U.S. Robotics access point in our
wired-to-wireless and wireless-to-wire
less benchmarks, scoring at the front
of the pack among wireless Ethernet (or
"WiFi") devices. Our first benchmark
gauges the access point's maximum
one-way throughput. From a wireless
client machine, we FTP a BOMB File from
a wired machine. Our second test gauges
the access point's performance in han
dling wireless data transfers in both
directions. We take the same BOMB file
and ITP it from one wireless machine
to another wireless maciiine. Lower
transfer times in this second test indi
cate better performance in two-way,
full-duplex mode. In wireless-to-wire
less transfers, the Xircom led the other
two units reviewed, edging the U.S.
Robotics by about five percent and the
Netgear by about 30 percent.

Like the other two access points,
the Xircom is spec'd for 300 feet

of outdoor range—but its
long-distance bandwidth
fell short of expectations.
On our wireless access point

obstacle course, the Xircom
scored about 200bps less

throughput at all points, even
when our client machine was

only 10 feet from the access point.

jfi-'Wireless Contact. Xircom builds a
crossbar between the transmit antenna and

-  -tfie receive antenna, which makes the access
point look like the contraption (rom the movie

Contact. The funny antenna also helps the Xircom
score nign marKs in our data-transfer benchmarks.
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U.S. ROBOTICS USR2450

WIRELESS ACCESS POINT

The U.S. Robotics USR2450 features a

single antenna, but with a more
typical design than that of the Xircom
unit. The USR also has the largest case

of the three units reviewed here.

Five LEDs show the access

point's operational states:
AC power, wired link, wired
activity, wireless link, and

wireless activity. The other
access points feature only two pretty

lights a piece! But the USR's extra LEDs
do serve a purpose durirrg troubleshooting.
Indeed, trying to figure out an access
point configuration problem is a lot like
trying to determine the direction of the
wind without a weather vane. The extra

feedback from the USR unit proved
invaluable while tracking down a problem
with an Ethernet hub.

Like the other units reviewed here,

the USR uses a configuration applica
tion that runs on a wired desktop PC.
Simply install the wireless LAN access-
point software on a wired machine,
then locate the access point. Double-
clicking the list entry for a found access
point launches a browser-based
configuration interface. It's that easy.
Once you've used the configuration

application to set up the access point's
unique IP, the browser-based configu
ration interface is a great way to tweak
the access point's settings. You don't
have to worry about installing the con
figuration application on new machines,
or tracking down the one you used for
the initial setup, if you need to make
changes to the wireless network. Best
of all, the web browser interface works

from both wired and wireless clients.

There's no doubting the effectiveness
and convenience of the USR's browser-

based configuration; however, the pages
that display configuration options are
poorly organized. Related parameters
are grouped on a menu bar, but some

times critical configuration screens—
encryption settings, for example—hide
behind curious, cartoony icons.
In our wired-to-wireless and wire

less-to-wireless benchmarks, the USR

unit tied the Xircom access point in
overall speed. USR's access point also
excelled at maintaining uniformly high
bandwidth rates even when client

machines reached the edge of the access
point's effective range. Our wireless
obstacle course tested throughput at
several points across the Maximum PC
offices, including a stretch that crosses
an open-air atrium and rises one floor
above the access point. While other
access points lost throughput as the
distance to the client machine increased,

the USR maintained maximum band

width across two-thirds of our 200-

foot obstacle course.

NETGEARME102

WIRELESS ACCESS POINT

Built into a small box that has small

antennae sticking up from each comer,
Netgear's ME102 looks like an arche
typical wireless access point. The thin
case is about a third larger than a stan
dard, four-port Ethernet hub and has
grooved edges and a royal-blue color
scheme. The unit's dual LEDs and single
Ethernet port are standard for access
points. Flip around the Netgear access
point, and you'll find an extra port for
a USB connection on the back panel.

Initial setup works as quickly and effi
ciently as the other two access points.
Plug the Netgear unit into an Ethernet
hub, install the configuration software
on a wired PC, detect the access point,
enter your network's unique settings,
and the access point is ready to go.
What sets the ME102 apart from the

other two units is its USB port. For people
with only a single Ethernet port for con
necting to broadband Internet access,
the Netgear access point's USB config
uration option is the only way to go.

Typically, broad
band Internet connec

tions enter a home or a small office

through a DSL or cable modem, which
acts as a gateway. The modem/gateway
then connects to an Ethernet hub so

that all the other machines on the

local area network have access to the

Internet. But what if you only have
one machine that connects directly
to the DSL or cable modem? Then

there's no way to use wired Ethernet
to connect and configure a wireless
access point—unless you can use
another communication port, such as
USB. Netgear's access point comes with
a configuration application that works
across a USB connection. Simply con
nect the ME102's USB port to a system
with an open USB port.
During our file-transfer benchmeirks,

the Netgear ME102 lagged behind both
the Xircom and the USR access points
in two-way, full-duplex operation. For
connecting to client machines that
only do web browsing, the Netgear's
slow full-duplex transfer times prob
ably won't affect performance. However,
the other two access points reviewed
this month are better choices for wire

less networks with more than a couple
of clients.

—ROB PRAH

No Ethernet hub

at home? That's

not a problem for
Netgear's ME102
access point.
The bonus USB

port lets you set
up a wireless
network without

an Ethernet hub.

VERDICI
APWEHZO-filA

XIRCOM

It's small and it's fast in full-duplax data transfers. As
an added bonus, the swooping. C-shaped antenna
makes us think of Jodie Foster in the movie Contact

You can't get too far from nemo v. Itn tnis access
point. Bandwidth suffers when wireless client
machines ate even a short distance away.

■^888.57637^:

MAXIMIIMn; VERDICI
USf!2450
U.S. ROBOTICS

WIWrWEUKE

Five indicator LEDs make for easy troubleshooting,
and a web browser configuration interface makes
tweaking your wi reless netv/ork a snap.

— WHAT WE HATE

Tweaking a wireless ratv.oik ■,vit;i a'-vcl-' l-crw-.-o
is a great convenience—hut not when you can't
find settings because of poor page design.

' 8B6.287.7669':

$330

IWDOMIIMn; VERDICT
M£W2
NETGEAR

VnUTWEUKE

USB port for configutation is the only way to go
for home networks with only one computer.

Sluggish two-way data-transfer parfoTriR^nn-.l.as
this access point only good for giving wireless
access to a small number of computers.

mMmiv
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Capture Cards Considered
Souped-up FireWire capture cards and
loads of effects for DVD DIY

Odd man out: The

Pinnacle DVSOO's

blueBOX is spiffy,
but it won't fit into

a PC case.

Want to make a digital movie?
First you'll need to hash out a
compelling storyboard, then

you'll want to get your hands on a
competent FireWire capture card.

You're probably already familiar with
the video-capture features integrated
into do-everything videocards such as
the ATI All-in-Wonder. This bare-bones

technology takes an analog video stream
and encodes it as a digital file. Unfiortunately,
this process is prone to the same type
of visual degradation that affects all
analog-to-digltal conversions. But a
FireWire capture card escliews analog-
to-digital conversion altogether by grab
bing digital data directly from a digital
source. Perhaps even better, a FireWire
capture card can directly control the
operation of your video-source device.
This month, we look at two fully out

fitted prosumer DV kits. Once you have
your footage inside your PC, you can use

tlie kits' bundled software

to liven up
your video
with snazzy

special effects
—all in realtime.

Tlie capture cards
lliat come with these

Wts also include MPFG-

2 encoder ciiips, which
you'll need if you're intent
on authoring your own

-  custom IDVD movie discs.

PINNACLE

DV500 PLUS

Pinnacle's DVSOO Plus

includes everything
you'll need to transfer
and edit digital video.
In addition to a FireWire

video capture card, you get a full ver
sion oi Premiere 6.0 (Adobe's consumer-

level video-editing app), as well as a
package of effects and transition plug-
ins that work with Premiere.

The DV500 capture card comes with
two FireWire ports and a connector for
a "blueBOX" connector breakout. The

blueBOX comes with S-VHS input and
output connectors, and three pairs of
RCA connectors for composite input
and output. The composite jacks let
you import and export footage from

your stereo VCR. We performed pirou
ettes over the generous length of cable
that attaches the blueBOX to the cap
ture card, but we were disappointed to
find that the end of the cable with all

the A/V connections is shaped like a
multi-outlet extension cord—we would

have preferred a true breakout box.
When we transferred raw digital footage

from a DV camera to the DV500 and

simultaneously encoded the footage as
MPEG, we were surprised by the excel
lent visual quality. Kudos go to the
capture card's MPEG encoding chip. It
produced better visual quality than soft
ware encoders and did so in easily half
the time. Colors were well-saturated in

our test footage, which ranged from
45-second clips to 20-minutc captures.

Unfortunately, many of the Premiere
6.0 plug-ins bundled with the
DV500 Plus proved problematic for our
Pentium 4-based test system running
Windows ME. Premiere froze when we

put titles onto a timeline, as well as when
we exported a project to an AVI file.
For DV enthusiasts used to conven

tional FireWire capture, this represents
a quantum leap in performance and a
gigantic step forward in video quality.
Only a surprising number of Windows
ME bugs prevents us from giving the
DV500 Plus an unreserved endorsement.

MATROX RT2500

The RT2500 is the follow-up to Matrox's
two-card video-capture package, the
RT2C)(X).'rheRr2500combine die RT20(X)'s

two separate caj'ds (a PCI card for FireWire
\ideo capture and an AGP card devoted

to 3D video transitions) into one all-

encompassing card. The upshot is that
you can now render all your 3D video
effects over the PCI bus and save your
AGP slot for a 3D-gaming accelerator.
The RT2500 includes a full version of

Premiere6.0m(i a smorgasbord of effects.
The RT2500 also one-ups the DV500

3D effects

on the Matrox

RT2500 can add

a little warble to

your video

footage.

by including Matrox's 3D rendering
G400 Flex chip, which lets you create
realtime 3D transitions.

During testing, the RT2500 produced
crisper blacks and stronger color satu
ration than the DV500. However, we

found that anti-aliasing (which comes
into play during MPEG conversions)
wasn't as smooth as on the DV500.

The RT2500 generally offers an improve
ment in video quality over the DV500,
but requires a much more extensive
configuration setup. Despite the exten
sive configuration and the steep price
difference (maybe too steep just for the
added 3D-effects features), the RT2S00

delivers a package that'll get you going
on your own masterpiece no matter

which version of Windows you use.
— EDWARD CHAMPION

VEIBICI
DVSOOPIus

PINNACLE SYSTEMS

Siiipfisingly good image-capture quality comes in a
tidy bundle, with all the hardware and software you
need to start piecing together digital-video footage.

WHAT WE HATEo
Got Windows ME? Sorry, no titles or AVI exports
foryou.

□317.841.0^ www.pinriaciesys.com
$700

MAXIMIIMn VEROiCI
RT2500
MATROX

3D layering, crisp blacks, and strong saturation give
ttiis card pro-level features at a consumer price.

Would George Lucas put up v/ith all of this configu
ration before he started editing digital footage?

^.628.96^ vyww.matfCEt.com
$1,000 ^3
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Iomega's 10GB
Peerless Drive System
This is no blue-light special

Fans of the old Saturday-morning
series "Ultraman" may recall that
the giant light in the center of

Ultraman's chest began to blink when
the superhero was losing strength and
running out of time. We feel pretty
much the same way as we watch the
huge blinking blue light in the center
of Iomega's new removable media heav)'-
weight, the Peerless Drive System.
The Peerless Drive System is essen

tially a hard drive separated into three
portable components that snap together
as easily as an IKEA chair. You get a base
station resembling a small, pretentious
toaster; a squat interface module that
connects to your PC via USB; and a
handsome lOGBor 20GB drive cartridge
that's slightly larger than a PDA.
Iomega intends for your Peerless disk

to eventually be used not only in your
PC, but also in your Peerless-enabled
car stereo, gaming console, personal
video recorder (a la TiVo or Replay TV),
and wherever else mass storage comes
in handy. But until these vaporous
devices finally condense, the Peerless
system is j ust an external USB drive for
portable storage. And that's where the
vision starts to get a little blurry.
The strangest tiling about the Peerless

concept is that it seems designed to foil
portability. You certainly wouldn't want
to schlep around the whole lumpy
system in your bag. That would mean
setting up the drive, the base station
(with all its essential electronics), the
chunky interface module, and the cables
every time you stop to work on a PC.
In order to carry out Iomega's master
plan, you'd need a base station at each
computer you intend to transfer your
data to and from.

We've got a few more bones to pick.
Despite countless revisions over the
years, the bundled [oinegaWare con
tinues to infuriate us with its poor
multi-threading. It intermittently takes
our system hostage while it performs
file transfers that should happen unob
trusively in the background. And then
there's that horribly distracting blue
light that flashes whenever the drive

Imagine this blue Iomega

light blinking at you for

four hours, as you fill up

one 10GB removable

drive at a USB transfer

rate of IMB/sec.

mechanism is active. This

annoyance is akin to
having a banner ad
sitting on your desktop.
Iomega says the Peerless

disks can withstand drops
from up to 30 inches, and,
indeed, after a tumble

onto the linoleum from

that height—oopsi—our
drive remained intact

and our data remained

safe. Still, the one-year
warranty on the base sta
tion and disks warns you to
handle them with extreme care.

We managed to get a steady 1 MB/sec
throughput on our USB model in direct
file transfers between the Peerless and

its host PC. But when applicatioris called
on the Peerless to retrieve files, speeds
dropped to approximately 800KB/sec.
When we plugged in a USB Zip drive
and transferred files from both devices

simultaneously, an ugly tug-of-war
lowered transfer rates to an average of
400KB/sec for the Peerless. By the time
this issue hits the stands, a FireWire

module will be available for the Peerless,

which would be far more in keeping
with the on-the-go image the Peerless
is attempting to project—previous testing
we've done on FireWire hard drives has

yielded transfer rates ranging from
llMB/sec to 15MB/sec.

Iomega bundles MGl PhotoSiiite and
VideoWave v\1th tlte Peerless Drive System
to liighlight tlie unit's multimedia appli
cations. Also bundled is .Altris PC Transplant
Pro, which lets users gather and com
press all their Windows system settings
and files into a "personality package"
that can be downloaded to the Peerless

drive and uploaded to any other PC.
The Peerless Drive System, while

undoubtedly a useful product, banks

^ee.

its high price on a cloudy vision of porta
bility. There are already better options
for portable storage, such as Buslink's
stackable USB drive or LaCie's elegant
Pocket Drive. Despite Iomega's strong
presence in removable-media products,
we still think the Peerless Drive System
is a risky investment.

—LOGAN DECKER

IIUIXIMilMR VERDICT
10GB Peerless Driue System
IOMEGA

m
The disks are sturdy and lightweight, and with
PC Trdnsplani. the Peerless offers portability
possibilities for users witft cash fo bum.

I ■ I I ——
At least two base stations are necessary to get true
portability from the Peerless, which puts the price in
the stratosphere for a mere 20GBs of storage.

k$360 ■ j % □
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GeForceS Deadlock
Virtually Identical videocards barely trade blows
In non-battle of the century

Back in tlie early days of 3D-gaming
acceleratoB, many competing video-
cards sported the exact same 3D

cJiipset. Shoot, the original TNT cliipset
from nVidia appeared in cards from STB,
Heraiics, Diamond, Creative, Canopus,
and Guillemot (and that's just what we
could remember off tlie top of our heads).
Nonetheless, the vendors still managed
to differentiate their boards with unique
features. For example, Canopus elimi
nated the vexing external pass-tlirough
cable for its Voodoo boards, Wicked added
3D shutter glasses, and Hercules clocked
its boards beyond the recommended
limits for maximum performance.

RAW DATA
: Hercules
; 3D Prophet III

lEIsa
i Gladiac 920

VisionTek
GeForceS

Quake 111 MFC •  ' 52.T,fps 1 52.6fps 51.0tps

3DIVIark2001 Game 2 t  34.4fps 34.5fps 34.5fps

biOMarWOM GaiTie4 1^3fps F, h T.„}5,3fps 14.2fps

Aquamark j  24.0fps j 24.|}fps 23.0fps

NOTE: All 10SIS were run with V-sync dissbled 3t 1280x1024 in 32 bn color
on our HP 1.3GHz Pentium 4 test systems. The custom Maximum PC Quake
III timedemo is available an the Maximum CD, which comes with newsstand

copies of this magazine. 11 you subscribe and want the disc, go to
www.imagmemedia.com and click Customer Service. No videocards were
harmed during the making of this review, although Will did cut his finger

But times have changed. Today's
videocard reference designs call for
memory that runs at the limit of cur
rent silicon technology. There's very
little wiggle room to overclock today's
videocards, and there's certainly no
faster memory widely available than
the 230MHz DDR soldered onto

GeForce3 boards.

So guess what? All the GeForceS-
based boards we've ever reviewed

perform almost identically in ail bench-
marks. The circuit board designs
themselves are also virtually identical.
So how can we differentiate between

boards? Has

the software

bundle—usu

ally chock-
full of games

that no one ever

plays—suddenly
become relevant?

That's highly unlikely.
Anyone who spends $400
on a videocard should

already have all the games

The Gladiac

is another great
card, but there's

nothing to
distinguish it

from all the other

GeForceS

competitors—
except it doesn't
come with a DVI

connector.

that might ultimately find their way
into a software bundle. What about

drivers? Well, the drivers included in

GeForceS boxes are just the latest
nVidia reference drivers, with updated
logos and a gimmicky add-on or two.
Fortunately for consumers, GeForce3

cards provide similar kick-ass frame
rates and are as feature-complete as any
other gaming boards available. Both
of the cards reviewed here include

200MHz GeForce3 cores, with 230MHz

DDR SDRAM. Additionally, both cards
come with standard VGA and S-video

outputs. Next we'll break down the dif
ferences, what there are of them.

HERCULES 3D PROPHET III

The Hercules 3D Prophet
111 includes a DVI port
for flat-panel support.
Also, it's purple and has
a round heatsink. For

movie-watchin' lovin', the

Prophet 111 includes PowerDVD soft
ware, which produces a sharp image
with good color reproduction,

EISA GLADIAC 920

'lire Gladiac920 is a sliglitly
different card from the

Prophet 111. You see, it's
green, has a square
heatsink fan, and doesn't

include the nubbin-esque
DVI connector. There are a few minor

additions to the standard nVidia refer

ence drivers, such as Elsa's monitor data

base, which includes monitor setup infor
mation for most common CRT-based

monitors. Eisa also chose to bundle its

homegrown DVD softvsare, Eka

which serves up DVD playback when
called upon.
We were initially excited when we

heard that Elsa bundles an exclusive

DirectX 8 version of Giants, but when

we sat down to play it, we couldn't see
any real difference between the stan
dard version and the enhanced version.

As an added bonus, the Gladiac comes

The Hercules 3D

Prophet ill is like every

other GeForceS board

available—but comes

with a DVI connector.

bundled witli a nifty mouse pad sim
ilar to the 3M Precise Mousing surface.

THE UPSHOT

The cards on this page represent nothing
less than the culminationof a decade's

worth of 3D hardware development.
But this peak is really just the beginning.
While the spectacular effects enabled
by programmable shaders are astounding
by today's standards, graphics proces
sors will only continue to get faster,
which will in turn allow developers to
CTeate more and more astounding effects.
Ultimately, we will see photo-realistic
gaming in realtime on PCs. Do either
of these cards do that? No. But the day
is coming soon.

Which of these cards should you
buy? Unless you want DVI-output or
a new mousepad, it doesn't matter.
The Gladiac is blue, the Prophet III is
purple. That's the biggest difference
between the two.

—WILL SMITH

miimm verdict
Giaiiiac 920

ELSA

^ WHATWEUKE

The- Gladiac is a GeFoice3, included is tlie DirectX 8

version of Giants.

The DirectX 8 version of ffiiants looks exactly li<e the
DirectX 7 version of Giants.

800272.3572 WAV,elsa.com

$400

MAHMOMn; VEDDICr
3D Prophet III
HERCULES

% WHATWEUKE

IfsaGef'aiccS. This board, like itsbreilucn, is tin;

very iaslest 3D accelerator available to man.

it'sjust like all the other GeForce3 boards.

...

'877.484.K36

$430 ^

68 miMom
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The A/V Squad
MP3 players, digital PC speakers, and a bright idea from DayGlo

DayGlo InkJet Cartridqe
Printers rank among the dullest of PC
peripherals—so the idea of adding
a llttie fun to our inkjets with Day-Glo ink

cartridges had us dreaming of tangerine
trees and marmalade skies. Or even

print-outs of MapQuest driving direc
tions with fluorescent green trim. The

DayGlo colors come in cartridges for

Apple, Canon, Epson, Hewlett-Packard,

and Lexmark Inkjet printers, and they

install just like standard color-ink

cartridges. DayGlo also offers black
cartridges—but what's the fun in that?
WHAT WE LIKE: Just snap it in, and

your printer's none the wiser thatdiere's
a cartridge of DayGlo color waiting to
unleash greater-than-Technicolor brilliance
on your color documents.
WHAT WE HATE: We couldn't even get close to Technicolor on heavily
colored maps or web pages—much less the ultrabright hues of DayGlo
green, orange, and pink. Only yellow print-outs gave us high-voltage color.

—ROB PRAH

MIUHfffV VERDICT: 3
up to S30 (depending on printer), OayGlo Color Corp., vwvw.daygio.com, 877,632.9456

Gateway
Connected
Music Player
You've got your whole CD collection ripped onto
a massive hard drive on your PC at home. That's great

for loading music into the portable MP3 player you take to the gym, or for
getting into a groove while you're sitting in front of your PC. But this stor
age method doesn't
do you any good if you want to blast MP3s from speakers located on the
other side of your house. Gateway's Connected Music Player hooks your

living-room stereo to the MP3 collection on your PC via a home Ethernet
or phoneiine network (a HomePNA PCI card comes with the player). The
sturdy, black case blends in with otiier home-stereo components—as
does the unit's excellent audio quality.
WHAT WE LIKE: No client application is necessary. The Gateway
Connected Music Player finds all MP3s and playlists in shared folders

on connected PCs.

WHAT WE HATE: The player doesn't pre-buffer MP3 files, which means

you'll suffer a two-second gap of silence between tracks.
—ROB PRAH

MfllffMMfVVER0ICT:8
S300. Gateway, www.gateway.com, 800.846.4208

RemoteSolutions Personal Jukebox
It's hard to believe that

some MRS players can
already be referred

to as "classics." But

as one of the first

hard-drive players

we ever tested,

RemoteSolutions'

Personal Jukebox

qualifies. The latest iterabon is, for

ail intents and purposes, identical to the version
we reviewed in April 2000, but with one very, very big excep

tion: The Personal Jukebox's capacity has been upped from 6GB to a
stupendous 20GB.

WHAT WE LIKE: Drive-fetter recognition makes for drag-and-drop loading

and unloading, the LCD is incredibly easy to read, and 20GB is enough
space to hold the MP3 collections of the entire magazine staff.
WHAT WE HATE: The Personal Jukebox is still fettered by the delicate
traits inherent to a hard-drive player—we wouldn't, for example, take

it on the StairMaster. It's a bit on ttie large side, formfactor-wise. And if

only it weren't so damn expensive...
__ —KRISTEN SALVATORE

VERDICT: 8
$595. RemoteSolutions. wwvj.pjbox.com, 866.736.6837

Polk Audio is well-known among

home stereo, home theater, and

car stereo enthusiasts for speak
ers that consistently deliver both

purity and power, so it's no sur
prise the high-end AMR150 digital
PC speakers have a flat frequen
cy response. Viewed from the
front, the speakers' tall, cloth-

covered grilles make them look like flat-panel speakers—but
they're not. The pregnant bulge on the back cover hides a magnetically
shielded midrange and a polycarbonate dome tweeter. Polk Audio calls

the AMRIBOs "digital surround" speakers, but that doesn't have anything

to do with Dolby Digital Surround compatibility. It just means you can
connect them to the 1/8-inch digital output from a soundcard.

WHAT WE LIKE; Flat frequency response and even volume across the

whole audible spectrum gives the AMR150 speakers clear audio, whether

playing classical music on audio CD or a booming car chase on DVD.
WHAT WE HATE: These speakers have litde in Uie way of guts—they

lack low-mid punch and high-end definition (for example, vocals and
guitar solos just don't pop out at you).

MHIfm VERDICT: 6 -robpratt
S170. Polk Audio, www.polkaudio.com. 800.377.7655
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CD-burning essentials get wired into Windows

Developed by the company that
supplies controller hardware for
the majority of all optical drives,

SiiiipIiCD takes a fresh approach to CD
mastering and burning: The software
integrates directly into your Windows
interface, saving you the trouble of
launchinga hill-fledged application or
enduring tedious animated wizards just
to burn a disc. Power users, however,

may find diat SimpliCD isn't filled with
enough features to take the place of the
burning apps that come bundled with
their drives.

Like waiters who introduce them

selves by name, most CD-buming appli
cations confuse chumminess with good
service. Creepy anthropomorphic icons
and scores of aimbersome wizards mask

the fact that these applications force
you to adapt to the arcane standards of
multiple CD formats. SimpliCD, on the
other hand, provides a true interface by
building on the already familiar file-
management features found in Windows.
You can handle data CD-Rs and CD-

RWs in much the same way as any other
type of removable media—files intended
for burning to disc can be dropped onto
the SimpliCD icon on tlie desktop, dragged
from within Explorer, or right-clicked
and transferred via a Send To menu

item. When it's time to burn, just right-
click the folder or use the file menu to

select Burn Disc. This efficient, mini

malist ethic applies to ever>' aspect of

Blank CD-RW Inserted

Select task below. I

Guide Me with SimpliCD

Copy a CD

Gel Digital Audio from CD ►

Make Audio CD ►

Make Video CD
Make Slide Show CD

Make Data CD

Disk Utilities ►

Disc/D five Properties ►

What's the sound of one hand
burning? A simple click—that's
all it takes with SimpliCD.

Disc player

-Happiness'
Rork -! Wanna See Yoi

MN25-Things We Used Tt
Ricky - Sack K-

Preston - Spring Flng
;y Kidd - Jamiriiry

-'SoBSwSUr
m,

BTt"'Hpld mouseover buHons or click Guide Me.

What happens when a Hot Wheels
car collides with a rotary phone?
You get SimpliCD's stylish player
and recorder interface.

SimpliCD. For example, insertinga blank
CD spurs a modest, unadorned menu
of choices to pop up in the system tray
area, not in the middle of the screen—
and not accompanied by an animated
mariachi band and exploding piflatas.

SimpliCD takes the same no-bull
approach to audio ripping and con
version. Right-click an audio CD in My
Computer, and the Si>jjp//C,'D recorder
{wliidi handles audio-and vldeo-buming
tasks) rips the tracks, grabs their names
from CDDB, inserts editable 103 tags,
and then stashes the files in the folder
of your choice. All this action takes place
with a few mouse clicks and without
confusing selections or gratuitous dialog
boxes. The recorder also supports MP3
and WMA file conversion with custom
bit rates up to 320Kbps.

Though SimpliCD emphasizes ease-of-
use and compatibility, it's not exactly
spartan when it comes to features. With
the same snappy drag-and-drop attitude,
the recorder also creates video and slide-
show CDs tliat play in set-top DVD players.
It automatically converts audio CDs to
CD-text files for electronic devices capable
of displaying track information. SimpliCD
is also the first application to sup|X)rt the
newly minted CD-CA standard, which
provides a protocol for stand-alone CD
players to play MP3 CDs by artist, album,
genre, or playlist. (These devices aren't
expected to appear until the latter half
of 2001—and even then, we'll believe It
when we see it.)

We merrily burned seven discs using
all the supported formats, and we only

encountered problems with SimpliCD's
extremely finicky MPEG-1 file require
ments for Video CD, an awkward quirk
designed to ensure maximum com
patibility with set-top DVD players.
Compatibility across consumer elec
tronics is also the reason why over-
burning, to our dismay, is only sup
ported for data CDs.

We wouldn't be disappointed to get
SimpliCD bundled with our drives, but
Oak Technology is quixotically pushing
SimpliCD for upgraders, a market that
generally craves more advanced fea
tures, not fewer. SimpliCD's tight inte
gration wltli Windows, and its efforts
to bridge the gap between PCs and con
sumer electronics are ideal for casual
users. But most CD-burning enthusi
asts have become accustomed to the
software bells and whistles bundled wth
their drives, such as EZ CD Creator's
voluminous software suite or Nero's
sophisticated audio-track filtering. For
them, for all its elegance, may
feel like a downgrade.

—LOGAN DECKER

U
SimpliCD
OAK TECHNOLOGY

Aslefik, inm'iiiiilibt imgriaci; grd nt;lr. iinLg!i3li(.;i
with Winfjov;s makes CD burning almost automatic.

Smp/ZCDshoiild accommodate power users with
better control of audio track layouts and support foi
burning mixed-mode CDs.

■ 408.737.0888:

$50 download
$65 physical shtpni8M>'i

70 miumPE
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Norton Internet Security 2001
Firewall walk with me

The latest edition of Norton Internet
Seamty from Symantec helps you
fî t back against sick, fieaky Internet

sneaks. You know the type. They steal
your files, peak at your (ahem) boudoir
photos, and, worst ofall, pilfer your aedit
card numbers and financial information.

Packed with useful tools—such as the

superlative Norton Antivirns software, a
useful and effective firewall, a plethora
of privacy controls, and an Internet ad
blocker—InternetSeamty comes bundled
with just about everything a security-
minded Internet user needs.

Installation is a breeze. The software

configures everything itself or lets you
configure settings manually. If you own
Norton Systemworts, InternetSeairity inte
grates with it completely, creating a new
icon on the taskbar that launches every
thing from Firewall to Clean Sweep.
A hefty manual explains how every

thing works, but the best thing about
Internet Security is that you don't even
have to be aware that it's working, For
example, Antivirns automatically scans
documents, incoming e-mail, and any
thing else trying to get into your PC, and
it only calls on you when there's a problem.
Privacy controls let you decide which
programs can connect to the net. For
example. Newsreader, ICQ, and Weathednig
need permission rights before they can
function. Fortunately, you can check a
box to permanently give transmission
rights to fi-equently used Internet clients.
On the other hand, it's a hassle to

constantly give Internet Security per
mission to load random web sites during
regular-old web surfing. On web site
redirects, you often have to give per
mission to both the original site and
the destination site. Sending secure doc
uments requires permission each time,
and receiving these permission requests

Internet Access Control |
I

Ne«wCngin* Updal* Applicalion Isattamptlng to accmslho Inloinol. ,

il.iaill,i'JJBLowRkk (PWWt"!

Nnilort Inlumr:! Svcuuli^

aWlijl do yuu Wiiiil to d

Eermit this application to access the Internet

f Block this application From accessing the Internet

e Customize Internet access for this application

r* use this aclionkirlhis application. '&
t:

Internet Security'a\erts you when apps try to relay your
information to HQ, then lets you decide if the tell-all app
gets to make the call.

.y." Noiton SjiricmWotk*.

H'LiveUpdsle

Norton I

Norton

Web Se

nternet

m.

Welcome to LiveUpdate

LiveUpdale checks foi upd^s to youi Symantec ptodicts. You
can decide wIkK updates you went to inslal.

UveReg

*^1 LiveUpdale
lii Norton Aniiviios 2001
^ NoilonAntWiusViius Definitions
^ Norton tr^etnet Secuiity ptogiam updates
^ Norton Weinet Secuiity security updates
.^1

LiveUpdate vvill use Bie Internet to get your
updates.

Next to see whtf updates are avaiable.

Sa/iguie..

Careel Help

As with all the other Norton

PC-protection apps, Norton

Internet Security 2001 is easy

to configure and can be updated

with only a few mouse clicks.

is akin to having a nagging voice in your
PC continually asking, "Are you sure
you want to do that?" If you're always
certain of what you're doing on tlie
Internet, the security alerts are bound
to become annoying very quickly.
Some ofIntemetSecurit/swaminp are

quite useful, however. When you down
load programs (be they malicious spy-
ware or common applications vdth aggres
sive marketing tactics) that try to send
information back to headquarters, Internet
Security stops them cold and lets you
decide whether the program makes that
call. YoucanaJsoconfigure/Fifi?n7ttSea/nfy
to block Active X controls, snoopers,
hackers, andJava applets. With the click
of a box, you can control which cookies
your browser accepts, or you can block
them altogether. You can also selectively
block banner and pop-up advertising.
Some web pages and web servers won't
grant you access with tills feature turned
on, but, in general, you won't have to
wait for ads to load, and that'll speed up
your browsing considerably.

/Fj/m/ef SecuriFy joins the X'ortoH Utilities
taskbar group (or creates one if you don't
have Utilities) and then runs quietly in
the background. Though it's always run
ning, you're almost never aware of it
unless you click the status button. On

NORTON SystemWoii(S20oo

our test systems, Internet Security never
slowed down performance or startup.
Still, it found an alarming number of
potential security pitfalls. After just a
few hours of use, the utility reported
that it had blocked more than 1,000

attempts to tap into our Internet-con
nected PC. (Note: These likely weren't
malicious hackers, but normal day-to
day, computer-to-computer queries.) It
also stopped 45 ads during a typical
web-browsing situation.
Add to all this one of the best and

most up-to-date antivirus products avail
able, and Internet Seairity2001 becomes
a product that's easy to recommend.
But for users already running Norton
Antivinis, Internet Seairity doesn't offer
a lot more protection than you've already
got. Add Norton Personal Firewall instead,
and you'll get as much protection for a
less costly upgrade.

—ANDREWS. BUB

MAXIMIIMn: VEROICI
Norton Internet Security 2001
SYMANTEC

% WHATWEUKE

Solid proteciion from Internet tiireats comes with en
easy-to-iise interface. The ad-blocking feature really
speeds up web browsing on slo'w connections.

The program starts to sound like a nagging grade-
school teacher by continually asking, "Do you really
wantto do that?"

800.441.7234 .www.svraanlBC.Coin:

$70 D
AUGUST 2001 miniiim 71
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[mperorlhe Battle for Dune
Tlie founder of realtime strategy returns
to give the genre new life

Feed mel If you think the sandworm in
the tutorial is fearsome, just imagine its
breath after a well-spiced dinner.

■ know what you're thinking about
EiniK'ror: Vie Battle forDune. Westwood
Studios invented the realtime strategy

(RTS) genre with 1992's Dune 2, then it
ran the genre into tlie ground with 1998's
Dune 2000. Why botlier with another
variation on a tired theme? Because

Emperor rules. In the third installment
of the Dune series, Westwood Studios

triumphs over several of the RTS genre's
most severe limitations and restores the

crown to a PC gaming dynasty.
Campaigns are the lifeblood of RTS

games. All too often, however, they're
just a series of challenges thrown at
you, one after another, and you have
no say In how to surmount them.
Usually, you're charged with finishing
10 to 30 missions, played as one of two
warring sides. Once you're done with
them, the game is history. Emperor, by
contrast, offers approximately 50 mis
sions per side. And you can choose to
play one of three sides, each witli unique
units: House Atreides, Ordos, or

Harkonnen. You select from a variety
of missions with differing objectives.
Because the storyline changes with
your choice of missions, you don't nec

essarily play all the
missions available

in any campaign.
You can win in as

few as 13 missions,

or take up to 30 to
reach your final
goal. There are also
another 50 quest
missions, involving
five "sub-houses,"

that aren't central

to the plot, but can
bring substantial
rewards. If you per
form optional mis

sions assisting the Bremen, for example,
they may ally with you, which means
you can lead more troops into battle.
You can gain up to two out of five of
these sub-houses as permanent allies.
The artificial intelligence in Emperor

has a high level of strategic savvy, and
that means the game scores high in
replayability. Most RTS games treat
missions as scripted affairs where ene
mies always act in the same way no

matter how often you play against

Even on the slowest speed, battles tend to be swift, complex, and deadly.

them. In Emperor, the majority of the
missions are free-form. The computer
opponent faces the same battlefield
uncertainties that you do, and it pur
sues a simple overall objective—your
destruction. Depending upon where
and when enemy scouts sense your
activity, the computer's artificial intel
ligence chooses to build units, fortify
choke points, lure you into an ambush,
or launch an all-out assault.

While other RTS games cloak thread
bare gameplay in a lot of activities that
require monitoring. Emperor keeps
resource gathering and tracking,
production charts, and technology
research to the barest minimum. There's

only one resource, the spice melange,
and even that's harvested by automated
equipment. Research offers only simple
upgrades to a few buildings. There are
no charts to study, and you only have
to keep track of a dozen units per side
and a dozen buildings in all. While
many RTS games provide complex
Interfaces with steep learning curves.
Emperor's game screens are easy to use.
The game's thorough tutorial is super
fluous since you can quickly figure out
how to play the game on your own.
You'll have to be careful about speed
settings, however. If you run Emperor
on a fast computer, the pace can get
out of control—sometimes even too

fast to make decisions about missions

and the direction of your campaign.
Emperor's 3D engine is more than just

a pretty face, but you do get plenty of
eye candy. Deformed terrain has a strategic
purpose in creating height advantages
on the battlefield. Mechanized units

must plan their movements to avoid
i m passable zones. Rotate and zoom con
trols mean that you don't have to com
mand battle from a fixed viewpoint.
Atmospheric effects, such as particle-
spewing afterburners on carryall units
and shape-shifting shadows, are first rate.

All of the gameplay elements in
Emperor are familiar to any fan of RTS
games. Other games have tarnished
the RTS genre with linear campaigns,
embarrassingly poor enemy artificial
intelligence, and fussy make-work with
resources and production. With pol ish
and a precise foais on gameplay, Emivmn
Battle for Dune puts energy back into
a tired genre.

—BARRYBRENESAL

liumMiiMn; verdici
Emperor Battle for Dune
WESTWOOD STUDIOS

Greril graphics, high feplayiibility, strong enemy
artificial intelligence and an easy-to-use interface
restores the crown to an RTS gaming dynasty

The soRRfi control cranks nn the nace inn miicti on

fast computers.

877.324.2637: www.WBStwooS.eSiCom:

$43 □
72 M/MITM



Learn Valuable Skills In Your Spare Time...

Make Money Repairing PCs!
Train at home to enter a fast-

growing, high-paying computer
career!

Now you can train quickly and easily to begin a
successful career as a PC Repair Technician. Harcourt
Learning Direct at-home training offers you complete,
comprehensive, and affordable instruction that will
prepare you for promotions, pay raises — even a new
career— in less time than you ever thought possible!

Why pay more for an outdated PC?
Harcourt shows you how to get
the computer you want — at a
price you can afford!

Unlike other schools, which include a generic,
outdated PC with their PC repair training — and add as
much as $1,500 to their tuition fees — Harcourt lets
you make your own decision. That's why our training is
so much more affordable than theirs. Take advantage of
the savings to buy a PC that suits your individual needs
— or pocket the cash if you already own a computer,

Plus, your program includes professional-quality
equipment and software you can use in your training
and keep for your career.

PC Repair Technicians are
in demand!

The U.S. Department of Labor forecasts phenomenal
growth in this field in the years to come. With millions
of PCs going online every year, the world needs
men and women with the skills to keep them
running. Harcourt will give you the skills to
take advantage!

Advance Your Career With A+^ Certification!

Harcourt has the Test Preparation Materials YOU Need!

A+' Certification is fast becoming the standard bv which PC
Repair Technicians are measured, in fact, many computer

manufacturers and servicing companies won't hire you without
it! Harcourt provides a valuable A+'' Certification Test
Preparation Kit along with our complete PC Repair Program, as
well as making it available as a separate program. We want to
make sure you get the credentials that will get you the job!

Sponsor
A+' Certificglion Prc^rair is
an indiistry wicie, vendor-
reuiral Brogratn developed
and sponsored by TTie

Computing Technology
Industry Association*.
The Computing Technology
Industry Association arvj A*

ate re^stered trademadrs.
All rights reserved.

Accrediletl Mmhvr
ofthe Dkuina'
EclucaUdu and
Tmtnmg (.'ouiicil

Call or send for FREE information —
and start toward your bright future today!

Get the fucbs about Harcourt PC repair training. We'll send you a free
information package that tells you how you can start toward an exciting,
successful career as a PC Repair Technician.

Mail the post-paid card at left today!
If card is missing, send coupon, or

CALL TOLL FREE:

l-800''572^1607ext. 1279
Call anytime, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Visit our website at www.harcourt-ieaming.com

On the Web, enter this TO#: PFYS81S

I
la I
>-1
3l

t

Harcourt
Learning Direct

Student Service Center

Dept. PFYS81S
925 Oak vSirccT. Scranion. P.A 18515-0700

YES! Please send me FREE information about how 1
can learn PC repair skills at home. No oWigation.
Please check one of the following:

□ 27 PC Repair Program
(includes A-t-' Cert. Test Prep, materials)

□ 44 A+® CertificationTest Preparation
(materials only) Cmijiciiii.' IVujjram

Name _Age

Street

City/State

Phone (

_Apt. #

^Zip
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Atlantis; The LostEmpi
If only it had stayed lost

Movie tie-in games don't need to
be bad. For Instance, there is...

Well, there is...

Okay, so they do need to be bad. It's
an unwritten rule. Perhaps it's even
written in some little comer of an SDK

manual; "When developing a game
based on a movie, always make it suck."
The folks at Zombie have certainly taken
such advice to heart in giving us
The LostEmpire, a game with so little to
warrant a recommendation that even

the page spent smacking it silly seems
like a waste, except as a warning.
The first clue that you're in for a slap

dash experience comes from the lithtech
logo on the box. With the notable excep
tion of No One Lives Forever, Lithtech is
the engine of choice for cheap, quick
games. It says to the customer, "This game
wasn't worth the effort of paying for
Quake or Unreal." In the right hands,
Lithtech can be a competent, if not great,
engine. With Atlantis, it's a little harder
to gauge its abilities because the game
deliberately affects a cartoon-like visual
style to emulate the movie. Textures are
flat, bland, and lifeless, while environ
ments are simplistic and uninspired. The
abysmal white-out effects used for snow
and smoke reveal Lith's failings at
translucency, while heavy use of fogging

Animal, vegetable, or mineral?
This is... Actually, we don't know

what it is, but it's a good example of
the fine character models in Atlantis.

We hope the monsters in the

movie look better than this.

betrays its inability to do distance ren
dering. Both of these failings are to the
game's detriment, adding visual confu
sion to an already muddled experience.
That experience is terse, to say the

least. For no apparent reason, the game
is broken into two sections: "Search for

the Journal" and "Trial by Fire." The
former offers three blink-and-you-miss-
them levels that manage to account for
15 minutes of game time only because
rotten control and perspective force you
to replay one level about 10 times to
get it just right. Tli is episode is supposed
to be some kind of introduction leading
into "Trail by Fire," which one would
assume is the long game.
One would be wrong. "Trail by Fire"

does have 18 or so

micro-levels, but

even the younger
gamers this title is
geared for will be
hard-pressed to
squeeze more than
an hourandahalf

out of it. Each level

takes just a few
minutes to navi

gate. Some places,
such as the caves,

take a little longer,
thanks to an

appalling layout
and complete dark-
ness. (Nothing
gooses playtime
better than stum

bling around in
the dark.)

The point of the game is cryptic in
the extreme, demanding familiarity
with the movie. We had no clue who

the people talking to us were, or why
we were doing what we were doing.
Some rudimentary puzzle solving
(bringing item A to location B) and lots
of silly, child-friendly "combat" are
the dominant gameplay elements.
Control is a nightmare, with third-
person flying and submarine sequences
that rank among the very worst we've
experienced. Creature models are ama
teurish, and the interface bar takes up
too much of the screen. Five different

weapons and tools are available, but
their functions tend to be unclear and

they are never visible onscreen. A few
multiplayer modes are available, but
good luck finding anyone to play against,
even with the included GameSpy sup
port.

Atlantis is the very definition of a lazy
knock-off done merely to support the
release of a motion picture. It serves no
purpose but to help spread the Atlantis
brand more liberally about the shelves,
joining the toys, sheets, shirts, and
Happy Meals. It's a lunchbox for the
Electronics Boutique.

—THOMAS MCDONALD

VERIICl
Atlantis: The Lost Empire
DISNEY INTERACTIVE

The scenes from the movie look nice.

Short game times, clumsy controls, and boring,
terse levels.

800.9003234 vvww.disneyinterad3ve.com

$25
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Software Stiakedown
Two games. Two design apps. 'Nuff said

Reviews

Acrolial 0
The days before PDF
(portable document format)
were dark indeed, littered

with bland te>ct files and

bloated attempts to embed

text and graphics in a

universal document format

Adobe's PDF is now such a

mature standard, however,

that most of the new

capabilities in Acrobar5.0

are strictly special-interest

WHAT WE UKE: Acrobat 5.0 can automatically convert text and graphics

from compiled PDFs to standard desktop formats. Adobe has finally
caught up with the movement to 128-bit encryption. Design teams will love
the collaboration, markup, and sign-off tools. The new PalmOS PDF reader
(free separate download) and tags help improve the rendering of
documents on tiny displays.

WHAT WE HATE: Adobe solved the universal-document problem back In

Acrobat 2.0. Since then, the company's been more worried about content
security issues, such as preventing clipping and printing, than making a
better document format

-JASON COMPTON

iUranrMff VERDICT: 8
$250, Adobe, www.adabe.com, 888.724.4508

Half-life: Blue Shift
Half-Life is over three years

old, and the Opposmg Force
expansion pack is over a

year and a half old. But the

game is still one of the most
popular on the net (thanks
to the Counter-Strike mod).

Blue Sbift includes the full

. Opposing Force add-on

(there's a rebate for owners

of the previous Opposing

Force edition), new graph

ics, and a fun little episode featuring security guard Barney Calhoun. Ifs
nice, but is it worth the money? All things said and done, we'd much

rather have Half-Life 2. thank you very much.
WHAT WE LIKE: The same excellent pacing, mood, and artificial intelli
gence of the previous games. Though old, Half-Life is still very cool, and
a new Wa/f-Lz/e episode is a welcome treat for fans.
WHAT WE HATE: The price is too high for what you get, the graphics

engine is too old to compete with modern shooters, and tiie new episode
contains no new monsters or weapons whatsoever.

—ANDREWS. BUB

AMNir/V VERDICT: 5
$29, Sierra Stiidios, www.sierra.com, 877.446.0184

Offroad Bedneck Racino
Racing games sometimes

need a little attitude to

appeal to non-motorsports

fans. Can Offroad Redneck

Racing muster enough
monster-truck madness to

do the trick? It comes

packed with 16 highly
detailed tracks and 16 differ

ent scenes, which makes for

more combinations than you

can master in a week of

playing. The multiplayer mode comes ready to drive traffic through your
LAN, but there won't be many road rage incidents since only six players
can compete at a time.

WHAT WE LIKE; The levels are beautifully decorated and nicely comple
ment the crazy monster trucks. The soundtrack is full of pumping beats,
and it sounds great even when you're flipping upside down and crashing
into rocks.

WHAT WE HATE: It's lots of fun for young gamers. Look elsewhere if

you're into more subtlety in PC games,
—TUAN NGUYEN

VERDICT: B
S13, Interplay Inteiacnvc, vvww.interplay.com. 949.553.6678

lyiediator 6 Pro
Multimedia authoring for

the web or CD-ROM has

become a serious and com

plex business, complete with
dense scripting languages

such as Macromedia's

Lingo. With Mediator 6 Pro,
you don't need to attend
night-school classes just to
build your own multimedia
content The program isn't

as intuitive for the novice as

it purports to be, but it's a full-featured package for the price and supports
typical formats, such as animated GIFs, as well as advanced tools, such
as dynamic HTML.
WHAT WE LIKE: For the budget-conscious looking for a quick multimedia

fix, Mec/zafor 5 Pro offers a stable short-term solution and plenty of tem
plates for multimedia authoring neophytes.
WHAT WE HATE: The quirky interface has endless fields laid out in vertical

rows. And the export format is incompatible with other multimedia author

ing applications.
—EDWARD CHAMPION

MWM/i; VERDICT: B
S400, Matchwars, www.iiiatcbwarc.net, 949.727.0450
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"The fastest PC we've ever tested, bar none!"
-Maximum PC
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EVOLVE

HIVE MIIMD^"

AMD Thunderbird'" Processor at 1.2 GHz

High-Performance HeatsinK/Cooling System
VIA KT133 Chipset Motherboard

Virtual Channel 128MB SDRAM (PC-133)

Black Floppy Drive 1.44MB
40GB 7200RPM Hard Drive Ultra ATAIOO

NVtDIA GeForce2 GTS" 64MB DDR

Koolmaxx'" Video Cooling System
SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound Card

Altec Lansing ACS54 5-Piece

Speaker & Subwoofer System
Pioneer 16X/40X DVD Player

Black ATX Mid-Tower Case 300 Watt PS

Microsoft Internet Keyboard

Microsoft Intellimouse

U.S. Robotics V,90 56K Voice/Data/Fax Modem

Intel* PRO/100 S Network Interface Card

Microsoft Windows Millennium OS

1-Year Toll-Free 24/7 Technical Support

with Aliencare On-Site Home Service

Personalized Owner's Manual

Optimized & Configured for High-Performance
FREE FUNG Technical Surface Pad

sn.aaa.ao
Financing as low as $41/M0., 48 MOS.

AURORA ODR "

AMD Athlon" Processor at 1.4 GHz 266 FSB

High-Performance Heatsink/Coolmg System
AMD 761 DDR Chipset Motherboard

256MB DDR SDRAM (PC-2100)

Black Floppy Drive 1.44MB

60GB 7200RPM Hard Drive Ultra ATAIOO

NVIDIAGeForceS nFlnite-FX" 64MB DDR

Koolmaxx'" Video Cooling System

SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound Card

Klipsch ProMedIa v.2 4.1 THX 400 Watt
Speaker & Subwoofer System

Pioneer 16X/40X DVD Player

Plexwriter 16Xfl0X/40X CD-RW IDE

Black ATX Mid-Tower Case 300 Watt PS

Black 107-Enhanced Keyboard
Microsoft Intellimouse Explorer

U.S. Robotics V.90 56K Voice/Data/Fax Modem

Intel* PRO/100 S Network Interface Card

Microsoft Windows Millennium OS

1-Year Toll-Free 24/7 Technical Support
with Aliencare On-Site Home Service

Personalized Owner's Manual

Optimized & Configured for High-Performance
FREE FUNC Technical Surface Pad

SSjSas.aa
Financing as low as $66/MO., 48 MOS.

MJ-nSDDR"'

Dual AMD Athlon" Processors at 1.2 GHz 266 FSB

High-Performance Heatslnk/Cooling System
AMD-TeO" MR Chipset Motherboard

256MB DDR SDRAM (PC-2100)

Black Floppy Drive 1.44MB

36GB 10,000 RPM Hard Drive Ultral60 SCSI

NVIDIA GeForce3 nFinite-FX" 64MB DDR

Koolmaxx" Video Ckjoling System

SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound Card

Klipsch ProMedia v.2 4.1 THX 400 Watt
Speaker & Subwoofer System
Pioneer 16X/40X DVD Player

Plexwriter 16X/10X/40X CD-RW IDE

Charcoal Dragon Full-Tower ATX Case 460 Watt PS
Black 107-Enhanced Keyboard

Microsoft intellimouse Explorer
U.S. Robotics V.90 56K Voice/Data/Fax Modem

Intel* PRO/100 S Network Interface Card

Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional

1-Year Toll-Free 24/7 Technical Support
with Aliencare On-Site Home Service

Personalized Owner's Manual

Optimized & Configured for High-Performance
FREE FUNC Technical Surface Pad

S3,4aa.ao
Financing as low as S96/M0., 48 MOS.

□
u
ui
a.

S4/7 Toll-Free an-Sit:e Technical Support
Be a proud owner of an Alienware® machine with its legendary performance. You can
rest assured ttiat it will be backed up with 24/7 toll-free, on-site technical support. You
can customize it online or have an experienced member of our staff guide you in cus
tomizing a machine for your specific needs. Alienware®, the fastest system you'll ever
use. Our slogan holds true; build it as if it were your own.

ALIEIMWARE.CaiVI
^3465 Southwest ̂ 31 Street Miami, Florida 33186
TOLL FREE: Saa-4S4-33BS

MOIMITORS
17" NEC 75F
17" NECFE750-I-
19" NEC 95F
19" NEC FE950+
22" NEC FEl 250-1-

.25dp $209.00

.25dp $299.00

.24dp $329.00

.25dp $389.00

.25dp $769.00
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DVD PROFESSIONAL

(www.tyberpowerpc.com/iybeipower/dvdpfof.htnil)
• Inle! leSO (hipsel USfiU 100 4X ACP MAIN 80ARD
• 256U8PC3II0 RAMSyS Memory
• bOGSUltioOMAIOOHoid Drive

• NVIDIA GeFORCE-3 64MB DDR w/IV Out Video Cord
• I6X DVD-ROM

• 12X10X32 CD-RW Drive

• Creotive Lob Sound Blasler Uve 5.1

• Creotive Cambridge SoundWorks Desktop
Hieoler 5.1 DTT2200 Surround Sound System

• 19" VIEWSONIC E90.22MM 1800x 1500 SVGA

• 3(0M US'Robotk 56K V.90 Fox Modem w/ Voice
• Mitsumil.44MB Floppy Drive
• Micrssofl PS2 Intelli Internet Xeyboord
• Microsoft USE OPIiCAl Intelli ExplKer Mouse
• AIXMediutii Tower Cose w/3D0WottUL
• Microsoft Windows Mdlenrrium or 96 2nd Edition
• CORELWORDPERFECT OFFICE 20C0 Of Mioosoft Work 2001

• Norton AnIi Virus 200)

• One Yeor On Site Service +$29

Intel Pentium IV 2000 S 2139 Msoti

Intel Pentium IV 1700 S 1925 M8012

Intel Pentium IV 1500 S 1814 M80I3

Intel Pentium IV 1400 S 1749 M8014

Inlel Pentium IV 1300 S172S ueots

• JUNE 2001 Computet Buyer's Guide Best Buy
• VIA XT-133A 266MH2 FSB 4X AGP MAIN BOARD

• 256 MB P033 SDRAM

• 30 GB 7200 RPM Ultro UDMA100 Haid Drive

• ATI RADEON VE 32MB DDR Dual Monhot uul Video Coid

• I6XDV0-R0M

•32X8X4 ElOECDRW DRIVE

• CREATIVE lAB SOUND BUSTER UVE VALUE

• AJEC UHSING ACS 54 Subwoofer System
• l9'.26MMSVGAColorMoixt6r

• ZOOM 56X V.90 Fax Modem
• Mitsumll .44 MB Noppy Drive
• P$2 Wln98 Mullime^ XeifboonI
• PS2 inlernei Mouse w/Wbed
• ATX Medium Tower Cose w/300Vton III
• Microsoft Windows Mtlleantan or 98 2Ad Edition
•CORa WORD PSIFEaOFnCE 2000

• FREE One Yeor On Site Service

AMD ATHLON 1.4GHZ S 1095 MKSOt

AMD ATHLON 1.33GHZ SI069 mkbo7

AMD ATHLON I.2GHZ S 1029 hkbo3

AMDATHLON 1.13GHZ S 1025 mkso4

AMD ATHLON 1.0GHZ S1019 mkbos

AMD ATHLON 900 S 999 texsoe

DVD DREAM

(www.cyberpowerpc.com/cybetpowei/dvddieom.htmll
• DFI 1350 Chipset MB (PIV) or 694 4x AGP (Pill)
• I23M.BPCBD0RDRAM(PIV) or 128MB PC133(PIII)

•40 GE Ultra DMA 100 Herd Drive

• ATI RADEON-VE 32MB ODR w/ Durd-Heod
Monitor Output i 1V-out Video Coid

• 8X4X32 CD-RW Driver

• 12X DVD-ROM

• 19' .26MM 1800 x 1400SVGAManitoi

• AC97 BDWoveioble Sound

• 450 Won Subwoofer Syslem w/ Soielllte Speakers
'Add a Zip Drive $59
• ZOOM 56X V.90 Fox Modem w/Voice
• Mtsuni 1.44 MB Floppy Drive
• PS2 Wifl9B Keyboard & Internet Mouse
• ATX Medium Tower Cose w/ 300 WoN UL
• MicrosoFt Vrindows MSennium or 9B 2nd Editton

• COREL WOROPERFEa OFRCE 2000 at Mioosaft Work 2001

• One Yeor On Site Servite +S29

Intel Pentium IV 1700 SI24S umt

Intel Pentium IV 1500 SII49 mbozj

Intel Pentium IV 1400 S 1075 M8023

Intel Pentium III 1000 S 959 MBt)24

Intel Pentium III 866 S 925 Meo2s

Intel CELERON 800 S 835 M8026

Intel CEURON 766 S 825 Mao27

AMD ATHLON SPECIAL !lll!!!

' AMD 761 266 MHZ FSB 4X AGP MAIN BOARD

' 256 MB PC266 PC2I00 DDR Memory
' 4DGSUIIro DMA 100 Herd Drive

' NVIDIA GeFORCE-2 MX 400 64MS 4X AGP Video Cord

' I2XDVD-ROM

' Creolive Lob Sound Blaster Lhre Sound Cord

' 450 Wott Subwoofer Speoker System
' 17' VIEWSONIC E70.27MMSVGAMoniloi

' ZOOM 56KV.9D Fox Modem w/Yoke
' MItsumi 1.44 MB Floppy Drive
' PS2 Win98 Xeyboord & Inlernei Mouse

■ ATX Medium Tower Cose w/ 300 Wott UL
' MIcrosoltsoft Windows Millenntum or 98 2nd Edition
' Corel WordPerfect Ofh'ce 2000 orMicioscft Work 2001
Spe()r)ii|l8x4i32CDRW»/40CDRDisk +S79
Otse Yeor On Sit# Service +529

AMDATHLON 1.4GHZ

AMDATHLON I.33GHZ

AMD ATHLON 1.2GHZ

AMDATHLON 1.13GHZ

AMD ATHLON l.OGHZ

AMD ATHLON 900

AMD DURON 850

AMD DURON 800

S999

S979

S945

S935

5 929

5 909

5 879

5 869

MA701

MA702

MX703

MA704

m705

MA7Q6

IM707

WOB

• DFI CA64 VIA 694 4X AGP UDMA 100 MAIN BOARO

• 256MB PC133SDRAM

• 40 GB UhroOMAlOO Hard Drive

• ATI EXPERT 2U0 32MB ACP Video Coid

• 12X DVD-ROM

• AC97 30 Wovetnble Sound

• 450 Wott Subwoofei System w/ Satellite Speokets
• ZOOM 56K V.90 Fax Modem

• MItsumi 1.44 MS Floppy Drive
• PS2 Win9B Xeyboord S Irtlernel Mouse
• AFX Medium Tower Cose w/ 250 Wott UL
• MioDSolt Windows Mllennium or 98 2nd Edition

• CORaWORDPERFEn OFDCE 20DO or MIciosofi Work 2001
•17-.27MMSVGA+S159

• One Yeor On Site Servite +S29

Intel Pentium III 1000 5 659 mbosi

Intel Pentium III 933 S 645 M8032

Intel Pentium IJI 866 S 625 m8033

Intel Pentium III 850 5 619 M8034

Intel CELERON 800 5 529 M803S

IntelCELERON 766 5 525 Meo36

Intel CELERON 733 5 519 M8037

GAMER PRO DVD

• DFI leSO Chipset MB (PIV) or 694 4x AGP (Pill)
• )2e MB PC800 RDRAM (PIV) or 128MB PC]33 (Pill)
• 40GSUflroDMA 100 Hard Drive

• NVIDIA GeFORCE-2 MX 400 32M8 AGP Video Card

• BX4X32 CD-RW Drive

• 12X DVD-ROM

• CRUTIVE UB SOUND BUSTER LIVE VALUE

• ALTEC UNSING AQ 54 Subwoofer System
•17' .27MMSVGA Monitor

• ZOOM 56KV.90 Fox Modem w/Voice
• Mllsumil.44 MB Fl^py Drive
• PS2 Win96 Keyboord & Internet blouse
• ATX Medium Tower Case w/ 300 Watt UL
• Mkrosofi Windows Millennium or 98 2nd Edition

• COREL WORDPERFEQ DFFIQ 2000 or Mictosofl Wbik 2001

• One Yeor On Site Seme +S29

Intel Pentium IV 1700 5 1239 MBOXt

Intel Pentium IV 1500 5 1145 Mao72

Intel Pentium IV 1400 5 1069 Mao73

Intel Pentium Ni l 000 5 955 msoxx

Intel Pentium III 866 5 919 mbo75

Intel CELERON 800 5 825 mbq/o

Intel CELERON 766 5 819 m9077

iiiWsiBUY
• Intel 1850 Oiipsel UDMA IDO 4X AGP MAIN BOARD
• 128NBPCeOORAM8U5MEMORY

• 40 G8 Ultio DMA 100 Hard Drive

• ATI RADEOH-VE 32mb DDR w/ Dool-Heod
Monttof Output S IV-oul Video Card

• 12X10X32 CD-RW DRIVE

• 16X DVD-ROM

• Creolive Lab Sound BlostH Live

• AITEC UNSING ACS 54 SiAwoofet System
• ZOOM 56X V.90 Fox Mortem w/Voice
• MllsumI 1.44 MB Floppy Drive
• PS2Win98 Keyboord & Internet Mouse
• ATX Medium Tower (use w/ 300 Wott UL
• MioosoftWindows Millennium or 98 2nd Edition

• CORa WDRDPERFEQ OFFICE 2000 or Microsoft Work 2001

• One Yeor On Site Seivke +529

• 19" .26MMSVGA Color Monitor +S23S

Intel Pentium IV 2000 5 1359 mfsoi

Intel Pentium IV 1700 5 1143 urao?

Intel Pentium iV1500 S 1045 MF803

Intel Pentium IV 1400 5 969 mf804

Intel Pentium IV 1300 5 945 mfbos

GAMER XTREME DVD

> AMD 761 266MHZ FSB DDR MAIN BOARD

' 512MB PC266 PC21DO DDR Memory
'60 GB Ultro DMA10Q Hard Drive
' NVIDIA CeFORCE-3 Ultra 64MB w/IV Out Wdeo Cord
' 16XDVD.R0M

' 12X1DX32 DVD-ROM

' Creative Lab Sound Blester live Value S.l

' Creolive Combiidge SoundWoiks Desktop
Theater 5.1 DTT22G0 Surround Sound System

' 19'VIEWSONICE790.22MHSV6A Monitor

' DIAMOND SUPRA 56K V.90 Fax Modem

' MItsumi 1.44 MB Floppy Drive
' Mictosofl PS2 Intelli Internet Keyboard
' MictosottPSZInlelli Mouse w/Wheel
' ATX lAedium Tower Cose w/ 300 WoN UL
' Mluosoltsoft Windows Millennium or 9B 2nd Edition

' Cote! WordPerfect OFfke 2000
' One Yeoi On Site Seivke +S29

AMDATHLON 1.4GHZ 5 1679 Moeai

AMDATHLON 1.33GHZ 5 1653 mdbo:

AMD ATHLON 1.26H2 5 1619 Moeoa

AMDATHLON 1.13GHZ 5 1609 MDeo4

AMDATHLON l.OGHZ 5 1605 mdbos

AMD ATHLON 900 5 1585 mobqa

HnP://WWW.aBERPOWERINC.COM • ORDER TOLL FREE (888)937-5580



Cyberpower Inc.

Product Guide

A«0 IHUTOEraftOOUftON CUSTOM BUILC SYSTEM
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PC CONFIGURATOR

Select the Most Advance Components

Add the Popular Options Like Zip, CDRW,
Printers and More

Instant Quote on Hundreds of Custom

Made Models

AMD BEST BUY

• VIA iai33A 266 fAHZ FSB AX AGP MAIN SOAIID

• 128MB PC133SBRAM

• AOGBUIiro DMA 100 Hard Dm

• HVIDIA TNT2 M64 32MB 3D AGP Video Card

• 56X CO-ROM

• AC97 3D Wovelobie Soural (cid
• 12D-Won Power Stereo Speokers
• ZOOM PCI 56K V.90 Fox Modem w/Voke
• Mrtsumi 1.44 MB Floppy Drive
• 108 KEYWinSBXey^rd&lnteniel Mouse
• Medium lower Case w/ 250 Won UL
• MircouHioh Windows MlDennium or 9B 2nd Edition

• Corel Wordperfed OFfke 2000 or Ayuosoft Work 2001
• 17'.27MMSVGAMonitor ■^S)65
• One Year On Site Service -i'S29

AMD ATHLON 1.4GHZ S 625 Mcaoi
AMD ATHLON 1.33GHZ S 595 meso2
AMD ATHLON 1.2GHZ S 559 mesos
AMDATHLON I.13GHZ S549 mesoa
AMD ATHLON 1.0GHZ S 545 mebos
AMD ATHLON 900 S 529 mepos
AMD DURON S50 S 495 mebo;
AMD DURON 800 S489 mebqb

ATHLON LIGHTNING DVD

• VIA i(T133A 266 MHZ FSB 4X AGP MAIN BOARD
>256 MB PC133 SDRAM
>40GBUIiro DMA 100 RPM Hard Drive
> NViDiA GeFORCE-2 MX 400 64MB 4X AGP Video Cord
• 12X DVD-ROM

>8X4X32 CDRW Drive
>AC97 SDWoveioble Sound Cord
> ALTEC LANSING ACS 33 Subwoofer System
>19'.26MMSVGAMonitar
> ZOOM S6X V.90 Fox Modem w/Voke
> Mitsumi 1.44 MB Fi^py Drive
> PS2 Win9B Keyboard & Inlernel Mouse
> ATX Mediunt Tower Ctse tv/ 3D0 Wott UL
> MiuosoFtsoh Windows MSetuxutn or 98 2nd Edition
> Corel Woidperlcct Ollice 2000 or Microsofi Woik 2001
> One Year On Site Setvire +529

AMD ATHLON 1.4GHZ
AMDATHLON I.33GHZ
AMDATHLON 1.2GHZ
AMDATHLON I.13GHZ
AMDATHLON I.OGHZ
AMD ATHLON 900
AMD DURON 850
AMD DURON 800

S 1019
S995
S956
S949
5 945
5 925
5 895
5 885

MH80I

MII802

MII803

MII8D4

MH805

MH8D6

MH807

MHB08

ATHLON BEST BUY

■ VIA KT133A 266 MHZ FSB 4X AGP MAIN BOARD
• 256MB PCi33 SDRAM
• 4DGBUllta DMA 100 Hotd Drive
• HVIDIA GeFORCE-2 MX 200 32MB 4X AGP Video Cord
• 12XDV0-RCM
• AC97 3D Wovelable Sound Cord
• 24D-Wait Power Stereo leakers System
• ZOOM 56K V.90 Fox Modem w/Voice
• Mitsumi 1.44 MB Floppy Drive
• PS2 WinBB Xeybooid S internet House
■ATX Medium Tower Cose w/ 250 Watt UL
• Mirrosohsoh Windows MiBennium or 98 2nd Edition
• Corel WordPerfect Otike 2000 or MirrosoFt Work 2001
• l9*.26MMSVGAHonitor 45235
• One Yeor On Site Service 4529

AMD ATHLON 1.4GH2
AMD ATHLON 1.33GHZ
AMD ATHLON T.2GHZ
AMD ATHLON 1.13GHZ
AMD ATHLON I.OGHZ

AMD ATHLON 900

AMD DURON 850

AMD DURON 800

5 685 MJ80I
5 655 Mi802
5 619 MJ803
5 609 MJ804
5 605 MJ805
5 585 MJ806
5 555 MJ807
5 549 WJ808

PC THEATER BESTBUY

> VIA KT-133A 266MHZ FSB 4X AGP MAIN BOARD
• S12MBPn33 SDRAM
>40 GB Ultra DMA 100 Hard Drive
> AH Rodeon VE 32MB DDR Duo! Monitor Output Video Coid
> 16X DVD-ROM
> (reotive Lob Sound Blosler Live Value 5.1
> Creative tombridgo SoundWoiks Desk Top

Tbeoter 5.1 DTT220Ei Surround Sound System
> pa 56K V.90 Rix Modem
> Block 1.44 MB Floppy Drivo
> Block PS2 Internet Keyboard
> BlockPS2tnIemelMoww/Wheel
> Block Stylisb ATX Me£um Tower Cose 3D0 Watt UL

• Microsoft Windows Millennium or 98 2nd Edition
» Coiel WordPerfect Otlice 2000 or Hictosoft Work 2001
• Optiond Block 19" .26 MM SVGA 45335
• One Yeor On Site Service 4529

AMDATHLON 1.4GHZ 5 905 Msott
AMD ATHLON 1.336HZ 5 875 U80t2
AMDATHLON 1.2GHZ 5 839 m80I3
AMD ATHLON 1.13GHZ 5 829m80I4
AMDATHLON I.OGHZ 5 825 msois
AMD ATHLON 900 MHZ 5 809 ixboio
AMD DURON 850 5 775 mboi7

4802 Little John St.,
Baldwin Park, CA 91706

Tel: (626)813-7730
Fax: (626)813-3810
Technical Support (877)876-4965
Hour:

.M. ~ 6:00P.M.

vys4

• Price subiecl to change vn'ihoul notice.

gamer XTREME BSD

OBG
H

BEST
BUY

• AMD 761 266MHZ FSB DDR MAIN BOARD
• 256 MB P(266 DDR Memory
• 60 GB Uitro DMA 100 Herd Drive
• NVIDIA 6eF0RCE-2 MX 40064MB DOR 4X AGP Wdeo
Cord
• 16X DVD-ROM

•CREATIVE LAB SOUND BUSIER LIVE VALUE .
• ALTEC UNSING ACS 54 SubwnoLec System
• 19' VIEWSONIC £790.22MM SVGA Monitor
• ZOOM 56K V.90 Fox Hodiem
• Mitsumi 1.44 MB Floppy Drive
• PS2 W]n98 Moltimedio Keyboord
• PS2 intemel Mouse w/ Wheel
• ATX Mediom Tower Cose w/ 300 Woll UL
• Microsofi Windows Millenriurn or 98 2nd Editi<m
• COREL WORDPER«a OFFICE 2000
• Free One Year On ^e Service

AMD ATHLON 1.4GHZ S 1295 miboi
AMDATHLON T.33GHZ
AMDATHLON 1.2GHZ
AMDATHLON 1.13GHZ
AMD ATHLON 1 GHZ
AMD ATHLON 900

5 1 265 MLB02
5 1229 i4ieo3
5 1215 Mieo4
5 1209 Mieos
5 1195 Ht606

Now simpiy enter the "C-Volue (ode'
on our web site to get ibe latest prices

(www.cybEtpowctpc.com/cybeipowef/hcraeenlet.htmil
• VIA XT-I33A 266MHZ FSB 4X AGP MAIN BOARD
• 256 MB PCI 33 SDRAM
• 40 GB UlltG DMA 100 Hotd Drive
• NVIDIA THT-2 M64 32M8 4X AGP Wdeo Cord
• S6X CD-ROM
• AC97 30 Woveloble knind Cord
• )20-Watt Power Stereo Speakers
• ZOOM 56K V.90 Fox Modiemw/Voiro
• Mitsumi 1.44 MB Flo|^y Drive
• Windows 98 Keyboard & internet Mouse
• Medium Tower Case
• One Year On Site Service 4S29

AMDATHLON 1.4 GHZ

AMDATHLON T.3 GHZ

AMDATHLON 1.2 GHZ
AMD ATHLON 1 GHZ

AMD DURON 850
AMD DURON 800

5 556
5 529
5 489
5 479
5 429
5 419

MSO&t

Me0i2

Me063

MB084

MB06S

MBOSe
p , n f Mon-Fri 8:30A.M. ~ 6:00P.
b yb V/ tl' iu C. Sat 9:30A.M. ~ 3:00P.M.
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Oumetrijc Data Systems

is a recagnized

"tap manufacturer"

of AMD processor-based

desktop PCs

and workstations.

Can Tan Free

-181-333P

W W. S U^R E D E A L

V\f W W. O U M E T R I X . C O

AMD Athjon 14GHzDDR System
SYS-AM1400 DDR

AMD Athlon 1_.3GH^
SYS-AMl 300 DDR

...AMD Athlon 12GH
SYS-AMl 200

.AMDAthlon IJG
SYS-AMllOO

t AMDAthlonT1iunderblidl.46H2Processor > AMD Athlon Ttiunderblrd],3GHz Processor » AMD AltilonThunderblrd1.2GHz Processor > MID Athlon Thunderbirdl.lGffz Processor

t VIA KT266 Chipset DDR FSB@20CI/266MH2
Motherixtard

» VIA KF266 Chipset DDR FS8@200/266MH2
Motherboard

t VIA KTI33A Chipset 4X AGP FSB@200/266MH2
Motherboard

» VIA Kn33A Chipset 4X AGP F5B@200/266MH2
Motherboord

) 256MB DDR SDRAM

t 406B Ultra DMA-100 7200RPM Hard Drive

» 16X DVD-ROM Drive

1 1.44M8 Floppy Drive

i Diamond Multimedia Supra Mox 56K
V

»  128MB DDR Memory

» -JOGB Ultra DMA-100 7200RPM Hard Drive

»  16X DVD-ROM Drive

» 1,44MB Floppy Drive

I 128MB STRAM

» 30GB UftraDMA-100 5400RPM Hard Drive

» 12X DVD-ROM Drive

1 1.44M8 Floppy Drive

,90PCI Modem

» 64MB DDR SDRAM nVIDAGeforce2 GTS
Grophics Accelerator

1 Creative labs ScHjnd Btoster LivelValue
Sound Card

1 Creative Lobs Cambrictoe PCWorks
Four Pcml Surrourxl FPSlOOO
Speaker/Subwoofer

t Microsoll Keyboard

1 MIcrosolt Mouse

t Mid Tower Chassis with 300Waii
UL Power Supply

» MicrosotI Windows Millennium OS

t 19',25mml600xl200SVGAColorMonitor

i DIomond Multimedia Supra Max 66K
Y9Q PCI Modem

» Diamond Multimedia Supro Max 56K
V,90 PCI Modem

i ATI Rodeon VE 32MB DDR Dual Head
4X Graphics Accelerator

I PC Theater 3D Sound w/6-Channel
Speoker Support

1 Creative Labs Cambridge PCWorks
FPSfoiFour Point Surround FPSrOGO

^jeaker/Subwoofer

► Microsoft Keyboard
♦ Microsoft Mouse

1 Mid Tower Chossis with 300Wa11
UL Power Supply

1 Microsoft Windows Millennium OS

>  17'.27mml280xl024 SVGAColorMonifor

» 32MBnVIDIAGelorc62MX200
4X Graphics Accelerator

» PC Theater 3D Sound w/6-Channel
Speaker Support

* Midiland 452 6-F^ece Pow«ed Speaker
with Hondy Desktop Control F4odule

F Microsoft Keyboard
F Microsoft Mouse

F Mid Tower Chassis with 300Watt
UL Power Supply

F Microsoft Windows Millennium OS

F 17" .27mm 1280x1024 SVGA Color Monitor

F 12SMB SDRAM
F 30GBUItraDMA-1005400RPMHordOrive
F 12X DVD-ROM Drive
F 1.44M8 Floppy Drive
F 56KV.90 PCI Full Duplex Modem
F 32MBnVlDIATNI2M64

Grophics Accei^ator
F 3D PCI AC97 Codec Audio
F Midilond 432 Subwoofer Speaker System

with Wired Remote Control
F Microsoft Keyboard
F Microsoft Mouse
F Mid Tower Chassis with 30CWott

UL Power Suptfy
F Microsoft V^ndows Millennium OS
F 17" .27mm 1280x1024 SVGA Color Monitor
F All l.lGHzSerlesSystems utilize

AMD Recommended Motherboards

F AII1.4GHZ Series Systems utilize
AMD Recommend^ Motherboards

F All 1.3GHz Series Systems utilize
AMD Recommended Motherboards

F All 1.2GHz Series Systems utilize
AMD Recommended Motherboards

$ 1265 $ 1035 $ 825 $ 765

c CUMETRIX
DATA SYSTEMS

Cumetrix Recommended Upgrade;
Upgrade to 256MB DDR Memrxy: Add 8 50

Cumetrix Recommended Upgrade: Cumetrix Recommended Upgrade;

Upgrade to nVIDlA Geforce2 GTS 64MB DDR
Graphics: Add $ 60

Upgrade to AMD Athlon Ihunderbird
1.3'5Hz Processor: Add S 35

Upgrade to AMD Athlon 1.2GH2 Processor:
Add $15

Upgrade to 256MB SDRAM: Add $ 35
Upgrode to Scxind Blaster Ltvel Value Sound
Card: Add $35

Upgrade to 40GB Ultro DMA-lOO Hard Drive:
Add $15

Upgrade to AMD Athilon 1.3GHz Processor:
Add $45

877-787-3332
Upgrade to 12X8X32 CD-RW Drive: Add $ 60

Upgrade to 19* .25mm 1600x1200 Color
Monitor: Add $ 99

Upgrode to 64M3 nVIDIA Geforce2 MX40Q
4X Grophics Accelerator: Add $ 25

Upgrade to 16X Tosh^ DVD-ROM Drive:
Add $20



BUNDLE PACKAGES

» AMD Duion 800MH: Processor w/ MSI lfl.E133 (VIA KLE)33 FSB@200/266) Motherboard, 128MB SDRAM and AMD Recommended Cooling Fan $ 169

» AMD Duron 900MHz Processor w/MSiKLE133 (VIA KLE133FSB@200/266) Motherboard, 128MB SDRAM and AMD Recommended Cooling Fon $ 199

F WMDT-Bird IGHz Processor w/Cholntech7AiV5 (VIA I0M133A, FSB@200/2661 Motherboard, 128MB SDRAM and AMD Recommended Cooting Fan $ 240

» AMD T-Blrd l.lGHz Processor w/ Cholntech 7AJA2 (VIA iai33A, FSB@200/266) Mottieiboard, 128MB SDRAM and AMD Recommended Cooling Fan $ 240

» AMD T-Birdl.2GH2 Processor w/MSI K7T Turbo lite (VIA iai33A,FSB@200/266) Motherboard, i28MB SDRAM and AMD Recommended Cooling Fan $ 255

> AMD T-Bird 1.3GH2 Processor w/ MSI K7T266 Pro (VIA 1(1266 DDR FSB@20D/ 266Mh2) Motherboord, 128MB DDR Memory and AMD Recommended Cooling Fan 360

I AMD T-Bird 1.4GHz Processor w/MSI K7T266 Pro (VIA KT266 DDR FSB@200/266Mhz) Motherboard, 128MB DDR Memory and AMD Recommended Cooling Fan 395

U.5UR rj
LJ

o/ I
riJc rj -j,

Oumetrix Data Systems is a provider of pre-configured

and customized personai computers.

Aii systems are thorougtiiy tested and pass our extensive Quality

Assurance Process in our state of the art U.S. facility prior to shipment.

Socl<et A AIVID Athlon / Duron

» Cholntech im
VIA KM133A {@200/266,6 Ch. Sound) .,,.$90

» Cholntech 7AJA2
VIA KTl 33A (@200/266,6 Ch. Sound) $ 90

» Choinlech 7VJD2
VIA KT266 DDR (@200/266,6 Ch.Sound).$ 115

♦ MS1KLE133
V1AKLE133 [FSB@200/266} $75

' W St33A^S^200/2661 $95 am audioExcel
t MSI K7T266 Pro

VIA 10266 DDR (FSB@200/266) $ 135

^Seagate
Seagate

t 206B100/5400RPM $84

t 30GB 100/5400RPM $94

t 40GB100/S400RPM $104

t 40GB100/7200RPM $139

t 60GB100/7200RPM $209

I AudioExcel AV512
PC Theoter 3D Sound w/6-Channel

Socket 370 Intel

t MSI 6337 U Intel 815EPL!1E $85

Socket 423 Intel Pentium 4

t MSI 850 Pro Intel 850 $168

Speakers Support $14

♦ Creative Lobs
Sound Blaster 16Bit PCI $20

I Creative Lobs
Sound Blaster L'rve! Value PCI S 49

168 Pin SDRAM PCI 33

» 64MBSCH1AM $20

t 128MB SDRAM $35

t 256MB SDRAM $60

PC2iaO DDR

t 128MB DDR $50

I

PCI V,90 Voice Full Duplex Conexant $ 17

I Diomond Multimedia
Supra Max PCI V.90 Moice Conexmt $ 27

» 3Com/US Robotics
2977 PCI V,90w/o Voice $ 47

F Zonet
56K PDA CompoctPlosh
Fox/Modem Cord S 99

videqExcel
t ATI Rage Fury Pro Vtvo 32MB AGP S 72

t ATI Radeon VE 32M8 DDR Dual AGP $ 94

I Video Excel HA281I-32
nVDlAlNr2M64 32MB AGP $40

» Video Excel A501T-32
nWDlA Gtforce2 MX200 2MB AGP $60

t Video Excel A50IQ-64
nVIDlA6elorce2 MX400 64MB AGP $ 80

t Video Excel RI93
nVIDIA GeFoice2 GTS 64MB DDR ABP $ 140

t MSI$taiForce822
nVIOlA GeForce3 64MB DDR AGP $ 368

CD-ROM, CD-RW & DVD DRIVE

CD ROM, CD-RW DRIVES

t $ony52X $37

t Gold Stor 12X8X32 w/Softwcie $92

» NECl2X10X32w/Sotlwore $105

DVD ROM DRIVES

» Hitochll2X $49

t Toshiba 16X $65

t 17'.27mm 1280x1024 $145

t 19'.25mm 1600x1200 $225

ETHERNET CARDS

» 3ComlD/100PCI w,Wake up $39

I intel Pro 10/100 PCIw/Wokeup $37

»Zanet lOM PDA CompactFlash $ 79

HUBS / SWITCHS

t Zone! 8-PortlO/lOQM Switch $50

t Zonet 16-PortlG/IOQIul
19" Rack Mounted Switch $129

t 3 Com 8-1^10/1OOM
OfficeConnect Dual Speed $150

t Midiiand432
3-Pieces Subwoofer ̂ ker
w/Wired Remote Conlrol $19

t Midilond 452
6-Pieces Subwooter Speaker
w/Hondy Desktop Control Module $ 36

» BenWin Ex-4
Flat Panel Subooler Speak® System $45

» Creative Labs Cambridge PCWorkFPSlOQO
Surround Sound Speaker $55

C CUIVIETRIX
DATA SYSTEMS

www.suredeals.com
www.cumetrix.com

877-787-3332
957 Lawson Street, City of Industry, California 91748

All prices and avollablilty of any product sold Dy Cumelrix are sub)ect to change without notice or obligation and do not Include shipping or soles to*. Typographic errors ate subject
lo correction. Returns do not Include return freight or original shipping ond handling charges. All trade nomes/lrodemarks ate the properties ol their respective owners. Cumetrix
Accepts VISA. MasterCord. Discover ond American Express, rvtoney Order, Bonk Certified end personal chock lor oil purchases, personal checks will delay shipments up to 5 days tor
lund clearance. Purchose order are occepted Irom government agencies, offillates and Forlune 1000 companies. Al shipments to Calltornla are subfect to 0% sole tax. 1 Year Ports

la&or Warranty.
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Computer enthusiasts serving Computer enthusiasts

I AMD Athlon T>BIRD
1.4Ghz S175.00

1.33Ghz'266' $147.00

1.3Ghz'200' $147.00

1.2Ghz'266' $113.00

1.1Ghz'2aO' $102.00

I.OGhz $99.00ISOOMhz $89.00
850Mhz $79.00

AMD DURON

|950Mhz Athlon $89.00
^900Mhz Athlon $69.00
850Mhz Athlon $59.00

SOOMhz Athlon $49.00

NAME BRAND COMPONENTS

SOLO AT WHOLESALE PRICES!

184 PIN DDR PC2100

128MB 266Mhz

256MB 266Mhz

168 PIN SDRAM PC133

64MB SDRAM

128MB SDRAM

256MB SDRAM

168 PIN RAMBUS

128MB SOOMhz

256MB aOOMhz

339.00
$72.00

$17.00
$29.00
$57.00

$99.00
$189.00

ATI

Radeon LE 32MB ddr S79.00 ̂
All in One 128 32mb $149.00

Radeon 64MB odr $193.00 :

ELSA

ERAZORIII LI 32mb $62.00
GLADIACMX 32mb $89.00

MATROX Millenlum G450 DOR

16MB AGP DVD 371.00

32MB AGP DVD $97.00

AMD K6-2

SOOMhz $41.00

|lNTELP4 RETAIL
|l.5Ghz'400' $299.00
|l.4Ghz'400' $239.00
;^1.3Ghz'400' $229.00
^ •IllNTEL CELERON OEM
IsOOMhz $68.00
j766Mhz $59.00
^733Mhz $46.00
f700Mhz $47.00

Buy a fan w/any cpu
i to recieve a 1yr warranty!

WESTERN DIGITAL |
20.0GB 100/5400RPM $76.00

20.0GB 100^200RPM $89.00

3D.0GB 100/7200RPM $114.00

40.0GB 100/7200RPM $128.00

IBM

20GB 100/5400RPM $79.00
20GB100/7200RPM $96.00

30GB100/7200RPM $127.00

40GB 100/5400RPM $99.00

75GB 1QQ/7|D0^PM

AMD Athlon

Biostar M7VKD $92.00

Microstar K7T-turbo $99.00

MSI DUAL 370 MS6321 $138.00

Asus A7V133 $139.00

Asus A7A266A DDR $165.00

Intel 815EEAwAr<deo& sound $141.00

Asus CUV4X $98.00

|KDS
?17" Digital .27 $169.00
117" Digital .24 $227.00
119" Digital .25 $249.00^

ONLY

$6.9S
SHIPPING*

Call Today
1-800-394-4503

or visit us at

www.tcwo.com
Thompson's Computer Warehouse

is not responsible for typographical errors.
Prices subject to change whhout notice.

'Shipping special up to ISOIbs UPS Ground Only

^ESS PCI Solo
Yamaha PCI 32blt

CREATIVE LABS

PC116 Audio PCI

PC1128 Audio PCI

iBIaster Live Value
iUvei*latinum

PC110/100 NE2000

intel PRO 10/100 OEM

?3C0M 10/100 PCI
iDSL/Cable Router

$14.00
$22.00

$22.00

$33.00

$49.00
$179.00

$11.00

$41.00

$44.00

$89.00

CDRW

4X4X24 Toshiba w/DVD $189.00

TEAC12X10X32X $152.00

Yamaha 16X10X40X 3192.00

CD Rom

Mitsuml 48x

ASUS 5D>
$38.00
$43.00

VoiceflFax Hardware ISA $34.00

Voice/Fax Full Duplex PCI 832.00 W 3
V.90 PCI W/Voice Lucent $15.00

V.90 PCI Intel Full Duplex $17.00

EVEN MORE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE ONLINE



Winner of Maximum PC's "Clash of the Gaming Titans"
"In terms ofpure price-to-performance ratio, Falcon takes the cake."

"Because the Falcon won every benchmark, the scores of the other machines are represented as percentages of the Falcon's scores..."

"In this roundup, the best system is also the least expensive."

Maximum PC

May 2001

"The Falcon Northwest Mach V demonstrates the most

consistently strong performance across all tests."

"the Mach V beat out the Alienware Aurora DDR system
in all the 3D game tests by a steady 5 percent"

Gamespot Hardware.

Clash of the Titans Faceoff

April 2001

"what you get uniquely from Falcon Northwest is their
exquisite craftsmanship. Open the case, and it's so
clean and neat you'd think it wasn't fully built yet."

"...it's wicked fast, built with loving care from
quality components, intricately documented.

and backed by fantastic support."

Computer Games Magazine
May 2001

Falcdn Northwest

(tfkr ///«?.

"all our hardware fantasies came true

when Falcon Northwest brought in
what could only be considered every
gamer's dream system." "...we haven't
been this excited in months!" ■... . . . t
pr,.:.,

May 2001 1

[HiGAMER
lEOlTORS'

.CHOJCi
May 2001

computer! gaming
GAMESi |tk :r°

June 2001May 2001

"It's hard not to recommend the
Mach V. It's a super-fast machine

and building it yourself would easily
set you back another $1000!"

Compuier Gamirsg World
June 2001

'i'lt t h v. *• > t

A ^



TVan Thunder

K7 Dual AMD

PloneerTPacific Digital
DVD-R/DVD-RW I 1 6x 10x40

Your GAMING Resource
\JS2462UNG)

We are the largest source We stock thousands of
for black components Computer Products

IDE Hard Drives SCSI Hard

er Products

NMB Power

Supply $155
(DVR-A03)

DVD-R

Media $15
(U30105)

after $20

mail in rebate

Sales 800.400.3499
SCSI Hard Drives Gaming Systems

f  MAXT OR (Foi'mefly Ouantum)

10GB 4500rpm LD010A1 $76
10.2GB 7200rpm AS010A1 $89
20GB 4500rpm LD020A2 $87
20.5GB 7200rpm AS020A2 $102
30GB 4500rpm LP030A3 $99

30GB TZOOrpm AS030A3 $125
40GB 4500ipm LD040A4 $113

40GB 7200ipm AS040A4 * $145 1
60GB 7200rpm AS060A6 $210

MAXTOR

10GB 5400rpm 2R010H1 $78
10.2GB TZOOrpm 5T010H1 $87
15GB 5400rpm 2R015H1 $80
20.4GB 5400rpm 32049H $90
20.4GB TZOOrpm 5T020H2 $104
30.7GB 5400rpm 33073H $105
30.7GB 7200rpm 5T030H3 $133
40GB TZOOrpm 5T040H4 S152
60GB TZOOrpm 5T060H6 $219
61.4GB 5400rpm 96147H $185
81.9GB 5400rpm 98196H * $265 1

SEAGATE

20GB 5400rpm ST320413A $88
20GB TZOOrpm ST320414A $102
30GB 5400rpm ST330621A $100
30GB TZOOrpm ST330620A $124
40GB 5400rpm ST340823A S112
40GB TZOOrpm ST340824A

I D BbR

$144

20GB TZOOrpm 07N6652 $107

30GB 5400rpm 07N3925 $103

40GB 5400rpm 07N3926 $111
40GB TZOOrpm 07N6654 $142
60GB TZOOrpm 07N6655 $211
75GB 72O0rpm 07N3935 $274

SAMSUNG

10.2GB 5400ipm SV1021H * $79
20.4GB 5400ipm SV2042H $89
30.6GB 5400rpm SV3063H $99 :
40.8GB 5400rpm SV4084H $109
40GB 7200rpm SP4004H $135

IDE Accessories

Promise PCI Ultra-100 controller $45
Extemal enclosures for IDE drives (assembly avail)

Parallel $84 USB $84 Fire Wire $144

2.5" 1DE for Laptops
5GB IBM 9.5mm 07N4391 S96
10GB IBM 9.5mm 07N4390 $118
10GB Toshiba 9.5mm HDD2152 S122
20GB IBM 9.5mm 07N4388 $142

20GB Toshiba 9.5mm HDD2154 $174
20GB Hitachi 9.5mm DK23BA20 $160

ij^OGB IBM 12.5mm 07N4392 S30^

CDRW/DVD Drives
f CDRW Drives

8x8x32 IDE Pacific Digital U-30102 $114 $154
12x10x32 IDE Padfic Digital U-30104 $122 $162
12x10x32 IDE TeacCDW512E $155 $195
12x10x32 IDE Creative Ubs CDB121032 $134 $174
12x10x32 IDE Plextor PX-W1210TA/SW $179 $219
16x10x40 IDE Padfic Digital U-30105 *$153 $193
16x10x40 IDE Teac CDW516E $194 $234
16x10x40 IDE Yamaha CRW2100EZ $205 $245
16x10x40 IDE Plextor PXW161CrrA $222 $262
16x10x40 IDE TDKVeloCD $228 N/A
16x10x40 IDE HP SureStor HP9700i $274 $314

20x10x40 IDE Yamaha CRW2200EZ $242 $282
12x10x32 SCSI Plextor PXW1210TS/SW $269 $309
16x10x40 SCSI Yamaha CRW2100$Z $255 $295
DVD Drives

16x/40x IDE Pioneer DVD Tray DVD116 $79 $104
16x/40x IDE Pioneer DVD Slot DVD106s$79* 5104
I2x/40x IDE Creative Labs Ovation12x $95 $120
O2x/40x IDE Creative Labs Encore12x Kit $140 $175,

External add $99 SCA versions also available.

MAXTOR (Formeriy Quantum)

4mb $174
8mb * $186

4mb 5217

8mb $240
4mb $378
8mb $428
8mb $820

9.1G8 7200rpm XC009L2 4mb $174
9.2G8 lO.OOOrpm TY009L3 8mb * $186
18.4GB 7200rpm XC018L4 4mb $217
18.4GB lO.OOOrpm TY018L6 8mb $240
36.7GB 7,200rpm XC036L8 4mb $378
36.7GB lO.OOOrpm TY036LA 8mb $428
73.4GB lO.OOOrpm TY073LK 8mb $820

SEAGATE

9.2GB 10,022rpm ST39205LVy 4mb $190
18.4GB 7200rpm ST318417W 2mb $215
18.4GB 7200rpm ST318437LW 2mb $200
18.4GB lO.OOOrpm ST318405LW 4mb $226
36.7GB lO.OOOrpm ST336737LW 2mb $358
36.7GB lO.OOOrpm ST336705LW 4mb $418

18.4GB 7200rpm
18.4GB 7200rpm
18.4GB lO.OOOrpm
36.7GB lO.OOOrpm
36.7GB lO.OOOrpm
181.6GB 7200rpm

AMD

We build custom gaming sytems.
Check out our system configurator

http://harddrive.com/config

ST1181677LW 4mb*Sl499
1 B M

9.1GB 7200rpm
9.1GB lO.OOOrpm
18.2GB 7200rpm
18.3G8 lO.OOOrpm
36.4GB 7200rpm
36.9GB lO.OOOrpm

07N3120

07N3220

07N3110

07N3210

07N3100

07N3200

4mb $180

4mb $198
4mb $260
4mb $250
4mb $425
4mb $430

COMPUTER CASES

Mid ATX

Case

HYDRAULIC

PACE 300W

is
(SFSMBUQ

NiKAO Mid

ATX Silver

and Black

300W

^55 il ifii'S'
(MT2000)

Antec Full

ATX Tower

10 bay
3Q0W

^lOSOB)

SuperMid P4
Silver w/

Black 9bay
320W

1) ©
(^1X288819

SOCKET A (Tblrd) Call for a great deal on a processorll
Tyan i huncier K7 Dual AMDU S2462UNG S539
ABIT lOTE $105 KT7A-RAI0 $149
ASUS A7V133woa S145 A7V133wa S155

A7PR0 $129 A7A266 $165
FIC AD11 $125 AZ11 $74

AZ11E $100 AZ11EA $105
GIGABYTE GA7VTX $190 GA7DX $170

GA7ZX1 $92 GA7DXR $199 *
IWILL KA266 $136 KA266RAI0 $149

KK266 $125 KK266RAID $137
MSI KTMASTER $173 K7T266PRO $155

K7TMASTER $265 K7TTURB0 $115
SOCKET 370 (Flip Chip/Celeron)
Asus CUSL2-C S120 CUV4X $115

CUSL2 $145 CUBX $125
CUV266 $235 (Includes 128MB DDR)

SOCKET 423 (Pentium 4)
ASUS

GIGABYTE

INTEL

P4T $199

GA-8TX $205
BOXD85XB $179

GA-8TXC $195
BOXD850GBAL $215

BOXD850GBC $179 B0XD850GBCAL $205
850PRO SI 79

MONITORS

ViewSonic 17" 1280x 1024-.25 $209
ViewSonic 17" 1600x 1200- .22 $379
ViewSonic 19" 1600x 1200- ,26 $370
NEC 19" 1792x 1344- ,25 $449
IBM 21" 1920x 1440-.24 $1145
NFREN 15" 1024 x 768 LCD Rat Panel *$499

Removable Drives

Mitsumi 1.44mb Floppy
Teac or Sony 1.44mb Floppy
LS120 120mb Removable Media Drive

Iomega 100/250MB Zip IDE
SPEAKERS

ATP3, 3 Piece. Thin Profile 30
ATP5, 5 Piece, Surround Sound 80
ADA890, 5 Piece. THX 12

Crealive

CSW1500, 4 point surround 53
DTT2200, 6 Piece Desk Theatre 5.1 42
PS2000, 2 Pc Playwork Digital 22
DTT25O0, 6 Pc D«k Theatre Dolby 42

Sonig;3ii;< ;\SC'n5CC.". FiHt: SpeaUers

AflMSOO, 3 Piece 51
MM1000, 3 Piece 50

. MM2000, 5 Piece 34

S19
$25
$119

S99/$159

ATI All in Wonder Radeon 32MB Video Card $255

NMB Dual AMD Power Supply 460W PS2-t80 24/8pin $155
VisionTek GeForce 3 64MB DDR 4x AGP $359
Ricoh MP9120A 12x10x32 CDRW/8x DVD Drive $259
Iomega Peerless USB Removable w/ZOGB disk $390
Creative Labs Sound Blaster Platinum 5.1 Sound $175
Maxtor 80GB External FireWire Hard Drive $340
Home Theater 8x DVD, 933mhz, 128mb, 40G8 * $949
Zip 250 SCSI Extemal kit w/Software & disk $125
Nikon Coolpix 995 3.34 megapixel 16x $799
CDR 16x, Mmin, SOpack spindle media $20
Jiercules 3D Prophet3 64MB DDR GeForce3 TV-out $42^

iKlipsclff^Wl^ia

Thx
R-oMedia 4.1

ProMedia 2.

■—

"In a word INCREDIBLE" -IGN.com

* Awesome Deal! ThorTek Corp. 28Q0a West Main St League City Jexas 71513
Prices are subject to change without notice. Shipping charges are non refundable. Returns may be subject to restocking fee.

Products are covered by manufacturers warranty only. We accept all Government PC's. Local calls 281.557.8336 Fax 281.557.1426



Don't end up as frag bait. Junk that Slot 1. Get an FIC AMD motherboard

and strike fear into your competition. Hardcore gamer wanting the hottest

DDR board on the market? Wet-behind-the-ears newbie building your first

system? We got you covered. No other family of motherboards deliver

FIC's ultra-high performance and rock-solid stability, right out of the box.

For more info, check out www.fica.com.

ft®®!-

AN11

The Extreme Edge
• SGGMHx FSB

• PC S100 DDR

• KTSGG Chipset

• Promise RAID

• V-Unk

AD11

Gamers First Choice

• SGGMHz FSB

• PC 3100 DDR

• AMD TGI Chipset

AZ11EA

Workhorse with Attitude

• SGGMHz FSB

• PC 133 SDRAM

• KT133A Chipset

AMPg! lAMDCll

iDDR
MEIVIQRVk rrij's euGCTRonics

AMD, th6 AMD logo, AMD Athlon and Duron, the Powered by OOP Memory logo and comblnatloni thareofare trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. ® 2001 First International Computer ol
America, Inc. All rights reserved. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Fast Processors

Faster Video Cards

There's Only One...

UpgradeSource.com
The Computer Hardware You Want.™

AMOn

thion
www.upgradesource.com

(800) 961-5889

m

(e) lOeo Upgrade Source Corporation. All Rights Reserved. AMD and Athion are trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices. PenSumaandthe PenUumA logoare registerad trademarks of Intel CorpotaUon. TFie'US* logo and
The CMTiputar Hardware Ybu Want* ere trademarks of Upgrade Source Corporation. Do you know how some companies thai deal with your personal infsrmationasli you to make up a security question and ansvrerin case
you forget your password? We recommend using the question: "What era you wearing?". This way, the compan/s reps will be forced to ask you what sounds like an 'inappropriate question" to veri^ your Identity. Have fun.



PROFESSIONAI DISK DUPLICATION
CLONE, TEST OR REPAIR ANY
HARD DRIVE $995!
www'.proworkstation.com

• SUPPORTS IDE, SCSI, Sa & NOTEBOOK DRIVES

• COPIES AND SERVICES HARD DRIVES

• PRINTS TEST REPORTS ON YOUR PRINTER

• DATA RECOVERY MODE BUILT-IN

Copy entire hard drives with this pro service station. Set up any SCSI or IDE
drive with your original software. Attach a blank drive and press start. Make
copies quickly and easily.
Use the built-in drive service system to make used drives run like new!

Eliminate defective sectors, and restore hard drives to error-free condition with

the factor)' re-mapping system. Test hard drives for top reliability using the built-
in test feature. Print analysis reports on any standard parallel printer. Get the
technolog)- used by drive repair sen'iccs. Call today!

25GB MP3 PLAYER $395!
ww\v.mp3forme.com after moM-in rebate

CDBLAST-jT !

• PLVYS 0\'ER 10.000 SONGS FROM HARD DISK!

• PLVYS Sm'DARD AUDIO AND MP3 CDs AND CD-R

• DOViTS'LOADS MP3 FROM CD-R TO HARD DRIVE

• POWTR AMPLIFIER DRD'ES SPEAKERS DIRECTLY

.MP3 is here! Get high performance digital sound and store over 15,000 songs
on hard disk. Download over 300 songs from a single CD!
Grab new music from the net. Use your PC to create custom MP3 CDs with just

the songs you like. Load them to the internal hard drive for realistic, 3-D theater
sound. Patented digital signal processing gives you crystal clear sound. No PC
connection is required. Connect any stereo system, or directly power external
speakers. Get digital sound and room-filling bass.
The hard drive organizes your music in folders. ID-3 tags display the title,
album, and artist on a large LCD. Use the jukebox feature for an entire evening
of great music. Play songs randomly or in sequence from the internal hard drive.
Unlike CD changers, the A^V certified 25 GB hard drive won't wear out, even
under continuous use. Call now and try your MP3 player tomorrow!

CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
3310 WOODWARD AVE. • SANTA ClARA, CA 95051

WWW.CORPSVS.COM

408 330-5524

COPY ANY CD NOW

NO PC REQUIRED from $795!
www.dupeit.com

m-
_• ftz'S- 1 .S*'"

• MULTI-FORMAT DUPLICATION - FAST AND EASY!

• DUAL 8X DRIVES MAKE TWO COPIES AT ONCE

• INTERNAL 25GB HARD DRIVE STORES IMAGES

• PRO AUDIO MODEL HAS SP/DIFF AND ANALOG 1/0

Instantly copy music and CD-ROM compact discs. Make backup copies of your
favorite music and software on rugged, permanent CDs. Produce discs quickly
and economically. Make custom audio CDs with just the songs you like.
Use our dual drive units to copy t\vo CDs simultaneously, or choose the Pro

Audio model to make crystal clear music CDs from any analog or digital source.
Dupe-It copiers are totally self-contained. No additional software or hardware is
required. Call today for more information!

MULTI DRIVE IDE DUPLICATORS
www.driveduplicators.com f I* 0IH $495'

• COPIES EVERVTHING, PARTITIONS, 0/S, THE WORKS!

• BOTH ST/VNDARD AND ULTRA FOUR AND SEVEN DRIVE MODELS ARE

AVAILABLE NOW!

• THE ULTIMATE HIGH SPEED PRODUCTION TOOL FOR SYSTEM BUILDERS

AND CORPORATE MIS

Copy entire hard drives with ease. Multi-drive duplicators are an e^ential tool
for dealers and system builders. V^liy spend hours installing and formatting
drives when you can dupe them instantly? Work like the pros. Get your own
multi-drive, stand-alone duplicators today. CSC offers a complete line of four and
seven drive copiers in both standard and ultra versions. Ultra models transfer
data faster than any hard drive! Rates of over 1GB per minute are supported.
Set up any IDE drive with all your original software. Attach blank target drives,

and press "start". It's that easy! You can duplicate four drives in less time than it
takes to copy one on a fast PC! Your duplicate drives will be identical, bit-fbr-bit
perfect copies, with all the files, panitions, and information on the original drive.
Building systems is tough enough. VITiy spend hours installing software? Save

time. Save money. Call today and let us Fed-X your duplicator for a risk-free
evaluation!

Over 80% of the Fortune 500 depend on CSC products. Shouldn't you? Call today, Most orders ship within 24 hours! Call now for more information and a free price
compari,son guide. Quantit)' di.scounis arc available for dealers and .system builders. Copyright laws must be observed when duplicating CDs and hard drives. © 2000 CSC.



Dual +1.4CHZAMD!
P PC WORLD
a »t s1 suY

TheXi®MTower is^
wnnerof several magazine
awards, as bes! performing
and best value wrtetation.

With the newest t.4GHz

AMDAthloh" processcf,
with opMOUAL CPU
independent BUS architecture,
Xi Computer deirvers top
worlcstation 30 p^nnance
at an incredible price.
The search is overt

THE BEST OF

LANTIMES

TfieXi NetRWDer ' has been defMst)
by LANTlmes magarine the "hands down
winner" of Wndcws NT Servers, recerving
Sie prestigious awards of THE BEST Of
LANT)MES(Dec.1997j& 'Yirst place in
overlal) performance" by PC-WORLD
{Sept.ig99} The Xi NetRAIDer delivers
themost powerful and reliable Wndows
NT & LINUX server p^ormance& value
on the martret. optional tool-free
secure-lodted ca». hot-pkiggable
redundant power supply, up to 34 hot-
swappable drive bays and up to 3
yearn orv^e service with 24/7 tech
support, the Xi NetRAIDer is the server
of choice for your network and website
applications.

Warp Speed ; u Performanee
Xi®Computer Corporation has been on the forefront of dual processor technology
since 1994. Xi newest dual processor architecture based on AMD® "Palomino"™
delivers the absolute top level performance, from the most demanding game, to the
multithreaded CAD packages like AutoCAD®2000i. Rated fastest CAD Workstation,
Desktop PC and Network Server by the most prestigious magazines and web sites;
PC MAGAZINE, CADalyst, PC-WORLD, Computer Shopper, ZDnet & CNET,
Xi is the uncontested leader in the CAD, Games and Network Server arenas!

Xi MTower SP Xi MTower DP Xi NetRAIDer

AMD^

CADALYST

LABS2001

AMD® Athlon^'' Processor, SP "

256KB 12 Cache 266MHz FSB '

128MB PC2100 DDR 266MH2 "

nVidia GeForce 2 PRO 64MBDDR

30GB HD 8ms.7200 U-ATA100 -

17"(16vs} Optiquest.27dp1280Ni -
Xi MTower 300\A/PS 40xDVD

MS Window®MEor LINUX® 7.1 ■

One AMD Athlon. Dual Capable
AMD 760 MP Chipset IDG4-2
256MB Pc2100 DDR Reg. 266 .
Nvidia GeForce 3 64MB DDR

60GB HD 8ms.7200 U-ATA100

19"(18vs)Optlquest.26dp 1600NI
Xi NTower 450WPS 32xCD-RW

MS 2000 PRO or LINUX® 7.1

AMD® Athlon Processor, SP/DP

256KB ATCache, opt.2P MoBo
256MB DDR266 ECC op.to 2GB
Dual Channel ATA 100 RAID Ctr.

60/30GB ATA100 RAIDMod.0/1

Optional Dual300WHotSwap
Xi Ntower w/Op.Secure Lock
MS 2000 PRO or LINUX® 7.1

1.0 GHz Athlon T-Bird $1,299
1.4 Ghz w/GeForce 3 $ 1,699

1.2 GHz Athlon 4

1.5 GHz Athlon 4

$2,599

$CALL
1.3GHzAthlon T-Bird SP $1,699
1.2GHzAthlonDualProc.$ CALL

mEdltors'

7^'J Choice
CNET.com

, j Editors'
Choice

sAwards

Available 3D video upgrades: Pire 61*2/4, single & Dual Screen,
Matrox 6450 dual screen, nvidlo elsa ouadro,3DLabs Oxygen.
Xi Certified for AutoCADlZOOOi, 3D Studio^AX/VIZ, LightWave'SD, Soflimage®3D & Pro/E®We custom configure each
Xi system from 100+options to match your application and your budget. Business Lease from $ 59/month.

Xi supports Linux

Buy Direct f-BOO-a32-oa86
lntl:(949)498-0858 Fax:(949)492-6571

(Sv-^^Computer.com
AMD ant the AMD logo are Registered Trade Marta of Aihaneed MiersOwicct, Inc.MS. WtndovwaRd VMndowsNT. are registered trade maik of Microsoft Corporation. XisidtheXi bgo are rogstered trade mertcs&MTaMer.
NTowcr, NetRAIDer, NetClicnt era trade marks of XiCompulerCorp.. Prices do notinctudeshiinjingsnd ere subjectloehenge without notice For more details about XI warranty and servicecaS or write toXi Computer Corp. 980 Negacio, San Clements,
CA0263. Not responsible lort^os.Ccpynght (c)X)Ot Xi CompulerCorp.
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$10 OFF Order Online www.ibuypower.com

^2079
DIGITAL VIDEO PRO

The Universal Solution for Converting
and Editing Analog and DV Video!!

iSPOIF

■ ASUS DDR

■ DAZZLE Hollywood OV-Brldgo
• 512M8 0DRPC2100 SDRAM

• 40 GB Ultra DMA-100 HDD (s
■ 40 GB Ultra DMA-100 HDD (AV d
• 64MBnVidlaGsForce-3nFlnl1«\

• Yamaha 744 Digital Sound Card
and Optical Fiber Cable

• 16x DVD-ROM Drive

• 12x10x32 CD-Rewrilable Drive

• IEEE-1394 Fire Wire 3 Porla w/soltware & cable

• 56KV.90 ZOOM Modem w/Vwce

• 19" REAL FLAT Digital SVGA Monitor, .22mm
• Black ALTEC LANSING ACS54 Speakers
• Microsoft Optical Intelli-Mousel
• PS2Win9BKe>^)oard
• MS Windows ME (MiHennium) Edition

• Free COREL Office 2000 & Norton 2001 CD

• One Year On-Site Warranty - add $29

AMD ATHLON 1.0 GHZ $2079 (dvspoei)
AMOATHLON 1.1 GHZ $2089 (dvsp032)
AMD ATHLON 1.2 GHZ $2099 (avspOB3)
AMOATHLON 1.33 GHZ $2129 (dvsp0B4)
AMD ATHLON 1.4 GHZ i 2169 (dvspOBSJ

t 919

Sep 2000 Computer Buyer's Guide BEST BUY
(www.!buypower.com/product-pcfback-to-school.htm
• VIAKT-133AUDMA-1D0MB

• 256MB PC133 SDRAM

• 40GB Ultra DMA 100 HDD

• 12*8x32 CD-Rewritable Drive

• 64MB nVidIa GeForce-2 MX4D0 AGP Video

• AC97 Stereo 3D Sound

upgrade: Yamana-744 Sound w/SPDIF @ $29
■ 56K V.90 Fax Modem wA/oice

■ 19" Digital SVGA Monitor, .26mm

PS2 Win9e Keyboard S Scrolling Internet Mouse
upgrade: MS Optical Irtelli-Mouse @ $27

5 Pieces Suround Sound Speaker System
upgrade: Altec Lansing AOA305 Speakers @$119
MS Windows ME (Millennium) Edition
Free Corel Office 2000

Ore Year On-Site Warranty - add $29
16x DVD-ROM - add $69

AMD ATHLON 1.0 GHZ

S AMOATHLON 1.1 GHZ
! AMOATHLON 1.2 GHZ
i AMD ATHLON 1.33 GHZ
i. AMOATHLON 1.4 GHZ

$919
$929
$949
$979
$1009

(btspOBI)
(btspOB2)
(btspOB3)
(btspOS4)
(btspOBB)

^1065

' 256Ma DDR PC2100 SDRAM

' 40GB Ultra DMA-100 HDD

'  16 DVD-ROM

'  12x6x32 CD-Rewnlaple Drive

' 32MB ATI RADEON VE DDR Dual Monitor Out

upgrade. 64MB ATI Radeon DDR w/VIVO @ $95
' YAMAHA-744 Digital Sound Card w/ SPDIP

and Optical Fiber Cable
• 56K V.90 Fax Modem wA/oice

' 19" Digital SVGA Monitor. .26mm
upgrade. 19" VIEWSONIC E90 .23 @$99

' PS2 Win98 Keyboard & Scrolling Intemel Mouse
' ALTEC LANSING ACSS4 5 PCS Speakers
' MS Windows ME (Millennium) Edition
' Free Corel Office 2000 CD BHB
' One Year On-Site Warranty - add $29 HHwH

! AMD ATHLON
i AMD ATHLON

j AMD ATHLON
\ AMD ATHLON
; AMD ATHLON

; Intel Pentium II
; Intel Pentium II
i Intel Pentium II

$1065 (dvdspCISI)i
$1075 (dvd$p082)|

.._ $1085 (Cvd$p083)
1.33 GHZ Si 1115 (dv05p084)i
1.4 GHZ $1145 (dvdsp085)S

$1089 (dvdsp086)i
$1099 (dvdsp087)i
$1119 (dvdsp088)!

1.0 GHZ

1.1 GHZ

1.2 GHZ

866

933

1000

System

CBG
H

BEST
BUY

Support I Warranty | About us | Comment

Power System

Bargain Price
iEEE-1394 fire wire PCI card 3-port,
400 Mbps max. transfer rate @ S39

iEEE-1394 device Day, for HDD,
CD-ROM, CD-RW... (gSl09

iEEE-1394 fire box. for portable 2.5"|
slim HOD (@S99 "

IEEE-1394 fire wire 6-por1
repeator (g:

' DDR 266FSBUDMA-100 Main Board

' 2S6MB DDR PC2100 SDRAM

• 40GB Ultra DMA-lOO HDD

'  12x8x32 CD-Rewritable Drive

' 64MB AT< Radeon DDR Video

' Yamaha 744 Digital Sound Card with SPOIF
& Optical Fiber Cable
upgrade. Sound Blaster live! X-Gamer 5.1 @ $79
' 56K V.90 Fax Modem w/Voice

' 19* Digital SVGA Monitor, .26mm
upgrade: 19" REAL FLAT SVGA .22mm @ $99

' PS2 Win98 Keyboard S Scfolitng Internet Mouse
upgrade: MS Optical intelii-Mouse @ $27
' 5 Pieces Surround Sound Speaker System

upgrade' Altec Lansing ADA305 Speakers @ S1t9
' MS Windows ME (Mttennium) Edition
' Free Corel Office 2000 CO

' One Year On-Site Warranty - add $29

' 56* CD-ROM - add $30

AMOATHLON 1.0 GHZ $ 1005 (mpspOBi)
AMOATHLON 1.1 GHZ S 1065 (mpsp082)
AMOATHLON 1.2 GHZ g$ 1075 (mpsp083)
AMOATHLON 1.33 GHZ 3$ 1105 (mpsp084)
AMD ATHLON 1.4 GHZ $ 1135 (mpsp085)

•r-.i-rxLr.vji
(www.ibuypower.com/product.pc/gamer.pro.htm)

■ DDR 266FS8UOMA-1DO Main Board

• 256MB ODRPC2100 SDRAM

• 40GB Ultra OMA-100 HDD

• 56x CO-ROM

• 12*8*32 CD-ReTOrilable Drive

■ 64MB nVldlaGeForce-2 DDR Video

upgrade. 64MB GeForcc-3 nFinile @ $199
• Yamaha 744 Digital Sound Card with SPDIF

and Optical Fiber Cable
• 56KV.90FaxModemwA/olce

• 19'Digital SVGA Monitor, .26mm
upgrade'19" REAL FLAT SVGA .22mm @$99

■ ALTEC LANSING ACS54 5 pcs Speakers

' Microsoft Inlelii Mouse ; PS2 Win98 Keyboard
• f4S Windows ME (Millennium) Edition
• Free Corel Office 2000 CD

• One Year On-Site Warranty - add $29

I AMD ATHLON 1.0 GHZ
i AMD ATHLON 1.1 GHZ
i AMD ATHLON 1.2 GHZ
i AMD ATHLON 1.33 GHZ
AMD ATHLON 1.4 GHZ

$ 1109 (gpspOSt);
$ 1119 (gpsp082);
$ 1129 (gpsp083),
$ 1159 (gpsp084)'
$ 1189 (gpspOaS)!

GAMER'S DREAM
Apr 2000 PC Gamer Editors Choice Award

' DDR 266FSBUDI<1A-100 Main Board

• 256MS DDR PC2100 SDRAM

• 60GB Ultra DMA-100 HDD

• 16* DVD-ROM Drive

' 12x8x32 CD-Revrritable Drive

•  IEEE 1394 Fire Wire 3 Ports w/ software & cable

• 64MB nVldIa GeForcd-3 nFlnite Video

' Creative Lab Sound Biaslar Live! Value

upgrade: Sound Blaster Live X-Gamer 5.1 @ $59
• 56K V.90 Fax Modem w/Voice

" 19" ViewSonic E90 .23mm SVGA Monitor

upgrade. 19" ViewSonic GS790 .22mm @ $80
• ALTEC LANSING ACSS4 5 Pieces Speakers

upgrade: Altec Lansing ADA305 Speakers @ $69
• Microsoft Intelli Mouse S PS2 Win9e Keyboard
• MS Windows ME (Millennium) Edition —
• Free COREL Otnco 2000 HH|
' One Year On-Site Warranty • add $29

AMD ATHLON 1.0 GHZ S 1499 (gdsp081)
AMOATHLON 1.1 GHZ $ 1509 (gdsp032)
AMOATHLON 1.2 GHZ $1519 (gdsp083)
AMOATHLON 1.33 GHZ $ 1549 (gdsp084)
AMOATHLON 1.4 GHZ $1579

POWER SPECIAL
(www.ibuypower.com/product-pc/power-speoial.htm'

'  INTEL 1850 Chip UDMA.10DPentium-4 MB

■  123 MB PCBOO RDRAM Memory
■ 30GB Ultra DMA-lOO HDD

upgrade 40GB UDMA-100 HDD @ $19

'  12* DVD-ROM Drive

' 32MB nVidiaRivaTNT-2M64 Video

'  120 Watt Subwopfer Speaker System
upgrade: 480W Subwopfer Speakers @ $19

' PS2 Win98 Keyboard & Scrolling Internet Mouse
■  10/100 INTEL Ethernet Network Onboard

■ AC-97 Stereo 3D Sound

upgrade: S.B. Live Value@ $49
■ 56K V.90 Modem wAToloe

' MS Windows ME (Millennium) Edition
' One Year On-Site Warranty - add $29
' 17'SVGA .27mm Monitor - add $155

'  19" SVGA.26mm fAsnitor-add $239

Intel Pantlum 4 1.3 GHZ $755 (p49sp081)
Intel Pentium 4 1.4GHZ $765 (p49sp0e2)
Intel Pentium 4 1.SGHZ $835 (p49spoe3)
Intel Pentium 4 1.7 GHZ $919 (p49sp084]
Intel Pentium 4 2.0 GHZ $ 1139 (p49sd08S)

{www.ibuypower.com/prodjcf-pc/p4-999.tilm)

' INTEL ISSOChIp UDMA-1D0 Pentium-4 MB
• 128MB PC800 RDRAM Memory
• 40GB Ultra DMA-lOO HDD

upgrade: 60GB UDMA-100 HDD® $79
• 12x DVD-ROM Drive

• 12x8x32 CD-Rewritable

• 32MB ATI Radeon VE DDR Dual Monitor Out
upgrade; 64MB ATI Radeon DDR @ $95

• 480 Watt Subwoofer Speaker System
upgrade: 5 Pieces Surround Speakers @ $25

• PS2 Win98 Keyboard & Scrolling Internet Mouse

• 10/100 INTEL EthemelNetworkOnboard

• AC-97 Stereo 3D Sound
upgrade: S.B Live Value@ $49

• 56K V.9D Fax Modem wA/oice

• MS Windows ME (Millennium) Edition
• One Year On-Site Warranty - add $29

• 19" SVGA .26mm Monitor - add $239

IPentiumA 1.3GHZ
I Pentium 4 1.4 GHZ

i Pentium 4 1.SGHZ

IPen6um4 1.7 GHZ

$979 (p49spOSl)!
$999 (p49sp082);
$1055 (p49sp083)i
$1149 (p495p084).'

! Intel Penhum4 2.0 GHZ ._$ _1359

(www.ibuypower.com.'product-pc/supreme htm)

■  INTEL 1650 Chip UDMA-100 Penlium-4 MB
■ 256 MB PC6D0 RDRAM Memory
■ 406B Ultra DMA-1D0 HOD

• 16x DVD-ROM Drive

• 12x8x32 CD-Wnlable

■ 54MB nVi0iaGeForce-2MX400 Video

■ AC-97 Slereo 3D Sound

upgrade: Sound Blaster Live Value® $49
■ 55K V.90 Fax Modem w/Voice

■ 10/100 INTEL Ethernet Network Onboard

• 19" ViewSonic £90 SVGA Monitor, .23mm

upgrade. 19" ViewSonic GS790 .22mm @ $79
■ 480 Watt PMPO Subvroofer Speaker System
• PS/2 Mouse S Win98 KeyOoard
• MS Windows ME (Millennium) Edition
■ Free COREL Office 2000 CO

■ One Year On-Site Warranty - add $29

into) Pentium 4 1.3 GHZ

Intel Pentium 4 1.4 GHZ

Intel Pentium 4 1.5 GHZ

Intel Pentium 4 1.7 GHZ

Intel Pentium 4 2.0 GHZ

$ 1279 (p4sp081)
$1283 (p4sp082)
S 1359
S 1439 (p4
S 1659

Fire wire feel the fire

PROCOMP
.procomp.com .tw

Pnce, Specfficdtiori erifi tsrn^s are sublet to
Spaciat marcbandise. Onginel shippif\g
registar«d tra(}BfTiet1>s. Pentiurn and a

:haf>ge without notice. Picture may (
nO hanflling f
a trademarks of Intel C

www.iBUYPOWER.com
(888)462-3899

S

602 Monterey Pass

ales Hour: Mot -Fri 7:30AM-6;00PM, Sat 10AM-3PM PST
CA 91754 Tel; (6281281-8262 eax:J626J 2B1-0767 All prices effeetivB on Jul 25. 2001

1 actual prcTOucis We are not f<r»porisiuie <cr «:ito(» «n trtjog'apiv and'or prvlc^'UKhj'. i
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rifc, bu-k yguij.iluu Uuui not

;t to 9 restocking fee. Intel, the Intel Inside Logo and Pentigrri«
r lirntled warranty ineiudes 3 years labor and 1 year pans on



Hard Drives

Tyan S2420. Video, Lan. Audio S159
^ Abit SE6,1815, Audio. VGA S1S1

Abit VLB. VIA. Audio. S90

Abit VPS, VIA. U100. Raid 100,165

AbltVH6-2, U100.VIA chip8et.S104
^AbitBX133. U100. Raid S136
^ Abit KT7E. VIA, U100 S114

Mlcrostar MS6321, Dual 370, U100 S124
Mlcrostar MS632R, Dual 370 Raid 0100

: S144
Mlcrostar SISEP-R, Raid 0100,1815 S136
Mlcrostar ei5EP-L, l.anlO/100.1815 S104
Mlcrostar Pro266. □OR266, VIA $139
Mlcrostar Pro266R. Raid, DDR266.S152
FICFA11,VIA, 0100 S77
Tyan S250S, Dual 370, Lan, 0100, VGA, VIA
chipset S270^ ' Tyan S2510NG, Dual 370 Server, 433

^ Socket A Motherboards
(AMDThunderbird/Duron)

Asus A7V133. VIA, Raid 0. AGP4x S158
Tyan S2390B, VIA, 0100 S123
Abit KT7A, VIA, 0100, AGP4x S143
Abit KT7ARA. Raid 0100, AGP4x S161
FlC AZ11-EA, 266FSB, 0100 $108
Gigabyte 7DX.0DR266, 0100 $168
Gigabyte 7ZXR, 0100, VIA $140
Mlcrostar K7T-266R, ODR266, Raid, S17S

M Mlcrostar K7T-266, OOR266, 0100, S1S9
s Mlcrostar, K7T-TBR. 266FSB. Raid 5135

Socket 370 Motlierboards for Intel
Pentium III and Celeron

CUV266, DDR suprt, w/128mg S272
Asus C0V4X-D, Dual 370, VIA S177
Asus C0V4X-E,VIA, 0100, Audio S123
Asus C0V4X-V, VIA. Video, Audio S128
Asus CUSL2, Intel 815, 0100, video S159
Asus CUSL2-C 1815 AGP4x.ATX,S136
Tyan S1854, 370 & slot 1. ATX SI 06

. Pentium 4 Motherboards
Abit TH7-Raid. 0100 Raid. Audio S203
Intel D850GB, 1850. 0100 Rambus. S210

, Asus P4T, 1850,0100. Rambus. S216

Western Digital 20 gig 0100 7200, S105
« Western Digital 30 gig 0100 7200,5131
a Western Digital 40 gig 0100 7200, S149

Western Digital 60 gig 0100 7200, S177
Maxtor 20 gig 0100 7200 rpm, $108
Maxtor 30 gig 0100 7200 rpm, S133
Maxtor 40 gig 0-100 7200 rpm, S154
Maxtor 61 gig 0100 7200 rpm, $216
Maxtor 81 gig 0100 5400 rpm, 5257
IBM 20 gig U100 7200 rpm, 5114
IBM 30 gig U100 7200 rpm, 5149
IBM 40 gig U100 7200 rpm, S159
IBM 60 gig U100 7200 rpm, 5239
IBM 75 gig 0100 7200 rpm, 5303
Seagate 10 gig 5400 rpm, 583
Seagate 20 gig 5400 rpm, 590
Promise Ultra 100 Controller Card PCI 539
Promise FastTrak 100 raid/mirror card 599
Hot Swapabie hard drive drawer (0100/66) 519
Go to our website (or more hard drives

Sound Cards
Sound Blaster Live Piantinum 5.1 518

p Intel Pentium 4 for Socket 423
All come with 128megs RDRam
1.7GHz, S483 1.5GHz.$366 1,4 GHz.S287

Intel Pentium III Processors
Flip Chip FC-PGA for Socket 370
Motherboards
750 MHz(100)S133 800 MHz(133)$168
850 MHz (100)5175 866 MHz (133) $182
933 MHz (133)5199 1 GHz (133) S217

AMD Socket 7 Processors
For Socket 7 Motherboards
K-6-2 500 MHz. 545 K-6-2 550 MHz. 550

AMD Athlon (Thunderbird) Processors
For Socket A Motherboards
850 MHz S88 900 MHz S96
950 MHz5127 1 GHzS123
1.1 GHz $126 1.2GhzS139
1.3GHZ.S17S
1 GHZ(266) 5136 1.2 GKz(266) $139
1.3 GHz.(266) 5181 1.4 GHz.(266) 5215

-m

Gome to our Website
and see why people
are saying we are the
best!

We have all,the latest
products afthe,
prices.

the Ijiteshe^
^  I

Sound
Sound
Sound
Sound
Diamond

Live X-Gamer 5.1 595
Live MP3+5,1 594
Live Value 552
PC1128 535

MX 400 549

Memory
DORSDram PC2100 (266) by Micron
128 megs 536 with ECC 542
256 megs 570 with ECC 579

Video C
RamBus RORam
128 meg 800 MHz $86.
266 meg 800 MHz 5182

Elsa Gladiac 920 Geforce3 64 meg 5441
Leadtek Winlast Geforee 3 64 meg 5439 SDram 168 pin dimms
AsusV7100Geforce2 MX 32 meg 5116 (Memory I
Asus V7700 QeforceZ 84meg Pure $274 Detz $304
Asus V7700 GefotceZ 32msg Pure $183 Dstx $220 $4 megs
J

Kte by Micro

with ECC S99
with ECC S208

ery Cost

aton Geforce2 MX 32 meg 594
Elsa Geforce2 MX 32 meg 592
ATI Radeon Ail in Wonder DDR S 256
ATI Radeon 64 meg DDR wA/iVO 5212
ATI Radeon 32 meg SDR S94
ATI Radeon VE 32 meg DDR Dual Display SI
Jaton NViDIATnT-216 meg $46
Jaton NViDIA TnT-2 32 meg 556

128 megs
256 megs
512 megs

n)
PC.133 PC-100 PC-66(not Micron)
519 S19 S24
$27 S26 S41
S52 $49
S146 S158

"Check website (or current pricing"

V^riSigif MMitbor

rlWiltlHE

We have;Step^,by ste^'
instructions with
pictdres on how to 'j
build assemble
computersfinstalling-
software, inc
tips and tricks on
doing it rk

We h^e discussion
rn.e^sage boards. Got

^^omputer question j
Check Website for more Video Cards

Bones Systems are the very best way to upgrade your computer!
do, just put in your old components and you have a brand new system
ective, by far it Is cheaper to upgrade this way then buying a whole system

uch tal^l^hen your older system, the bare bones systems are super fast & have the
testfett^s.

All thisipqur wet^ft
for Free'H

AMD Duron Bare Bones Systems

I Specifications:
lAfvflD Duron Processor of your choice below
Cooler Master Extra Large Heatsink Cooling Fan
FiC AZ11-EA Motherboard with U100 Support
Mid Tower Case with 300 watt ATX power Supply
System is assembled and burned In for 4S hours

AMD Duron 750 MHz.S229 W/128 mg PC-133 S254
AMD Duron 800 MHz. $239 W/128 mg PC-133 $266
AMD Duron 850 MHz, $258 W/128 mg PC-133 $284
AMD Duron 900 MHz. $274 W/128 mg PC-133 S303
"Check web for current price

AMD K7 Bare Bones Systems

AMD K7 Thunderbird Bare Bones Systems
Specifications:
FIC AZ11 -EA Motherboard, Socket A
Mid Tower ATX Case w/ 300 watt power supply
AMD Processor of your choice below
Cooler Master Extra Lagre Heatsink and Cooling Fan
System is assembled and burned in for 46 hours

AMD T-Bird 850 MHz $312 W/128 mg PC-133 $359
AMDT-Bird900MHz,$307 W/128 mg PC-133 $333
AMD T-Bird 1 GHz. $349 W/256 mg PC-133 S398
AMD T-Bird 1.2 GHz. $351 W/256 mg PC-133 $405
AMD T-Bird 1.3 GHz. $396 W/255 mg PC-133 $445
■"Check website for current prices

Bare Bones with DDR

ft
AfVlD T-Bird 1.3 GHz CPU (266 bus version)
ASUS A7M266 Motherboard w/DDR support
128 Megs DDR SDram PC-2100
Mid Tower Case with 300 watt power supply
S519.00 (includes assembly & burn in for 48 hrs)
"Check web for current price

Computer Services Group
^~^ww.csg2000.com - 800-798-1880

to PO Boxes and Military addresses: iii/i^'product prices change daily, please see our
1927 Harbor Blvd. #395, Costa CA 92627, Telephone # 80M98-1880, FaxFi?89-

purchase date, after 30 days only wat:^§y exchange, no returns on soi/jiTe. All returns-requj/e an RMA #
website to get an RMA #, shipping is non r^^dable, complete return policy website.



RH.D. PCI

Like no other.

Boot a DEAD board

in less than

5 Minutes...

without a BIOS or RAM.

www.uxd.com

One Tool for all

your needs.
When plugged into a PCI slot on your
motherboard, the P.H.D.PCI tester can

diagnose everything from motherboard
problems to power supply fluctuations.
An extended diagnostic mode tests the
system board, IDE & ATAPI devices, I/O ports
and memory Including the latest DDR,
RAMBUS, and PC-133 memory.

Quick. Simple.
Accurate.

For more Information regarding
our product line, contact a sales

representative today!

1-888-722-3734

FAX; 1 -909-946-7639
Email: sales@uxd.net

n

Fully Automated
0/S Independent Self Booting
Boots D^D Boards
Burn-lnTestIng
System BoardTestIng
Critical RAM Testing
IDE/ATAPITesting
LPT, COM, & USB Port Testing

"PHD PCI's reliability, accuracy, and ease of
use persuaded us to Include It as a major
component of our validation test procedure."

-Intel Corp.

'Your products make the Job of testing
systems almost a pleasure'

-GTECorp,

JLTRA-X

Providirtg Diagnostics to:

intel. AMDfcl ISM ©Oalewiy
COMPAa SONY

MEMORY
DESKTOP-L\PTOP-CAMERA-PRINTER
WE CAN BEAT ANY PRICE, ANYWHERE

CALL AROLND...THEN CALL US!!!

"MOBODY CA\ BEAT US...I\IOBODy"

LIFETIME WARRANTY-NEVER A RE STOCKING FEE

1-800-4-MEM0RY
WWW.18004MEM0RY.COM

NO DEGREE ON YOUR WALL?

Get Your Degree Online
Associate and Bachelor Degree Programs Available in
Management & Information Technology Management

GETYOUR CATALOG AND STARTMOFING UP!

www.kaplancollege.edu/bd
1-888-887-0850 * infokc@kapIancoUege.edu

FinancialAid Available, IfQualified

Kaplnn College is a Kaplan. IncylVasbington Post Company.

Vepsion 4.0

Organize and Share
3D Page-Flipping Album

New Features

Multiple photos and annotations
per page

Supports MP3 music playlist

Share FiipAlbums on the Internet

Drag-and-drop thumbnails and
contents to rearrange pages

www.fllpalbum.com/m25

Ur
C I G A e U Y s

mic^o cBnzsH compi^

mmnimK 93



Reprints of any article in MAXIMUM PC are available
from Reprint Management Services^'^, the
exclusive reprint agent. High-quality editorial and
advertisement reprints can help your company in
many ways:

WATCH YOUR SALES

SKYROGKm

FOR MARKETPLACE

SALES COHIAGT

(781) 416-2018

Article

Increased exposurefor your product or service
Credible, believable information that customers
trust

Great sales tools for trade shows, mailings and
conventions

Powerful educational resource for customers and
employees

We tailor the reprint layout and design to your needs.

Reprints are more affordable than you think. Call
for quotes on quantities as small as 100 copies.

VOUR BEST SALES TOOL IS ONLY A PHONE CALL AWAy!

Michaei Reaggs
Reprint Operations Specialist

For additional infcrmiation please call (717) 399-1900

Greenfield Cor^iorale Center
1811 Olde Homestead Une

Lancaster, PA 17601
Fax (717)399-8900

email: sales®rmsreprmls.cmn

REPRINT

MANAGEMENT

SERVICES
Weh." www.rmsreprints.coin

High-quality reprints of articles in this magazine are an ideai way to
promote yourseif, products or services ... or to introduce new ideas or stimuiate
iearning within your organization.

Articie reprints can serve as a powerfui promotional or sales tool — include
them with your brochures, newsletters, media kits, or hand them out at trade shows.
(Minimum quantity per order is 100 copies for single color, 500 copies fuii color.)

For complete information on articie reprints, please call:

(717) 399-1900
Michael Reaggs, Repriiu operations specialist

Greenfield Corporate Center, 1811 Olde Heincstead Lane, Lancaster, PA 17601
Wtda: www.Tmsreprinis.com • email: sale.'!@rmsreprinls,com

REPRINT

MANAGEMENT

SERVICES

NDEX
For more information on

MAXIMUM PC ad\/ertisers'

products and services, please
contact the companies below:

1K M lU ydL'iAlHilllljl^^ CONTACT arriTTMH ■ COMPANY CONTACT rrm
Aiienware vvww.alienware.com 61 IBM www.ibm.com 51

Aiienware www-alienware.com 75-77 ibuypower.com www.ibuvPower.com 91

8ose Corporation __ www.wavepc.bose.wm __ 22 Kaplan Coiiege/Sound Graphics www.kapiancoilege.com 93

Case Depot www.casedeoot.com 87 i; PC Power & Cooling Inc. www.pcpowercooiing.com 15

Coast to Coast Memorv www.18004memorv.com 93 ;  Plextor www.oiextorshoD.com 4

Compaq^Computer_ www.compaq.com C2-1 ,  PowerQuest .  20

Co_rnpa^q Computer vvww.cpmp^qxom 6 Spny_ www.sony.com/di __ 32-33

Computej;S0ryices Group _ www.csq2000.com 92 TDK Electronics Corp. vvww.tdk.com . 2/3

Corporate Svstems Center www.corDSVS.com 89 -  The Travel Genie 57

Crucial TeohnoioQV www.cruciai.com 46.47 :  Thompsons Computer Warehouse www.tcwo.com 82

Cumetrix Data Systems www.suredeais.com 80.81 Thomjisons Computer Warehouse www.tcwo.com 83

Cyberpower www.cvberpowefpc.com 78.79 •: ThorTek Corp. (HardDfive.com) www.harddrive.com 85

Deil Computer Corporation __ www.dBii.com C5-C8 , Toshiba America - CSG www.toshiba.com 16-17

E-Book Svstems. inc. www.ebooksvs.com 93 :  Uitra-X. Inc. www.uxd.com 83

Falcon Northwest www.falcon-nw.com 84 Uoarade Source Coro. upgradesource.com 88

First int. Computer of America www.fica.com 86 bi Xi Computer Corp. www.xicomputer.com 90

Harcourt Learning Direct www.ics.com 73
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tNTHEMmUMPC ISSUE!

Dream Machines 2001!

That's right, this year we give you not one

but f/iree Dream Machines—each built

with reckless disregard for price, sensi

bility, and personal safety. Stuffed with ulti
mate power parts from stem to stern, the
triumvirate of elite PC fighting
machines Includes...

•The ultimate PC

entertainment center

for TV, DVD, and music

playback.

•The pinnacle of all

content creation rigs for

audio, image, and video

editing.

• The best gaming

machine—ever. EVER!

You. Us. September. Be

there. We will boggle your

ever-loving minds!

.y

<00

%

%%
%%

CAUriON

(aujion

%

arow am

Optical Technology
Awareness Workshop

Raise your optical-technology conscious

ness! We enlighten you on the great"'
strides being made in the wodiT^of
optical, including emerging-technologies
that will double and trii^dcurrent CD
capacities. Plus, a rep^ on the hostili
ties surrounding wrneable-DVD stan
dards and our prajfections about which

will emerge exuitant.

yVp send optical expert
Log^0 Decker "inside" the
laser-etched world of

discs for a full

I

How to Be

Your Own Tech

Support Guy

PC's busted, huh? Can't stomach the idea

of waiting three hours to get through to
tech support? We'll show you where to go

online—and how to find what

you need once you get
there—^to be your own

diagnostic wunderkind.

cookin

State of the

State of MP3

Napster's down and
out, but there's a

slew of supposed

replacements
rearing their

heads. Are any
worth your time?

Our tests will tell.

Just what is the new

MP3Pro standard? Will it really
mean better-quality files? And will
MP3Pro files play on your existing
MP3 players? We'll sing like a canary
about this and more.

]

Reviews of 128K wireless Internet

services, blazing-fast Pentium 4

systems from Dell and HP, the first

double-density CD-R/RW burner, and

a pair of inexpensive LCD monitors.
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ExitThe last page of the magazine

Booty2Bootv A showdown among lovely PC competitors

I  'i

T

Vldeoyame Heroines
omb Raider's Lara Croft and No One Lives Forever's Gate Archer are both hottie British super-

heroines, but the methods to their madness are varied. Who's got the upper hand when it comes
to fighting? Strateglzing? Accessorizing? May the best vixen win!

"Assets": It would seem that

Lara's been spending her off-
time lining the bank account
of a very happy plastic sur
geon. We have to assume

that she's also been putting in
some quality time with the

chiropractor, because that is
one helluva load to be carrying
around. Still, we can't help but
salute them,., sorry, her. We

salute her.

Winner Lara

Weaponry and Fighting Skills:
She's all about the John Woo

dual-pistol approach—except of
course during "close encoun

ters," when she chooses some

thing a little more pointed and
tactical. Like an Uzi. Lara's gym

nastic feats are unsurpassed
when the ledges she's aiming for

are square in front of her, and
we'll forgive her lateral move
ment deficiencies because her

overall fighting style is so damn
boobs-io-the-wall.

Winner: Lara

Accent/Background/
Personality: Why does she
always have to sound so...
dipped? Lara's icy accent

Immediately pegs her as the
daughter of a privileged

landowner and an alum of

elite schools. Frankly, we
think she could stand to be a

little saucier. And worldwide

adventures seem almost de

rigeur for those wealthy
enough to pursue them at
will. We like her spunk, but

Lara could use a little more of

an edge. Winner: Gate

Weaponry and Rghting Skills: Her lipstick
bombs and sleeping-gas perfume atomizer give

new meaning to the phrase "cosmetic
makeover." Compared to Lara, Gate's fighting

style follows a more subtle, less messy
approach—skills that are worth emulating if
you're, say, performing an appendectomy.

Otherwise, subtlety is kinda boring. Winner: Lara

Fashion Sense:

Lara's function-over-

fashion shorts and

tank tops are probably
better suited for her
never-ending jumping
puzzles than any of
Gate's ensembles

would be. But really,
can't an heiress afford

to dress a little less

like a Boy Scout?
Tomb raiding is no
excuse not to look

one's best, Lady Croft
Winner: Gate

Fashion Sense: She's got
short-short skirts and go-go
boots that won't quit. She's
also got our personal fave:
the skintight catsuit with
swingin' 1960s stripes.
Coupled with white-framed
sunglasses, Gate's retro
get-ups are seriously hot
stuff. She probably
wouldn't blend into a crowd

very well, but, damn, she's
got fashion sense to burn.
Winner: Gate

"Assets": No doubt.
Gate is a hottie, but

Lara is a Russ Meyer
fantasy gone amuck.
'Nuff said.

Winner: Lara

Accent/Background/
Personality: Gate's
advantaged childhood
ground to a halt when her
father took his own life,
and her entry into a life of
crime—stealing only from
the wealthy, of course—
is what ultimately led her
into the secret-operative
profession. We can't help
it; We're suckers for a bad

girl, and Gate's darker side
pushes her ahead In this
category. Winner: Gate

They're both hot, so we win.
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these

in-flight
movies

are getting
better and

better.

introducing the Award-Winning Dell" Inspiron " 8000.
The most complete multimedia package ever featured in a notebook.

DELL INSPIRON sooo

Multimedia Mobile Desktop

■ Intel' Pentium* III Processor at 1GHz

■ 15° Super XGA+ TFT Display

■ 128MB 100MHz SDRAM

■ 20GB® Ultra ATA Hard Drive

■ Fixed 8X Max DVD-ROM Drive

■ 16MB DDR NVIDIA* GeForce2 Go" 4X AGP 3D* Video

■ Internal 56K Capable® FaxModem
■ 59WHr Li-Ion Battery

■ MS* Works Suite 2001 ■ MS® Windows® Me

■ 1-Yr Limited Warranty' ■ 1-Yr Mail-in Service
■ 6 Months of DellNet'" by MSN* Internet Access" Included

$23490
ASK US ABOUT NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS.

EWALUE CODE
89389-800723

Ah. The crisp, luscious, high-resolution screen. The

stunning 3D performance. The Dolby'" Digital Surround

Sound effects. Someday, all this might be standard on

every plane. Until then, you'll have to settle for the

Dell'" Inspiron'" 8000. But, since the 8000 is perhaps the

most impressive movable home entertainment center out

there that's powered by an Intel® Pentium® III processor,

your wait wil l not be unpleasant. Peanuts, anyone?

ini
m
Tcl

Pentium®///

D^L4me»com
contact us today 800.933.0546 www.delUme.com

Dell PCs use genuine Microsoft Windows
www.microsoft.com/piracv/howtoteli

'•T8lO()fion8acoMsic3ll ̂ our phone eo. (or delailsi and other surchHrijss l«i occassi may apply. Must register vviih::i.Vi Uavr- of ..:;0 ;-y; 'i.ai.i oi



DELL" NOTEBOOKS:

DELL" INSPIRON ' 4000

Thin and Light

■ Intel* Celeron ' Processor at 700MHz

■ 14.1" XGATFT Display

■ 64MB 100MHz SDRAM

■ 6GB- Ultra ATA Hard Drive

■ Modular 24X Max CD-ROM Drive

■ 8MB ATI* Rage Mobility" 128 3D* 2X
AGP Video

■ Internal 58K Capable' FaxModem
■ 26.5WHr Li-Ion Battery w/ExpressCharge™

Technology
■ MS* Works Suite 2001 ■ MS' Windows* Me

■ 1-Yr Limited Warranty'■ 1-YrMail-in Service
■ 6 Months of DellNet" by MSN* Internet

Access" Included

$1279.' or as low as $38 per mo. 45 mos.*^
No payments for 90 days.' E'VALUE Code: 89390-800712

DELL 1N5PIRON" sooo

Multimedia Mobile Desktop
■ Intel' Pentium* III Processor at 700MHz
■ 14.1" Super XGA-^ TFT Display
■ 64MB 100MHz SDRAM
■ 10GB' Ultra ATA Hard Drive
■ Fixed 24X Max DVD-ROM Drive
■ 16MB ATI' Rage Mobtlity"-M4 3D* 4X

AGP Video

■ Internal 56K Capable'FaxModem
■ 59WHr Li-Ion Battery
■ harman/kardon* Audio
■ MS* Works Suite 2001 ■ MS* Windows' Me
■ 1-Yr Limited Warranty' ■ 1-Yr Mail-in Service
■ 6 Months of DellNet" by MSN® Internet

Access" Included

$l599o' oraslowas $48 per mo.45mos.'^
No payments for 90 days.' E VALUE Code: 89390-8007158

DELL SOLUTIONS:

SOFTWARE & ACCESSORIES

Printers:
■ Epson* Stylus 777 Color Printer, add $89
■ HP* DeskJet* 952C, add $149 after 350

HP* Mail-in Rebate" (Reg. $199)
Scanner:
■ HP' ScanJet' 4300Cse, add $89 after $50

HP* Mail-in Rebate" (Reg. $139)

Power Protection:
■ APC* Pro8T2 SurgeArrest, add S39
Software:
■ Extreme Game Pack

(Dimension" only), add $79
■ Family Game Pack, add $79

DELL ' INSPIRON'" 40oo

Thin and Light
■ Intel* Pentium* III Processor at 900MHz

Featuring Intel* SpeedStep" Technology
■ 14.1" XGATFT Display
■ 128M6 100MHz SDRAM
■ 10GB'' Ultra ATA Hard Drive
■ Modular 8X Max DVD-ROM Drive
■ 8MB ATI* Rage Mobility" 128 3D* 2X

AGP Video
■ Internal 56K Capable* FaxModem
■ 26.5WHr Li-Ion Battery w/ExpressCharge"

Technology
■ MS' Works Suite 2001 ■ MS* Windows* Me
■ 1-Yr Limited Warranty' ■ 1-Yr Mail-in Service
■ 6 Months of DellNet" by MSN' Internet

Access" Included

$1949or as tow as $58 per mo. 45 mos."
No payments for 90 days.' E-VALUE Code: 89390-800719a

DELL " INSPIRON" sooo

Multimedia Mobile Desktop
■ Intel* Pentium' III Processor at 1GHz
■ 15" Super XGA-f- TFT Display
■ 128MB 100MHz SDRAM
■ 10GB'' Ultra ATA Hard Drive
■ Fixed 24X Max DVD-ROM Drive
■ 2nd Bay 8X CD-RW Drive
■ 32MB DDR NVIDIA* GeForce2 Go " 4X AGP Video
■ Internal 56K Capable* FaxModem
■ 59WHr Li-Ion Battery w/ExpressCharge'"

Technology
■ MS* Works Suite 2001 ■ MS* Windows* Me
■ 1-Yr Limited Warranty'■ 1-Yr Mail-in Service
■ 6 Months of DellNet™ by MSN* Internet

Access" Included

$2449, as low ̂  $ 73 per mo. 45 mos."
No payments for 90 days." E-VALUE Code; 89390-800724a

SERVICE & SUPPORT

How about some peace of mind to
accompany your new DelC" system?
Dimension'" Desktop Service Upgrades:
■ Upgrade Dimension" Desktops l-Yr Ltd Warranty!

1-Yr At-Home Service* to 3-Yr Ltd Warranty',
3-YrAt-Home Service) add S119

Inspiron"" Notebook Service Upgrades:
■ Upgrade Inspiron™ Notebooks with 1-Yr Ltd

Warranty'and 1-YrMail-in Service to:
- 3-Yr Ltd Warranty' and 3-Yr Mail-in Service,

add S99
- 3-Yr Ltd Warranty' and 3-Yr Next-Business-Day

On-Site Service', add 8219

pentium /f

"Telephone access (call your phone
CO. lor details) and other surcharges
for access may apply. Must register
within 90 days of receiving computer
and accept DeliNet/MSN Terms of
Service. You agree to be billed
monthly fees after the initial service
period. You may cancel service at any
time. Offer valid for new customers
only in U.S. households and must be
over 18 years old with major credit
card- Limited time offer. "Monthly
payment based on 13.99% APR FOR
QUALIFIED CUSTOMERS. OFFER
VARIES BY CREDITWORTHINESS OF
CUSTOMER AS DETERMINED BY
LENDER. Under 90 Days Same As
Cash feature, interest accrues during
first 90 days if balance not paid within
90 days. Customers not eligible for 30
Days Same As Cash feature may be
offered standard 48-month financing
with APRs ranging from 16.99% to
23.99%. Example: S1.650 purchase
price, at 18.99%, 48 monthly payments
at S50. Taxes and shipping charges
extra, and vary. From American
Investment Bank, N.A. to U.S. residents
with approved credit. Availability may
be limited in some states.
Prices, specifications, airailaljiiiiy and (eims (it
olfers may change without iiotice taxes aofi sliip-
ping charges extra, anti may trary. Valid loi U.S.
Oeli Home Systems Compary ouw piirchiises
only 'Pot 3 copy ol out Gustaiiiess ot Limiteij
Wartaoties, write Oeli USA L.P. Attn: WarramiEs,
One Dell Way, Round Rock, Texas 7868'Z •Al-Houte
01 Oii-Siio service provided via thud-party
noDtiact with custotiier Technician will be
dispatched, il necessary, totiowiiifl pbtins-basBtJ
Iroubteshooting. To receive Next-8iisiness-0oy
service, Cell must notily the servme provider
before 5 prti (ciistomef'stime). Availability varies,
Oiher conditions apply. -For harti drives, G8 means
t billion bytes; accEssible capacity varies with
operating environmeni. 'Download speeds lirnited
to 53Kbps. Upload speetfs are less [about 30Ktips)
and vary by modem nianiifacuirer atid line
conditions. Analog phone line and compatible
server requited. ''For rebate delails and coupons,
call 800'728-8665 for HP. System and monitor
purchase may bo required for letiate. "Up to !lf46
o! system memory may be used to support
integrated graphics Intel, Intel titside, Pentium,
Celeron and Intel SpeedStep are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Itiief Corporation or
Its subsidiaries m the United States and other
cisuntries. MS, Microsoft, IVISN ami Windnvrs are
registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporstion.
HP and DeskJet are registered trademarks of
Hewlett-Packard Corporation. Dell cannot he held
rB.sponsiPie lor enors in typography or photugraphy.
ri'ZOOi Dell Computer Corporation. All rights rcsHruod

Dell PCs use genuine
Microsoft Windows
www.microsoft.com/piracy^owtotell

D^L4me»com
contact us today 800.933.0546 www.dell4me.com



for newer
technology, you'd
need government
clearance.

Dell's latest technology with the Intel® Pentium® 4
processor delivers performance when you need It most.

So you forgot to return a few library books and couldn't get into the

FBI Academy. Well, here at Dell"^ we don't discriminate. All of our

customers are afforded the latest and greatest technology. And, of

course, we have all of the latest in printers, scanners and software. So

call on us to help build your perfect system or choose from one of the

great systems featured here. Even easier than getting a library card.

Call and ask about our Microsoft® Windows® XP upgrade program.

Dell"" Dimension'" 8100 Desktops Feature
the Inter Pentium* 4 Processor

DELL" DESKTOPS:

DELL' DIMENSION 8100 Series ■■ DELL DIMENSION ' 8100 Series ■■ DELL DIMENSION L Series

Cutting-Edge Technology

■ Intel* Pentium* 4 Processor at 1.5GHz

■ 128MB RDRAM

■ 60GB' Ultra ATA/100 Hard Drive (7200 RPM)

■ 19" (18.0" vis, .26dp) M991 Monitor
■ 32MB NVIDIA* GeForce2 MX 4X AGP

Graphics Card with TV Out

■ 8X/4X/32X CD-RW Drive

■ Turtle Beach* Santa Cruz " DSP Sound Card

■ Herman Kardon* HK-695 Surround Sound

Speakers with Subwoofer
■ 56K Capable' PCI Telephony Modem
■ MS* Works Suite 2001 ■ MS' Windows* Me

■ 1-Yr Limited Warranty' ■ 1-YrAt-Home Service'
■ 6 Months of DellNet" by MSN* Internet

Access'° Included

$1699 or as low as $51 per mo. 45mos.'*
No payments for 90 days.' E-VALUE Code: 89390-500716

Cutting-Edge Technology

■ Intel* Pentium* 4 Processor at 1.4GHz

■ 128MB RDRAM

■ 4DGB' Ultra ATA/100 Hard Drive (7200 RPM)

• 17" (16.0" vis, .28dp) E770 Monitor
■ 32MB NVIDIA* GeForce2 MX 4X AGP

Graphics Card with TV Out

■ 48XMax CD-ROM Drive

■ SoundBlaster 64V PCI LC Sound Card

■ Altec Lansing* ACS-340' Speakers
with Subwoofer

■ 56K Capable' PCI Telephony Modem
■ MS* Works Suite 2001 ■ MS* Windows* Me

■ 1-Yr Limited Warrantv^ ■ 1-Yr At-Home Service'
■ 6 Months of DellNet'" by MSN* Internet
Access'' Included

$1299 or as low as $39per mo. 45 mos."
No payments (or 90 days,'' EVALUE Code:89390-500712p

Affordable Desktop Solution

■ Intel' Pentium* III Processor at 1GHz

■ 128MB Shared SDRAM" at IDOMHz

■ 20GB' Value Hard Drive

■ 15" (13.8" vis) M570 Monitor

■ Intel* Integrated 3D' AGP Graphics
■ 48X Max CD-ROM Drive

■ SoundBlaster 64V PCI LC Sound Card

> harman/kardon' Speakers
■ 56K Capable' PCI DataFax Modem
■ MS* Works Suite 2001 ■ MS* Windows' Me

■ 1-Yr Limited Warranty'
■ 1-Yr At-Home Service'

■ 6 Months of DellNet" by MSN* Internet
Access" Included

$799 or as low as $24 per mo. 45 mos.''
No payments for 90 days,-' E-VALUE Code: 89390-500707



1.7GHz

my friends
are envious

my enemies
ore scared

1
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PELL^ DIMENSION 8100 Series

Cutting-Edge Technology

■ Intel* Pentium* 4 Processor at 1.7GHz

■ 128MB RDRAM

■ 40GB= Ultra ATA/100 Hard Drive (7200 RPM)

■ 17' (16.0" vis, .28dp) E770 Monitor
■ 32MB NVIDIA* GeForce2 MX 4X AGP Graphics Card

with TV Out

■ 8X/4X/32X CD-RW Drive ■ SB Live! 1024 Digital Sound Card
■ Altec Lansing' ACS-340" Speakers with Subwoofer
■ 56K Capable* PCI Telephony Modem
■ MS* Works Suite 2001 ■ MS' Windows* Me

■ 1-Yr Limited Warranty' ■ 1-YrAt-Home Service'
■ GMonthsofDellNet" by MSN* Internet Access" Included

$14990E'VALUE CODE
89388-500714P

ASK US ABOUT NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS.

■ 19" (18,0" vis. .26dp) M991 Monitor, add $90

The DelT" Dimension'

Feel the power.
8100 with a l.7GHz processor.

Simply stated, the Intel* Pentium® 4 processor delivers mind-

boggling processing speed when you need It the most. Want to

know more? (There are always a few who do.) The 8100 features

dual-channel RDRAM with memory up to 2GB, a 400MHz system

bus and a built-in ATA/1D0 hard drive interface. Yes, It's a bit

lonely having a PC like this. But you'l l get used to it.

iK»LL4ine,coni

pentium If contact us today 800.933.0546 www.dell4me.com

Dell PCs use genuine Microsoft Windows
www.microsoft.com/plracy/howtotell
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